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Summary 

The aim of the research project Inverter Technology for PV Energy Conversion is to 
contribute to the field of inverters for PV systems. In these systems the role of the inverter is 
to convert energy generated by a PV array and feed it into the public electricity distribution 
network. The main issues to address are performance, cost, and reliability. 

The following areasof research were considered: 
system topology 
converter topologies 
reliability 
PWM control of single and three phase inverters 
performance of PWM control schemes for inverters, and the effect on harmonies, EMI, 
islanding proteetion 
effect of grid-connected PV on the grid 

Specific results were generated for: 
o control techniques for single-phase and three-phase inverters to imprave reliability and 

lifetime by eliminating the DC link electrolytic capacitor 
o comparison of islanding behaviour for different types of inverters 
o investigation of zero-crossing distartion in PV -grid inverters and the effect on the grid 
o development of simulation models for grid-connected inverters suitable for investigating 

power system behaviour 

New equipment/apparatus designed and constructed as part ofthe project includes: 
o a single-phase/three-phase test inverter platform 
o DSP controller motherboard (DSPMB3) for providing signal conditioning and interface 

functions for converter control applications 
o Signal conditioning PCB for current measurement and isolated DC link voltage 

measurement (LEMPCB) 
DSP microcontroller board (AK2401) for generic power conversion and control 
applications 

The following papers were publisbed or submitted for review: 
• "Three-phase inverters for grid-connected PV systems," European PV and Solar Energy 

Conference, 2001 
• "A predictive control scheme for DC voltage and AC current control in grid connected PV 

inverters with minimum DC link capacitance," IEEE Industrial Electranies Society 
Coriference, 200 1 

• "Islanding behaviour of grid-connected PV inverters operating under different control 
schemes," IEEE Power Electranies Specialist Conference, 2002. 

• "Zero-crossing distartion in grid-connected PV inverters," IEEE Industrial Electranies 
Society Coriference, 2002. 

• "Predictive DC voltage control of single-phase PV inverters with small DC link 
capacitance," (submitted for review EPE Conference 2003). 

A patent application was filed: 
• "A Single Phase Inverter with a Small DC Link Capacitor" 
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1 Introduetion 

1.1 Inverters for grid-connected photovoltaic applications 

In developed countries with extensive electricity networks, PV generation can be very 
attractive if we consider the drawbacks of conventional generation. Current problems include 
environmental concerns about emissions from fossil fuel plants, risks associated with nuclear 
based generation, and the finite reserves of fossil fuels. In the future, our ability to satisfy 
energy demand through large centralised generation plants is not certain. The cost of new 
plant is high and there are further problems of where to locate large generators and 
transmission lines. Hencesmaller distributed generation systems seem to be gaining favour. 

Grid-connected inverters convert power from PV generators and feed it into the grid so it can 
be used immediately by everybody. Every bit of energy injected in this way saves some 
energy that would have been produced by a fossil fuel or nuclear power generator. This type 
of distributed electricity generation avoids the transmission losses from centralised generation, 
and can defer or avoid investment in new generating and transmission plant. Another positive 
feature of grid-connectecl PV systems is that they do not require any additional energy storage 
equipment; the grid ( and specifically the inertia of the rotating machines on the grid) provides 
the energy storage. 

Growth in the application of sustainable energy systems and distributed generation requires 
improvements at all levels of the technology. The availability of low-cost and reliable power 
electronic converters is a main requirement to allow the mass utilisation of sustainable energy 
sourees like photovoltaics. The aim of this research is to deliver a long-term contri bution to 
the field of inverters for grid-connected PV systems with power levels suitable for dornestic 
installati ons. 

1.2 Scope ofwork 

1.2.1 System topology 

Options for the overall system topology of a grid-connected PV plant are considered. System 
topology refers to the way panels are conneeteel as arrays, and the types of power conversion 
stages employed. It does not take into account converter circuit topologies. The most 
commonly applied system topologies are described and compared. The power level of interest 
is in the range of 400W to 2kW, which is suitable for a dornestic installation and consistent 
with the scope of "Mini-power electronics". This investigation aims to identify a system 
concept that has a nett positive impact on a number of performance criteria. 

1.2.2 Converter topology 

A brief discussion of some inverter topologies is presented. This includes common 
approaches and some novel techniques that are potentially attractive in the future. The bulk of 
this chapter is concerned with the application of three-phase inverters in grid conneeteel PV 
applications. 

1.2.3 Reliability 

A survey of PV system reliability problems described in the literature is presented, focusing in 
particular where problems relate in some way to the power conversion equipment. Methods 
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for improving reliability are also presented. This project considers reliability specifically by 
addressing the limiting lifetime of the DC link electrolytic capacitor used in most inverters. 
This is considered in the following chapters. 

1. 2. 4 Control of three-phase inverters 

A discrete time control algorithm for regulation of both DC voltage and AC currents in three
phase inverters is proposed. The transient response time is of the order of a few PWM 
sampling periods, therefore the energy storage requirements of the DC capacitor are 
significantly reduced, and a small non-electrolytic type can be employed. The technique has 
similar harmonie performance to regularly sampled PWM, with a fixed switching frequency 
and low current distortion, and operates at unity power factor. This predictive method avoids 
problems of stability and loop interactions present in controllers employing cascaded DC 
voltage and AC current feedback loops. The theory of the algorithm is presented tagether 
with simulation results. 

1.2.5 Control of single-phase inverters 

This section proposes a novel control method for DC voltage in single-phase voltage-souree 
inverters fed by constant-current or constant-power sources. The aim of the technique is to 
improve reliability and lifetime of the inverter by reducing the required size of DC link 
capacitor. This is normally a large electrolytic capacitor, but may be substituted for a film 
type. The technique prediets the inverter power required to correct a DC voltage error within 
one fundamental AC cycle, basedon the power balance between DC input and AC output, and 
the energy stored in the DC link capacitor. 

1.2.6 Grid interface issues 

The scope of grid interface problem is enormous. In this work it is restricted to three specific 
problems: islanding, output current distortion, and grid interactions. 

Islanding is considered from the point of view of the inherent tendency of an inverter to 
operate into an island load. This considers the inverter as a closed-loop controlled voltage or 
current souree source. 

A specific mechanism of AC current harmonie distartion is investigated. This is an effect 
observed at the output AC zero crossing of many commercially available inverters. 

Finally, a brief analysis is made of the current-copied-from-voltage control technique and its 
potential for undesirable grid interactions. This is a method whereby the inverter AC current 
wavefarm shape is generated by copying the grid voltage. 

1.3 Arrangement of the documentation 

The documentation for the project is composed ofthree parts: 
1. this report; 
2. the appendices; 
3. an accompanying CD. 

Th is report provides the main overview of the work. 
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The appendices contain the bulk of the technica! details conceming the work that was done. 

The CD contains the following: 
a file called readme. txt descrihing the CD contents; 
PDF versions of all the documents; 
simulation files; 
software files; 
CAD files; 
publisbed papers. 
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2 System topology 

2.1 Introduetion 

Options for the overall system topology of a grid connected PV plant are considered. The 
power level of interest is in the range of 400W to 2kW, which is suitable for a dornestic 
installation and consistent with the scope of "Mini-power electronics". 

Given the order of magnitude difference between the exported power and typ i cal panel power, 
there are a number of options available for series and/or parallel conneetion of panels, as wel! 
as for intermediate DC-DC couverters between panels and the grid-tie inverter. Generally, 
some form of voltage step-up will be required, unless the array is connected to form a high 
voltage string (viz. higher than the peak AC voltage). Topologies employing a 50Hz 
transfarmer on the AC output are not considered, therefore, step-up and galvanic isolation 
(where required) should be achieved using high frequency couverters between the PV array 
and inverter. 

Systems are commonly classified in three braad ways: 
• plant oriented, with one central inverter converting energy from the whole array; 
• string oriented, with a number of panels connected in series feeding an inverter; 
• module oriented, or integrated, where the inverter is supplied from one, or perhaps two PV 

modules and can be mounted on the module. 

Criteria for evaluating the overall system topology include: 
maximum power point tracking performance 
overall conversion efficiency 
matching of inverter and array ratings 
installation issues and location of components 
wiring issues, particularly array wiring and HV DC connections 
safety and proteetion 
co st 
modularity, upgradability 
control and monitoring 

This investigation aims to identify a system concept that has a nett positive impact on a 
number of the criteria above, rather than looking at methods of optimising one in isolation of 
the others. Many approaches for such optimisations are reported in the literature, for example, 
the optima! power rating of the in verter with respect to the nomina! PV power. 

2.2 Description of system topologies 

2. 2.1 Simple panel-inverter and AC modules 

The simplest case to consider is that of a single panel and inverter as shown in Fig. 2.1. A 
particular example of this is the AC module or the module integrated inverter, which has the 
inverter mounted on the rear of the panel. The main advantage of this is that it provides the 
cheapest entry to grid-connected PV. However, such a low power is of limited interest, except 
perhaps for an individual keen on PV as a hobby, or as a Christmas present as suggested in 
[ 1]. Same combination of interconnected panels should therefore be considered. 
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Fig. 2.1. Simple panel and inverter. 

2.2.2 Parallel panels 

Parallel connected panels, as shown in Fig. 2.2, can provide additional output but this 
contiguration is not very attractive because the low array voltage results in high currents, and 
therefore more losses or increased cable costs. It is desirabie to increase voltage so that power 
is distributed at lower currents. This can be achieved with one or other of the configurations 
described below. 

P.ANFL 1 

Fig. 2.2. Parallel panels. 

2.2.3 Seriesistring conneetion 

Panels connected in series as a string, as in Fig. 2.3, have the advantage of higher array 
voltage, and therefore a lower current. lt is recognised that this is far superior to paralleled 
panels and even string voltages of 1500V have been proposed for some applications [2], 
although other factors like safety, panel insulation problems, and converter ratings probably 
make this impractical. 

PANFL 1 

Fig. 2.3. String conneetion of panels. 

Another benefit of a high voltage string is that the voltage step-up required to achieve the 
rnains voltage level is reduced. Often this is provided by a simple boost converter at the 
inverter's input, before the final inversion stage, and this converter may operate more 
efficiently with a low transformation ratio. 

One of the disadvantages of strings is that the array performance is sensitive to partial shading 
of cells, and also to the panel orientation. This can be a particular problem in urban 
installations and building integrated systems where shading cannot always be avoided. Even 
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differences in diffuse light and the solid angle seen by each panel due to the ground and other 
large objectscan make a difference [3]. 

Other disadvantages arise from the series connection. There is no redundancy in the case if a 
single fault in a cable, connection, or panel, maintenance cannot be performed without 
shutting down the whole array, and upgrading the system with additional panels can involve 
significant rewiring. 

2. 2. 4 Central inverter 

Still larger arrays can be constructed by connecting multiple strings in parallel as in Fig. 2.4. 
This plant oriented, central inverter approach has the advantage that one large inverter is 
cheaper than a number of smaller inverters providing the same power output. It is arguably 
more reliable, in that there are fewer components and interconnections, however it does not 
have any redundancy in the case of a failure. Another advantage is that it simplifies control 
and monitoring. 

The main drawback is that MPPT over the whole array does not perform as well as for 
individual panels. As is the case for strings, partial shading, differences in orientation, 
temperature, dustand foreign matter will affect the performance ofthe whole array. In a large 
array monitoring the performance of individual panels can be costly and impractical so 
problems will often go unnoticed. 

Another problem is the common use of series blocking diodes [4]. These can provide a 
degree of proteetion and redundancy by blocking reverse current into a faulty string, thereby 
allowing the remainder of the array to continue operating. However, the power lost in these 
diodes can be significant. Thus, while initial cost and reliability concerns tend to favour a 
central inverter approach, there are good reasons to split the array into smaller sections to 
improve energy yield and this affects the lifetime cost of a system. 

PANFLMJ 

PANFL 1N PANFLMN 

SIRINGI SIRINGM 

Fig. 2.4. Array constructed from series-parallel conneetion of panels. 

2.2.5 Parallel AC modules 

Parallel AC modules (Fig. 2.5) provide an alternative way of increasing the system output,and 
have a number of positive benefits, as follows: 
• avoids high DC voltages 
• eliminates DC wiring and proteetion mechanisms; 
• rnains level, low current connections; 
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modular, scalabie to any nominal power, and the system Is easily expandable without 
significant rewiring; 

o different types of panels can he installed; 
o individual MPPT of panels means panel orientation and partial shading problems are 

avoided; 
o single module or converter failure does not affect the whole system . 

.IC M:XXJIE I 

rv f-------' 

Fig. 2.5. Parallel AC modules. 

A particular objective of the AC module concept was to reduce system cost through high 
volume manufacture of modular inverters. However, a recent survey of prices shows that the 
specific cost (cost per watt) of AC modules is still high compared to inverters with a higher 
rating [5]. Studies attempting to show cost reduction through the use of AC modules relied 
partly on assumptions concerning instaBation costs, monitoring, and the ratio of inverter 
power to panel power that makes the specific costof AC modules appear cheaper [6]. 

Other drawbacks when assembling larger systems include the large number of units to control 
and monitor [7], and the: fixed ratio between inverterand panel rating which does not allow 
optimisation for particular locations or orientations. 

Another significant disadvantage is that large systems made up of parallel units have a large 
number of redundant or duplicated components. This includes enclosures and packaging, 
controllers, connectors, power semiconductor devices, and electrolytic capacitors. The cost of 
most of these components does not scale linearly with the inverter power rating, and 
additional business costs such as shipping, storage, and administration have not been 
considered at all. Furthermore, when single-phase inverters are used for three-phase 
connections, as in Fig.. 2.6, there is a real redundancy of silicon and electromagnetic 
components. Three-arm bridges operating with balanced AC load have components with 
significantly reduced ratings compared with 3 two-arm bridges at the sameoutput power [8]. 
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Fig. 2.6. Three two-arm bridges compared with one three-arrn bridge. 

2.2.6 Multi string 

The approaches considered thus far indicate that from the point of view of the inverter, a 
single unit has the most advantages, but when consiclering energy yield, it is desirabie to split 
the array into smaller, individually controlled elements. A campromise approach is the multi
string concept, shown in Fig. 2.7, and described recently in [9,10]. 

SIRJNG, 

SIRIAGN 

Fig. 2.7. Multi-sting inverter approach. 

The multi-string inverter combines some of the characteristics of string inverters and higher 
power central inverters. lts basic assumption is that the string-inverter is the optimum 
approach for power levels of the order of 1 kW. lt operates with a reasonably high array 
voltage and low array current, and achieves good efficiency, especially in transformerless 
versions. To achieve further cost reduction it is necessary to increase the rated power of 
systems. A central inverter is less desirabie because of the inferior MPPT performance 
mentioned previously. 

The advantage of the multi-string approach is that it separates the DC-AC grid interface 
converter from the DC-DC array interface, MPPT converter. This way a number of strings 
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can he installed, each operated at MPP by its respective OC-OC converter, and therefore the 
strings can have different ratings and orientations also. The central inverter can he scaled up 
to any power level, and this can provide a significant cost reduction in terms of cost per watt 
for this component of the system. Additional savings are achieved because most control, 
monitoring, and proteetion functions are built into the central inverter rather than being 
duplicated. 

2.2. 7 Cascaded DC-DC converter conneetion 

The cascaded OC-OC converter conneetion provides is an alternative to the conventional 
string approach, and is somewhat like the AC module. lt is shown in Fig. 2.8 and described in 
[ 11]. This recognises the large number of redundant or duplicated components in systems 
made up entirely of AC modules, and instead proposes simple, non-isolated, module-oriented 
OC-OC converters for the most efficient MPPT, and a larger OC-AC grid interface inverter. 
The OC-OC converters are connected in series to make a high voltage string, and this reduces 
the current and conduction losses. Thus, it combines the positive characteristics of a string 
inverter, but with the improved performance of individual MPPT of the panels. A drawback 
is that the series conneetion of converters is not easily expandable, and a catastrophic failure 
of one converter will shutdown the whole system. Also, the individual converters may he 
difficult to control in circumstances where there are significant power variations between a 
number of converters. 

Fig. 2.8. Cascaded DC-DC converter conneetion ofPV modules. 

2.2.8 High-voltage DC modules 

High-voltage OC modules, as shown in Fig. 2.9 has not been reported previously. lt consists 
of a central inverterand module-oriented or module-integrated OC-OC boost converters. This 
concept is proposed as a way of combining many of the positive features present in the other 
topologies already described, and goes further than a previous report which simply split the 
array into smaller groups [12]. 

High-voltage is considered to he around 400V or 600V in the case of single or three-phase 
grid interface inverters. This results in low OC link current, and is compatible with 
components presently used in standard drive applications. Hence there is a potential cost 
saving through the use of technologies, components, and sub-assemblies that are already 
rnass-production items. 

The OC-OC converters are simpler than the inverter, and therefore may he mounted on the 
panels with fewer reliability and lifetime constraints. They are intended as high-frequency, 
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isolated converters, and would not contain any electrolytic type capacitors that are often the 
limiting factor in lifetime, especially in the extreme temperature conditions experienced on the 
panel. These converters would provide individual MPPT for each panel, but without the 
duplicated grid-interface functions of a large number of AC modules. 

The operating principle is that the DC-DC converters simply inject as much power into the 
DC link as is available. The inverter regulates the DC link voltage by exporting power to the 
grid. Thus there is no need for any sophisticated inter-converter communication or controL 

Hence this concept has the following benefits: 
o individual MPPT so no problems with shading, orientation, and panel mismatch; 
o modular, easily expandable, and serviceable; 
o central inverter is more reliable and easier to control and monitor; 
o high bus voltage means low current and low conduction losses in the DC system; 
o inverter is the same as types used in higher volume drive applications so there is a potential 

cost saving through the use of similar components. 

The major drawback is that there may he a substantial amount of high-voltage DC wiring 
(though it will he low current). Also, the concept is not well suited to transformerless designs, 
since the boost ratio of the DC-DC converter needs to be quite high to convert the panel 
voltage up to a level suitable for the inverter input. 

Fig. 2.9. High-voltage DC-DC module. 

2.3 Relationship between inverterand array nominal power 

Considerable research effort has been expended in determining the optimum ratio of inverter 
to array power rating. This is important because if the inverter is over-rated then it will 
operate more often in a low-load range where efficiency is lower. On the other hand, if the 
inverter is underrated then it will tend to limit its power during times of peak irradiation by 
operating away from the MPP, or worse: shutdown altogether. 

The significanee of this effect is arguable. lt depends to some extent on the inverter cost as a 
proportion of the total system cost, the incremental cost of a smaller or larger inverter, the 
relationship between operating power and efficiency, and the cost of lost energy due to 
under/over-rated inverters. The equation is complicated further by consiclering tracking 
systems as well as fixed orientation arrays. 
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No study has considered all these details, however there are a large numbers of reports 
concerned with inverter sizing and energy yield, and especially taking into account expected 
irradiation and typical efficiencies. 

Reports suggest the ratio of inverter power to array power should he in the range 0.56-1.0 
[ 13, 14, 15, 16]. The significant range relates to vastly different irradience levels in different 
1ocations, even within Europe. In particular, [17] reports optimum ratios of: 
• 0.65-0.8 in the north, 
• 0.75-0.9 in centre, and 
• 0.85-1.0 in the south. 

[18] reports lower ratios and cites the bui1d-up of dirt and foreign matter as a factor that 
should he considered. lt also reports that inverters which limit the power output during high 
irradience have significantly better energy yield compared with inverters that simp1y 
shutdown. This provides a strong argument for implementing some sort of intelligent thermal 
management algorithm to allow sustained operation above the rated power level. 

2.4 Conclusions 

A number of system topologies were presented in this chapter. These include: 
• Simple panel/inverterand AC modules 
• Parallel panels 
• Series/string conneetion 
• Central inverter 
• Parallel AC modules 
• Multi string 
• Cascaded DC-DC converter conneetion 

At present the current technology is most suitable to he applied as follows: 
• central inverter - for large PV generation plants 
• string inverter-small scale and home systems ofthe order of 1-2kW 
• AC modules suitable for hobby, demonstration, or simple applications, but large scale 

application is still common 

Since there ratio between inverter power and array power depends on many factors including 
local irradience, and installation, a system topology that is flexible with respect to this ratio is 
required. This would seem to place AC modules at a disadvantage because the ratio is fixed. 
However, it is not clear how significant this effect is on the lifetime co st of a system. 

A novel concept for a high-voltage DC module was presented. This concept relies on the 
development of cheap,reliable DC-DC converters. Recent developments in silicon carbide 
(SiC) diodes may provide high performance, cost effective rectifiers suitable for the 
400/600V DC link, and the high power density DC-DC converters described in [ 19] can 
potentially he scaled down to a suitable power level while providing high-performance to cost 
ratio. 
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3 loverter topologies 

3.1 Introduetion 

There is a vast body of literature concerned with inverter topologies for all kinds of power 
conversion applications. lt is not the intention of this work to provide a survey of all possible 
topologies, however a limited number of approaches will he discussed. These are selected on 
the basis of their wide application or some feature of interest. 

This rest of this chapter is concerned with a comparison of single-phase and three-phase 
inverters for grid-connected photovoltaic systems. lt considers some of the fundamental 
performance characteristics, and compares the ratings, size, quantities, and the relative cost of 
the major components, as well as some grid-connection requirements. The advantages of 
three-phase inverters described here provide a designer with a number of degrees of freedom 
in which they can trade off performance and cost, and it should he possible to achieve an 
impravement over single-phase inverters at lower power levels than have previously been 
considered practical. 

3.2 A brief survey of some inverter topologies 

Fig. 3.1 shows a matrix of potential inverter topologies. This provides a somewhat simplified 
view of the possibilities for topologies, however it clearly demonstrates that by consictering 
only three basic factors a multitude of approaches is possible. These three factors are the 
circuit type, method of power control, and the method of commutation. Obviously some 
combinations will he better than others, which reduces the number of practical permutations. 
However, additional axes can he proposed which add more dimensions to the problem. One 
such additional factor might he rated power, since it can have a significant influence on the 
choice of circuits and control methods. 

In Fig. 3.1 a limited number of commonly used circuits are listed. These are as follows: 
VSI Voltage-souree inverter 

• CSI Current-source inverter 
• Multi-level. Utilises series-connected semiconductor switches to provide additional output 

voltage levels 
• Interleaved. Utilises parallel connected bridges with synchronised switching to reduce 

output current harmonies. The full-bridge inverter is an instanee of two interleaved half
bridges 

For commutation methods the following are possible: 
• Hard. Conventional, forced-commutation with lossy switching characteristics 
• ZVS/ZCS. Zero-voltage and/or zero-current lossless switching, usually assisted by some 

auxiliary circuitry 
• Quasi-resonant. Lossless switching, generally with some sort of resonant transition to 

ensure zvs and/or zes 
• Resonant. Continuous, oscillatory characteristics with switching transitions synchronised 

with voltage or current zero-crossings 

For control, the following are most common: 
• Square-wave. Simple low-frequency switching but offering the poorest output harmonie 

performance 
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• PWM. Pulse-width modulated output voltage (VSI) or current (CSI) offers supenor 
performance 

• Hysteresis. Hysteresis methods are best suited for analog implementation and provide very 
fast response of current or voltage control 

CONTROL 

HYSTERESIS 

PWM 

SQUARE
WAVE 

cmcun 

COMMUTATION 

Fig. 3 .1. Inverter topology matrix. 

Some of the more practical inverter approaches, and those that are potentially attractive for 
future application are presented below. Firstly, Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3 show two variations of a 
voltage-souree inverter. This is the most commonly used inverter circuit because of its 
suitability fora wide range of power and applications. Usually it is controlled by some sort of 
PWM method, but hysteresis current control is also popular due to its simple analog 
implementation. A vast body of work reports on methods of soft-switching for this type of 
converter. 

Fig. 3.2. Full bridge voltage-souree inverter with Iine 
transformer. 
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Fig. 3.3. Full bridge voltage-souree inverter with front-end boost 
eonverter. 

Fig. 3.2 has a simpler power electronic system but with the disadvantage of the bulky line 
frequency transformer. Fig. 3.3 is presently the preferred method for power levels ofthe order 
of lOOOW. The use of the high-frequency front-end boost converter makes the inverter 
smaller and lighter. Transformerless versions are potentially more efficient, but it is possible 
to use an isolated front-end converter with a high-frequency transfarmer that is still smaller 
than the line-frequency equivalent. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.4. 

Fig. 3.4. Full bridge voltage-souree inverter with isolated front-end boost eonverter. 

Another common approach for circuits with these front-end converters is to modulate the 
boost stage sinusoidally while the output bridge is switched at the line frequency [ 1]. This 
method reduces the switching losses in the inverter stage. 

One interesting variation on a voltage-souree inverter is the half-bridge circuit shown in Fig. 
3.5. This has some drawbacks, in that the DC input voltage is twice that of a full-bridge for 
the same output voltage. Also, a full-bridge inverter has twice the effective switching 
frequency because of the interleaving effect of the two half-bridges. However, an interesting 
feature of this circuit, beyond the fact that it has half the number of switching devices, is that 
both the AC output and DC input may be grounded. Even if they are not both grounded, the 
DC link in this circuit has no high frequency common-mode voltage. This may provide an 
advantage by making the filtering simpler. 

Fig. 3.5. Half-bridge voltage-souree inverter. 
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Fig. 3.6. Multi-Ievel half-bridge inverter. 

A further variation on a half-bridge is the neutral-point-clamped (NPC) inverter shown in Fig. 
3 .6. This is a type of multi-level in verter that overcomes the problem of the doubled DC link 
voltage on the half-bridge. The switching devices in a NPC inverter have the same ratings as 
for a full-bridge. Y et a further variation is a full-bridge NPC inverter. In this case the 
semiconductor devices can have half the voltage rating of a normal full-bridge and the 
multiple output levels reduce the output harmonies. 

An arbitrary number of levels can be added as shown in the 5-level inverter in Fig. 3.7. The 
interesting feature of this circuit is that it was intended that sections of an array could provide 
the independent voltage inputs required by the multi-level inverter. [2] 

Fig. 3.7. Five level half-bridge inverter. 

3.3 Three-phase inverters 

3. 3.1 Introduetion 

A number of system concepts have been proposed particularly with the aim of reducing costs 
of PV systems. Specific cost - namely the cost per watt - of power converters decreases with 
the nomina! power. String inverters and multi-string inverters take advantage of this by 
extending the number of panels connected to a single inverter [3]. An alternative approach is 
the AC module which is intended to achieve cost savings through high volume manufacture 
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and modularity. Installations can consist of a minimum of one PV panel and inverter, or many 
AC modules may be connected tagether in parallel to make up a larger system [4]. Even in 
these higher power systems AC modules may be cost competitive compared with a central 
inverter system if the saving due to high volume manufacture is large enough. However, 
when compared to other applications like drives of the same power level, the cost of grid
connected PV inverters is still high. 

For high power PV generation plants, conneetion to the grid through a three-phase inverteris 
standard practice, but for lower power the additional component count, wiring, sensing and 
proteetion makes them less economical. However, there is no strict definition for what should 
be considered "high power" and "low power." The upper power limit for single-phase is 
usually the existing wiring where a PV system will be installed. Therefore the tendency for a 
designer is to push up the ratings of single-phase systems up towards this limit in order to 
decrease the specific cost. Although three-phase PV inverters rated less than 10 or 20kW are 
rare, small three-phase inverters are available for motor drive applications at power levels of 
the order of 1kW, and at prices significantly less than a PV inverter. This suggests that there 
is potential for three-phase inverters to be used in PV applications with significantly lower 
power than they are at present. 

The aim of this work is to investigate the practicality of using a three-phase in verter in a grid
connected PV application of the order of 1 to 2kW. The performance and characteristics of 
single and three-phase inverters in PV -grid applications are compared analytically and with 
simulation studies. 

3.3.2 Description ofthe system 

A voltage souree inverter controlled with a pulse-width-modulated (PWM) switching scheme 
is the most suitable circuit topology at power levels around 1kW and above. For single-phase 
AC outputs, the half-bridge (one arm) or full-bridge (two arms) can be used as shown in Fig. 
3.8(a) and (b). For high levels of installed PV power, a larger inverter can be used, or a 
number of smaller inverters can be connected in parallel. Altematively, multiple inverters can 
be connected across three phases, as shown in Fig. 3.8(c) in order to avoid excessive current 
injection in a single supply line. At a certain point it becomes unattractive to conneet more 
and more single-phase inverters, because of duplication of packaging, control systems, and 
monitoring. One or more three-phase inverters can be used to supply balanced currents back 
to the grid as in Fig. 3 .8( d). 
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(a) half-bridge inverter (b) full-bridge inverter 

( c) 3 single phase inverters into three phase grid 

( d) three phase in verter 

Fig. 3.8. Single-phase and three-phase inverter configurations. 

3. 3. 3 Major Components 

The major components of single and three-phase inverters can be compared in terms of the 
peak, average, and/or RMS voltages and currents experienced by each device, as well as the 
total number of devices required. For the single-phase inverter, a 2 arm bridge was 
considered, ie: 4 switching devices. 

Simulations of a single and three-phase inverter operating with the samepower provided some 
characteristic numerical results. A power of lkW was chosen, tagether with operation at a 
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modulation depthof 0.9. The DC link voltage for the three-phase inverter needs to he a factor 
of f3 higher than the single-phase inverter. 

3.3.4 Power electronic devices 

The current stress experienced by the semiconductor switching devices was compared, as well 
as the total number of devices required. The average and peak currents give an indication of 
the required ratings as well as a first order estimate of losses. 

The switch utilisation factor gives a me as ure of the poten ti al power throughput of a converter. 
lt is defined as: 

(1) 

where: 
• Nis the number of switching devices; 
• Pac is the rated AC power ofthe bridge; 

VP is the maximum voltage across a switch; 
• ]p is the maximum current through a switch. 

The maximum voltage experienced by a switch, neglecting overshoots, is the DC voltage, Vdc· 
The maximum rms current out of an inverter phase leg and the maximum rms line-to-line 
voltage that a bridge can produce are: 

lp d vdc (2 b I nns= {i an VL-L ={i a- ) 

The voltage expression is true for a three-phase inverter with an appropriate third harmonie 
component in the terminal voltages. 

A single-phase inverter will produce a maximum power of 
lp V de 

pacl = /m.,·VL-L == -2-

and since it has 4 switches the utilisation ratio is 
IPVd, 1 1 

k",1 = -2-·4Vplp = S 
A three-phase inverter will produce a maximum power of 

r;; fJJPVdc 
p acJ = 'i j J mrs V L- L = 2 

and since it has 6 switches the utilisation ratio is 

Thus 

fiiPVdc 1 fj 
2 6VPIP 12 

fi.g 
12 

2 R> 1.15 
~fj 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Another way to look at this is to consider that for the cost of 50% more devices a factor of 
f3 R> 1.7 increase in power is achievable with a three-phase topology. 

However, in practice the utilisation factor is not necessarily a reliable measure of cost and 
performance because it assumes a linear relationship between price, voltage and current 
ratings, and device quantities. For example, it is unlikely that a device of one type will have a 
voltage rating f3 times greater, and a current rating 3 times smaller, and cost 2/3 as much as 
another device. Nor will the losses for two different devices be identical. To determine any 
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advantage one way or the other, higher-order effects need to be considered, like conduction 
and switching losses, thermal dissipation, and packaging. 

3.3.5 DC link capacitor 

The value of DC link capacitance required is substantially smaller for a three-phase inverter. 
This is because of the large double-line-frequency (1OOHz) power ripple that is present in a 
single-phase inverter. Figs. 2-5 are the results of simulations camparing switched current 
entering the inverter bridge for single and three-phase converters. Assuming that the PV 
souree provides only the average DC component, all the AC components flow in the DC link 
capacitor. 

Fig. 3.9 is the bridge current for a single-phase inverter. In addition to the high frequency 
pulses resulting from PWM switching, the low frequency envelope (1OOHz) suggests that 
there arealso low-order harmonie components present. Fig. 3.10 is the harmonie spectrum for 
this waveform. lt confirms that there is a significant 1OOHz current component, as expected 
for a single-phase inverter, as well as switching frequency harmonies at around 5kHz. 

-1L-----~----~------~----~ 

0.005 0.01 0.015 
time (sec) 

0.02 0.025 

Fig. 3.9. Bridge current fora single-phase inverter. 
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Fig. 3.10. Harmonie spectrum of single-phase 
inverter bridge current (normalised with respect to 

average DC input). 

Fig. 3.11 shows the bridge current for a three-phase inverter. The low frequency envelope 
suggests there is a harmonie component at 300Hz, however the spectrum in Fig. 3.12 shows 
that this is not the case. In fact, the envelope is a superposition of 1OOHz components which 
cancel each other because they are 120° out of phase. Thus, the only harmonie components 
present are the switching components. 
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Fig. 3 .11. Bridge current for a three-phase inverter. 
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DC input). 

Quantitative data corresponding to these results is in Table I. This shows the values of 
various RMS current components for the capacitor, assuming that it carries all AC current. 
Normalisation with respect to the average DC link current is performed to account for the 
three-phase inverter's higher DC voltage and lower average DC current in the simulations. 

T bi IC a e . ompanson o fDC I' k m . I d h h capacttor current m smgle an t ree-pJ ase mverters. 

single-phase three-phase 

1. average DC link current (A) 2.59 1.55 

2. capacitor RMS current w.r.t average DC 0.95 0.42 

3. RMS line-frequency harmonie component w.r.t average DC 0.71 0 

4. RMS high frequency switching components w.r.t average DC 0.62 0.42 

Clearly, the 1OOHz component contributes to a significant proportion of the capacitor current 
in the single-phase inverter. Even the high frequency switching components are higher, 
however this is due to the difference between the switching patterns of three-phase and single
phase PWM. 

There is a clear advantage for the three-phase inverter from the point of view of power 
dissipation due to current in the capacitor. Also, a smaller value of capacitance can be used 
because, firstly, there is only high frequency current ripple and the same level of RMS voltage 
ripple can be achieved with a smaller value; and secondly, this type of application does not 
require the DC capacitor to provide ride-through capability in case of supply disturbances. As 
a tirst-order approximation, the capacitance can be reduced by a factor of !J fac wherefs· is 
the PWM switching frequency, andfac is the fundamental frequency (normally 50Hz). 

As noted also in [5], a significant benefit from the reduced dissipation and size of the DC 
capacitor is that reliability should be improved. This component is aften the limiting factor in 
inverter lifetime and reliability, so the reduced energy starage requirements and current mean 
a smaller value could be used. Application of advanced high-speed control techniques as in 
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[ 6] and [7] allows further reduction of the capacitance and the possibility to u se a non
electrolytic type without a significantcostor size penalty. 

3.3.6 Line-frequency transfarmer and AC filter inductors 

Many inverters available today still use a line-frequency transfarmer for isolation and also for 
voltage level transformation, since the array operating voltage is normally lower than what is 
necessary for connecting directly to the grid. The main problem with this approach is the size 
and weight of the transformer. Eliminating the transfarmer altogether and using a boost 
converter at the input of the inverter bridge results in a total package that is smaller and 
lighter, and potentially more efficient. If isolation is required between the array and the grid, a 
DC-DC converter with a high frequency transfarmer can be used as the boost stage. The 
transfarmer in this converter will be substantially smaller than a line-frequency transfarmer of 
similar ratings. 

Despite the recent trend towards transformerless designs, and couverters using high-frequency 
switching stages, many inverters for PV-grid applications currently on the market still employ 
line-frequency transformers. Where size and weight is lessof an issue, this approach yields a 
simple and robust solution to voltage step-up as well as isolation. Furthermore, the 
transfarmer series impedance provides an increased level of immunity to grid disturbances 
that could potentially damage the in verter [8]. 

In a three-phase PV -grid system, the generated power can always be balanced across all 
phases when the inverter is not required to supply local loads in the event of grid failure. A 
balanced three-phase transfarmer can be smaller than a single-phase transformer, or three 
single-phase transfarmers of the same rating. There is a saving in terms of core material 
which is illustrated in Fig. 3.13. 

Fig. 3.13. Co re material required for three single
phase transfarmers and one three-phase transformer. 

When the three windings are placed on a single core the sum of the flux in each leg is zero, 
provided the current is balanced. Therefore there is no need for independent return paths for 
the flux. The hatched areas represent the sections of the core that can be eliminated. 
Depending on core geometries, a reduction in material by about 1/3 is achievable. 

In practice, the size, weight, and cost reduction from eliminating the line-frequency 
transfarmer is quantifiable, and will be partially offset by the additional high-frequency boost 
converter. If a 1/3 reduction in transfarmer core size can be achieved by using a three-phase 
system, then any potential benefit from using a high-frequency converter is significantly 
reduced. 
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The same argument can be applied for the construction of the AC filter inductors. Here there 
is also the potential to significantly reduce the size and weight, by taking advantage of the 
characteristics of the balanced AC currents of a three-phase system. 

3.3. 7 Auxiliary electranies 

One area in which casts and complexity are greater for a three-phase inverter is in the 
auxiliary electranies associated with measurement and controL The cast of these is fairly 
statie, so for higher power they become a smaller component of the total inverter cast. 
However, as the rated power is reduced, they can become quite significant. 

Overall control potentially calls for a more powerful microcontroller, with more counters, 
analog-digital conversion channels, and digital 110. These all increase the casts and probably 
the static power consumption. The semiconductor switch drivers are another area where the 
number of components is increased. Power supplies and drive circuits are required to control 
the additional phase leg. Depending on the specific design, these circuits may reqmre 
additional isolated power supplies and optocouplers for the logic signa! signals. 

Depending on how the inverter is controlled, it may be necessary for accurate, high-bandwidth 
measurement of the AC current and voltage of another output phase. From the point of view 
of monitoring, diagnostics, and protection, it is desirabie to measure current and voltage for all 
three phases. 

3.3.8 Grid conneetion 

Conneetion to a three-phase grid poses the most significant disincentive to the widespread 
application of small three-phase inverters. Very few households at present have three-phase 
loads, so the installation of a three-phase inverter will require some additional wiring to the 
customer's switchboard and a three-phase meter. 

InstaBation of the meter is a less significant problem because even for a single-phase 
connection, a new power meter capable of handling a differential tariff may be required, 
depending on whether or not the local utility will operatea net-metering system. 

The three-phase wiring poses a greater challenge because it could involve substantial works 
on the utility's side of the switchboard and meter. The scope of work will vary from site to 
site, and could be extremely costly if the nearest three-phase conneetion point is some 
distance away. In The Netherlands, however, this is not such a significant problem because 
over 99% of the !ow-voltage distri bution network is underground ([9] reports that in 1998 the 
figure was 99.7% and increasing). All three phases plus a neutral are brought into or near 
about 95% of homes, but only one of the phases is actually connected. Therefore, in most 
cases the conneetion will be relatively straightforward, and not significantly more costly than 
fora single-phase inverter. The situation in other countries might be more or less favourable. 

Additionally, the potential to use other three-phase dornestic equipment for cooking, heating, 
air conditioning or in a workshop provides further incentive for the instaBation of a three
phase supply. This can apply to bath new and existing dwellings where three-phase apparatus 
will he installed, or perhaps where some of these appliances could be upgraded in the future. 
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3.3.9 Economiesof sca/e- borrowingfrom drives and automotive applications 

Small three-phase inverters for drive applications are available at significantly lower cost 
compared with PV -grid inverters. Although the different applications require a slightly 
different approach in tetms of control, sensing, and filtering, drives provide an indicative 
lower price limit towards which PV inverters may approach in the future. 

A significant factor in the cost of components is the volume of production. Thus if one were 
to compare the cost of certain components in a PV inverter with the cost of similar 
components in a drive inverter, the high volume of drive production generally means the 
components can be soureed at a lower price. 

Although the volume of installed PV inverters may not exceed or be comparable to drives in 
the immediate future, it may be possible to achieve economies of scale by making greater use 
of components commonly used in drives. So there is a potential cost reduction from building 
a PV inverter more like a small three-phase drive, and using components like 6-pack power 
modules which are highly integrated and produced in large quantities for the drive market 

A similar argument could also be made in favour of using components being developed for 
the new 42V automotive standard. This voltage level is compatible with common PV panel 
voltages, while drive components are more suited to the grid voltage level. Thus, while the 
volume of actual PV inverter manufacture remains modest compared withother applications, 
greater use could be made of techniques and components from drive and automotive 
applications to achieve economies of scale. 

3.4 Conclusions 

A limited number of inverter topologies were described in this chapter. These included the 
half-bridge and some multi-level topologies. The half-bridge inverter is interesting because it 
eliminates common-mode voltage on the DC link. This potentially makes filtering easier. 
Multi-level inverters provide a way to use switches with lower voltage rating. This can be an 
advantage when series connected low voltage switches are cheaper or more efficient than the 
equivalent high voltage switch, or fora half-bridge where the DC link voltage is doubled. 

The most interesting future developments for topologies may be in the area of multi-level 
converters and soft-switching. Both these fields have been investigated fora number ofyears, 
but there has been little work for PV applications. 

Three-phase inverters can provide an alternative path for performance impravement and cost 
reduction. They have the advantage of smaller power components and filters, and are more 
comparable to small three-phase drive products which are sarnething like half the current PV 
inverter price at similar power levels. 

At present, three-phase inverters are generally considered only for higher power systems. A 
minimum economical size for a three-phase inverter is a complex relationship between 
practical manufacturing and design issues, the incremental costs and savings between single 
and three-phase inverter circuits, and the volume of sales. By making a relative comparison, it 
has been shown that a three-phase inverter has a number of advantages compared with a 
single-phase inverter. There is potential for application in systems of lower power than have 
been previously considered suitable without a cost penalty. 
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4 Reliability 

4.1 Introduetion 

Cost, performance, and reliability are important factors influencing the widespread application 
of grid-connected PV systems. The power converter can be subject to strenuous 
environmental conditions and disturbances from the grid, and is quite often the most problem 
pronepart ofthe installation. Furthermore, converters are aften the most substantial or visible 
piece of active electronic equipment and therefore a variety of problems in a PV system are 
aften perceived to be problems in the power converter. 

In the most general sense, reliability should refer to any interruption in normal operation and 
therefore includes the notion of lifetime as well. The lifetime of particular components can 
influence reliability, while reliability can be said to influence lifetime, in that there comes a 
point where the cost of repair is significant compared with replacement, or repair is not 
possible. 

Reliability can be measured using a number ofkey indicators: 
• the mean time between failures (MTBF) or frequency of failures; 
• the time required to carry out a repair or bring the system back on-line (mean-time-to-

repair, MTTR); 
• co st of maintenance and repairs; 
• system availability over time; 
• the cost of lost energy production. 

Failures or operational interruptions can fall into a number of different classes which 
influence not only the actual quantifiable reliability, but also the way a system's reliability is 
perceived: 
• Catastrophic. Results in a total loss of operation requiring service, repairs, and/or 

replacement of parts. An example could be the destruction of power transistors due to 
overlaad. 

• Intermittent. Requires repair or service to correct some problem and avoid future 
interruptions, but operation is still possible some of the time. These faults may not be 
detected if the system can reeover automatically. Often these are related to poor 
mechanica! connections and thermal cycling. 

• Hard trip. The system requires manual intervention to restart. Such a failure could be 
caused by the opening of a circuit breaker. The time required for this fault to be detected is 
critical to avoiding a significant loss of system availability. 

• Soft trip. The system will restart automatically after an event, for example a software 
shutdown due to a thermal overlaad or grid disturbance. This can adversely affect the 
perception of reliability if trips occur often and are noticed by an operator or owner, 
however the events may well be triggered by sarnething external to the converter. 

This chapter provides a survey of PV system reliability problems described in the literature, in 
particular where they relate in some way to the power conversion equipment. Methods for 
improving reliability are presented, and these include approaches which have been proposed 
or reported as in use in the literature, and some novel approaches which have not previously 
been considered or are not yet considered conventional practise. 
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The significant contri bution of this project to reliability addresses the limiting lifetime of the 
DC link electrolytic capacitor used in most inverters. This aspect is considered in the 
following chapters. 

4.2 Specific sourees of reliability probierus 

The one point on which almost all reports agree is that the majority of system failures involve 
inverters. Vandalism is also quite a common problem, but leaving this to one side most 
reports ofreliability issues fall into one ofthe following categories: 
• installation and infrastructure; 
• environment; 
• converter and system design; 
• temperature; 
• problem components; 
• grid interface. 

4. 2.1 Insta/lation and infrastructure 

Certain types of reliability problems are related not to the inverter in itself but rather to the 
system installation and infrastructure. Many reports cite incorrect installation as a significant 
souree of problems [1,2,3]. In particular, significant amounts of on-site assembly should be 
avoided because quality control in these procedures can be poor. 

Often problems go unnoticed at the time of installation and emerge later in the form of poor 
performance or some sort of fault. These problems can result from a lack of training and 
onderstanding on the part of installers, and also from the complex nature of some systems. 
Further compounding this is that systems are often put tagether with components not 
specifically designed to interface tagether [ 4]. On a positive note, it has been reported that 
once initia! problems are solved systems then tended to work well [3]. 

A lack of expert maintenance infrastructure, coupled with the fact that installations are 
dispersed over a wide area, often away from urban centres, means that response times 
(MTTR) can be quite high leading to poor system availability. Keeping a stock of spare parts 
is also difficult, as these parts are highly specialised. Compared with other consumer 
electrooie products, PV inverters are dispersed thinly, and supplied by a large number of 
manufacturers with few, if any, standard or common subassemblies. 

4.2.2 Environmental problems 

Often inverters are installed in challenging environments. For example, PV installations in 
high altitudes such as in alpine areas [5] experience very high peak irradiance, and therefore 
there is a wide range of operating power levels. At the same time they experience extreme 
temperature cycling between early morning operation and the middle of the day. Further 
problems arise because at such remote locations the grid is relatively weak and subject to 
disturbances that can adversely affect inverter operation. 

Another souree of hazards co mes from dust, condensation/humidity, and insects [ 4] and 
regular cleaning can potentially avoid these problems. Foreign matter such as dustand bird
droppings on the PV cells can reduce the system output, and often the inverter is blamed for 
the poor performance. In a large scale installation of AC modules beside a motorway, [6] 
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reports that accumulated traffic dirt had a significant effect on the system performance. 
Rodents have also been known to damage systems by chewing on interconnecting cables [7]. 

4.2.3 Converterand system design 

Infant mortality is commonly cited as a cause of poor reliability [8] though this can be 
eliminated through a process of iterative redesign. [9] reports better performance from 
experienced manufacturers and with designs which have spent at least a few months in 
production. 

Incorrect use of components and sub-assemblies or incorrect specification of components can 
lead to faults. For example, [10] reeommencts that inverter lOBT's should be rated at 2.5 
times the nominal RMS output voltage to ensure reliable operation. However, high voltage 
ratings go together with higher conduction losses so there is a tendency to reduce the safety 
margins in the interests of better efficiency. A common cause of destructive failure is AC 
over-voltage [ 11] and this risk can be mitigated by increasing the device voltage ratings. 

Problems also seem to be related to the type and complexity of systems. Dornestic grid-tied 
systems tend to be worse than stand-alone systems in a number of respects. Firstly, the failure 
tends to go unnoticed because ofthe lack of impact on the owner. [1] reports a mean-time-to
failure of 1.65 years for a certain type of inverter. On the other hand, this study found that 
stand-alone systems with only simple charge controllers achieved a MTBF of 13 years. 

[12] reports that systems designed and optimised for one type of operational mode (e.g.: 
straight grid-connection) work well, while complex, multi-purpose plants have too many 
components, and poor matching of components and their interfaces. This results in the need 
for high maintenance and supervision to keep the equipment running. 

A lack of redundancy in plants can reduce potential energy output if a failure in one 
component causes the whole system to shutdown. This is a problem of system design, for 
example in a master-siave parallel-inverter arrangement where a problem in the master also 
causes the slaveto shutdown [13]. 

Finally, one of the most common problems reported by all authors is a lack of system 
monitoring and diagnostics. As mentioned already, this results in problems going unnoticed, 
increases MTTR, and results in poor energy yield [14]. Furthermore, insufficient diagnostic 
capabilities hamper fault finding. 

4.2.4 Thermal problems 

Temperature is another key stressor on reliability and is manifest in a number of ways [11]. 
Semiconductors can overheat as a result of overload, or poor current sharing where devices 
are used in parallel. Excessive current ripple and high frequency current spikes can reduce the 
lifetime of electrolytic capacitors. Extreme thermal cycling that can occur with outdoor 
instaBation of PV inverters is a lso a significant stress on components, as mentioned above. 

Recently, a number of reports have focused specifically on the effect of temperature on 
reliability of AC modules [8, 15, 16]. This is a particular problem as the inverter is mounted on 
the back of the panel which can already be as hot as 80°C. The inverter should be sealed and 
there may be little or no ventilation behind the panel. Under these conditions cooling is 
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particularly challenging: therrnal cycles are extremely wide, and hot-spots within the inverter 
enelosure can he critica!. 

4.2.5 Problem components 

Reports have identified a number of particular components that tend to he the souree of 
problems or limitations: 

DC link capacitor. lt is generally agreed that the DC link electrolytic capacitors are the 
limiting factor in converter lifetime, and this applies to most power electronic applications. 
Transistors. Semiconductor switches are also a common failure point because of therrnal 
stresses as mentioned above, instantaneous over-current, and over-voltage conditions [11]. 
Connectors. Connectors are commonly a souree of problems [4] and can he particularly 
sensitive tothermal cycling causing interruittent contacts. They can also he problems with 
corrosion depending on the environment. 
Controller. Problems can sametimes result from a failure of individual components within 
the controller or from some type of software failure [11]. 

4.2.6 Grid disturbances 

Grid-connected inverters can he subject to large numbers of disturbances over their lifetime. 
Spikes, dips, harmonies, and other types of phenomena can he unpredictable and may disturb 
the controller, or in extreme cases destroy components within the inverter. 

Disturbances come from a number of sourees such as lightning strikes, nearby industrial 
loads, and proximity (in an electrical sen se) to railway infrastructure, but it has also been 
reported that power-line control signals can cause interference and even over-voltage trips 
[ 17]. These trips may he soft, in the case where voltage thresholds are inappropriately set, or 
destructive in the worst cases. 

Another particular mode of shutdown is loss of rnains synchronism [ 11] because of distartion 
on the grid. Again, this can cause nuisance trips or in the worst cases destructive failure. 

Finally, PV -grid applications are susceptible to problems partly because of the nature of the 
installation. As mentioned earlier, they are often in remote locations where the grid is weak 
and subject to an increased number of disturbances and harmonies. 

4.3 Measures for improving reliability 

4. 3.1 Systems and infrastructure 

It is clear from the previous section that many of the problems of grid-connected PV systems 
are, in fact, system or infrastructure problems external to the power conversion equipment. 
Factors like the training of personnel, on-site assembly, and the compatibility of sub-systems 
affect quality of installations and their maintainability. Efforts to improve accreditation and 
certification systems, as reported most recently in [ 18, 19 ,20] should yield some 
improvements. 

4.3.2 Converter design 

A number of laboratories, (e.g.: Sandia National Laboratories, National Renewable Energy 
Laboratories, Energy Research Centre of The Netherlands) have initiated programs for 
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inverter testing [8,21,22]. These tests characterise inverter performance, and include some 
sort of tests of reliability testing through a variety of accelerated lifetime tests, thermal 
cycling, high temperature and high humidity conditions, and high operating stress tests 
( operation above normal ratings). Results of this type of testing is intended to feed back into 
the design process for the power converters. 

4.3.3 Converter controllers 

A specific measure that can be taken to improve reliability is to use a powerful 
microcontroller [11]. Modern microcontrollers and DSP's, like Texas Instruments' C2000 
family [23], have built in peripherals for many of the functions required to control a power 
converter, like PWM generation and fast analog conversions. This can improve reliability by 
reducing the amount of discrete circuitry required in the controller. 

Increased computational power also means more complex algorithms can be implemented, 
and this is of particular interest for rnains synchronisation [24], where a loss if synchronisation 
is potentially destructive. lt also becomes possible to implement more sophisticated fault 
handling procedures to facilitate automatic restarts and avoid nuisance trips. 

Over time, higher levels of integration, functionality, and computational power have become 
available. A significant benefit from this is the ability to build monitoring and 
communication/networking functions into the controller itself without a significant cost 
penalty. 

4. 3. 4 Monitoring and communication 

One of the most commonly reported problems is that faults are not detected in a reasonable 
time and can also be difficult to diagnose. Monitoring and communication are vital tools and 
as mentioned above, can be implemented economically in the converter controllers using 
modern DSP's, since the monitored data is normally acquired for control purposes also. The 
cost of lost energy production and maintenance due to a single fault can be orders of 
magnitude more than the incremental cost of imptementing a monitoring and communication 
system. However, if equipment is sold entirely on the basis of initia! cost monitoring 
functions may still appear unattractive. 

4.3.5 Temperafure and cooling 

Temperature is a significant stressor and therefore attention should be paid to avoiding 
hotspots within enclosures. AC modules are a particular problem, in that the panel itself is 
one big hotspot, raising the ambient temperature of the inverter up to 80°C. Specific tests 
[ 16] have shown that even a small amount of ventilation to the rear of the panel can make a 
significant difference in temperature, and that this should be taken into account during 
installation. 

4.3.6 Semiconductors 

[ 11] recommends avoiding parallel transistor switches on the basis that it can result in poor 
current sharing and also poses a reliability weak point because they are difficult to assembie 
and repair. Preferenee should be given to larger, more rugged packages. Modules containing 
more than one power device should find increased use, as well as more highly integrated 
modules containing some ofthe gate drive, protection, and current sensing functions. 
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lunetion temperatures and heatsink temperatures should be kept low to avoid thermal cycling 
[ 1 0], and control measures like dynamically reducing the switching frequency to decrease 
dissipation can be applied with more powerful microcontrollers. 

4.3. 7 Grid disturbances 

Unfortunately, the frequency and magnitude of grid disturbances is unpredictable, and 
therefore it is arguable that converters should be designed for maximum robustness and not 
minimum. As mentioned above, a more powerful controller can help to ride through some 
levels of disturbance, or restart reliably if a trip does occur. In particular it can avoid 
problems associated with loss of synchronisation. 

An inherent limitation in many converter designs is that the impedance between the grid and 
the active power electronic components is small. Reduced output filter size is important 
because it reduces costs. Another factor is the gradual disappearance of designs utilising an 
output line frequency transformer. Voltage transformation is often provided by a boost 
converter between the PV array and the inverter bridge, because it can provide a more 
compact and efficient solution. However, the line frequency transfarmer and large filters 
provide a high impedance and therefore a significantly improved level of immunity do 
disturbances [ 11]. 

An approach to improving converter immunity to grid disturbances involves performing a 
type of surge test on inverters. At present the only reports of this kind of testing are in [25]. 
In conjunction with data on grid characteristics and disturbances, some sort of probabilistic 
approach to improve reliability may be possible. 

4.3.8 Electrolytic capacitor 

The electrolytic capacitor in the DC link is commonly identified as a major limiting factor on 
converter lifetime. There is a trade off between the size of the capacitance, its voltage and 
current ratings, operating temperature, physical volume, and the type (electrolytic versus film). 
Reducing the amount of capacitance required for the application or 
current/voltage/temperature stress can yield an impravement in lifetime. 

One aim is to reduce the capacitance to the point where a film type can be used without a 
significant cost/volume/weight penalty. Specific inverter control approaches to achieve this 
are proposedas part ofthis project and described in the following chapters. 

Other reported approaches include the application of three-phase inverters, which provides an 
immediate reduction on capacitance through the elimination of the double-line-frequency 
power components [26]. 

4.4 Conclusions 

Reliability issues extemal to the inverter like system design and integration, and infrastructure 
and personnet issues are likely to improve given time, and may be assisted by initiatives to 
improve standardisation, certification, and accreditation. Specific test programs aimed at 
inverter reliability can feed results back into the design process to improve later versions of 
products. 
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The use of modem, powerful microcontrollers and DSP's impraves reliability through: 
• higher levels of integration and fewer discrete components and interconnections; 
• more robust software solutions for rnains synchronisation; 
• increased processing capacity allows for better fault handling; 
• built in monitoring and communications. 

Monitoring is a significant factor in improving response time and fault diagnosis. The 
incremental cost of monitoring can be very small when compared with the cost of lost energy 
production and repairs. 

Thermal effects are a significant stressor. Thermal cycling is undesirable and may be reduced 
by running the converter relatively cool. Hotspots should be avoided, and particularly 
sensitive components are the DC link electrolytic capacitors and semiconductor switches. 

Power semiconductor reliability is strongly related to temperature so it can be beneficia! to run 
cool, and to avoid parallel devices where current sharing may not be ideal. Sufficient safety 
margins should be included to allow for over-voltages that might occur during disturbances to 
the system. 

Additional immunity to grid disturbance may be provided through more robust converter 
controL Another approach is to reconsider the use of a line-frequency transformer, which 
although somewhat unfashionable, provides a high impedance between the grid and the power 
electronics. 

The DC link capacitor lifetime can limit reliability therefore reduction oftemperature, voltage, 
and current stress is important. Three-phase inverters inherent1y have reduced current and 
may be suitable in certain instances. Otherwise reduction of the required capacitance can 
help, especially if a film type capacitor can be used. This is described further in the following 
chapters. 
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5 Control of three-phase inverters 

This chapter describes a discrete time control algorithm for regulation of both DC voltage and 
AC currents in three-phase inverters. lt is suitable for application in grid-connected 
photovoltaic (PV) generation plants due to the intrinsic ability to perform maximum power 
point tracking (MPPT) of the PV array. Furthermore, the transient response time is of the 
order of a few PWM sampling periods, therefore the energy storage requirements of the DC 
capacitor are significantly reduced, and a small non-electrolytic type can be employed. 

Consiclering that the DC buffer capacitor of an inverter is often the limiting factor in terms of 
reliability, the proposed approach can lead to a substantial improvement in the way the entire 
system is perceived. The technique has similar harmonie performance to regularly sampled 
PWM, with a fixed switching frequency and low current distortion, and operates at unity 
power factor. This predictive metbod avoids problems of stability and loop interactions 
present in controllers employing cascaded DC voltage and AC current feedback loops. The 
theory ofthe algorithm is presented in this chapter, together with simulation results. 

This work was also publisbed in [1]. The documentation CD contains the Matlab simulation 
files that were used for this work. 

5.1 Introduetion 

Continued growth in the installation and application of grid-connected photovoltaic (PV) 
generation plants will be encouraged by a combination of reduced costs, better performance, 
and increased system reliability. The inverter is a significant item in terms of the system co st, 
and as the major piece of electronic equipment it can often be a souree of problems or 
reliability concerns. Therefore, improvements in inverter cost, performance, and reliability 
can lead to a substantial improvement in the way the entire system is perceived. 

Energy yield and reliability are important measures of performance, and they significantly 
influence the lifetime-cost of a system. The ability of the power converter to follow the 
maximum power operatïng point of the PV array is critical. The inverter achieves this by 
regulating the power-flow from the array and by a metbod of measurement and adjustment it 
performs this maximum power point tracking (MPPT). A suitable control strategy for most 
PV -inverter-grid configurations is one in which the inverter can independently control the DC 
voltage impressed on the array, thereby regulating the power-flow. For reliability and 
lifetime, the DC link capacitor of an inverter is often the limiting factor. lf the energy storage 
requirements can be reduced, then a non-electrolytic type can be employed without a 
significant cost or size penalty and this should improve the inverter lifetime. 

Operation of a voltage-souree in verter (VSI) in a PV -grid application is similar to a PWM 
rectifier, where the DC voltage is normally under control, however the power-flow is from the 
DC to the AC side of the converter. The DC voltage of a PWM rectifier is often regulated 
using a cascaded controller employing a fast inner AC current loop, and a slower, outer 
proportional-plus-integral (PI) DC voltage loop [2][3]. The transient response of the voltage 
loop is constrained by the response of the current loop and the DC link capacitance. A 
number of methods which attempt to minimise the DC link energy storage have been reported 
for AC-DC-AC converters. For example, quasi-direct conversion [4] balances the output and 
input power with a load feed-forward component. Direct power control [5] attempts to 
regulate the DC voltage using an inner feedback loop for power, where real and reactive 
power errors map directly to inverter space vectors. A disadvantage of this scheme is that it 
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relies on hysteresis control of power, so either the switching frequency varies, or the output 
becomes discrete pulse modulated if the sampling time is fixed (as is the case in [5]). This 
has inferior harmonie performance to regular and naturally sampled PWM. 

This section presents a predictive voltage regulation (PVR) algorithm for control of bath the 
DC voltage and AC currents of a balanced three-phase inverter suitable for use in grid
connected PV applications. lt is an extension of the deadheat AC current control technique 
presented in [3] and [ 6]. It avoids the problems of stability and loop interactions present in 
classica! cascaded controllers, while providing a response in the order of a few PWM 
sampling periods. The energy starage requirements of the DC link capacitor are significantly 
reduced. The technique has the advantage of a fixed switching frequency: its harmonie 
performance is equivalent to regular sampled PWM, making filter design easier, and the 
switching losses are predictable. Therefore, it is superior to most hysteresis methods. The 
control strategy allows for bidirectional power-flow with unity power factor, therefore it could 
also be employed as a rectifier providing the DC laad does not require significant disturbance 
ride-through capability. The principle of the algorithm is presented and simulation results 
illustrate the inverter operation. 

5.2 Description of the system 

In order to achieve MPPT, an inverter must regulate the power extracted from the PV array, 
and adjust its characteristics to maintain the optimum operating point. Fig. 5.1 shows a 
typical PV-inverter configuration, where the array is connected directly to the inverter DC 
input. For an array with well matched panels and no partial shading, there is a unique 
maximum power operating point characterised by a voltage-current pair for any given set of 
temperature and insolation conditions. The inverter should be able to regulate its DC voltage, 
and hence the voltage impressed on the array, in order to find and track the maximum power 
point. 

Fig. 5 .I Typical grid-connected PV in verter configuration. 

A practical controller for such a system could consist of two parts: a predictive DC voltage 
regulator (PVR) to control the inverter, and a MPPT controller which would find and track the 
maximum power point, and provide a DC voltage command. Fig. 5.2 shows a block diagram 
of such a controller. The power available from the solar radiation is represented by iso, , while 
i rv denotes the array output current, which is a function of the incident power and the 

terminal voltage, vdc. The MPPT controller measures the array current and voltage, and 
outputs a DC voltage command, vd; . Then, the PVR determines appropriate inverter control 
commands to achieve the target DC voltage and maintain sinusoidal AC current. The current 
that flows at the input of the inverter bridge is i de , and the difference between ipv and i de is 
the current in the DC capacitor. 
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Fig. 5.2. MPPT and DC voltage control block diagram. 

The requirement for DC voltage control is also present in other commonly used 
configurations. One possible approach uses a line-frequency transfarmer in the inverter AC 
outputto step up the voltage to the grid level. This is common when the array voltage is low, 
and is essentially the same from the point of view of controL An alternative approach is to 
use a boost DC-DC converter between the array and the inverter input. Ifthe MPPT control is 
performed by this converter then it will tend to inject whatever power is available into the DC 
link. Ifthe inverteris set to maintain a fixed DC link voltage, then it should export to the grid 
whatever energy is injected by the boost converter. So although in this case the inverteris not 
performing the MPPT control, it still needs to regulate the DC voltage. 

From a cost and reliability perspective, it is desirabie to make the DC link capacitor as small 
as possible. In drives and power supply applications, it is generally necessary to provide some 
ride-through capability in the case of grid disturbances. The ride-through energy is stared in 
the DC link capacitor, however, in a PV-grid application where there is no requirement to 
supply local loads during grid outages or disturbances, the DC capacitor does not need to act 
as this short term energy buffer. It can therefore be made as small as the dynamics of the 
control system will allow. Thus, the aim here is to develop a control scheme that will work 
effectively with small DC link capacitance, while at the same time being computationally 
simple, and without degrading the AC side performance characteristics compared to other 
PWM inverters. 

5.3 Theory of the PVR algorithm 

Fig. 5.1 above shows a schematic diagram of the converter with the instantaneous, 
continuous-time currents and voltages labelled. The photovoltaic array is considered to be a 
current souree of magnitude i pv , and id, is the switched current in the bridge input. The grid 
is represented by the back-EMFs ea, eb, and e,, while va, vb, and vc are the switched 
voltages on the inverter output terminals. These are normally averaged over a PWM 
switching cycle. The primary controlled quantity in the system is the AC current, which is 
achieved using the discrete-time predictive current control algorithm described in [5]. The 
aim is to control the AC current to achieve a power balance between the AC and DC sides of 
the converter. The DC capacitor voltage is measured and the energy required to correct the 
voltage error during the subsequent switching intervals is estimated. 

Since this is a discrete time system, the relationship between the sampling instants and the 
period required to calculate the switching times needs to be taken into account. In order to 
avoid measurement noise, sampling of the voltages and currents should occur during the 
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inverter null switch states (ie: all upper switches on, or all lower switches on). Calculations 
are performed during the next PWM switching period, and the new switching times are 
implemented in the subsequent period. Therefore, there is a delay of at least two switching 
periods between a set of sampled data and the time where a new AC current level can be 
achieved. Nevertheless, the voltage correction can occur within a few more switching 
periods, as will be discussed later. 

5.3.1 AC current control equations 

The discrete time current control equations for the AC current appear below. These are 
executed during the switching cycle between voltage and current sampling instants: 

-' Lac ( ·" . [ J) [ J [ J - [ J va=y za-za n +4ea n -2ea n-1 -van 
,. 

and -' Lac ( .'' . [ J) [ J [ J - [ J vb=- zh-zh n +4eh n -2eb n-1 -vh n 
T, 

(5.la-b) 

where: 
v: and v~ are the inverter terminal voltages, averaged over a switching period, that should 

be applied in the next switching period; 
va[n] and vh[n] are the inverter terminal voltages, averagedover a switching period, that 

are being applied during the present switching period; 
ia[n], ih[n], ea[n], eh[n], ea[n-1], and eh[n-1] are the presentand previous voltage and 

current sampled measurements; 
i~ and i~ are the predicted AC current values two sampling instants forward; 
T, is the PWM and calculation sample period; 

a bar above the variabie indicates it is averaged over a switching cycle, a dash indicates a 
predicted value one step forward, a double dash is for predicted values two steps forward, 
and the square brackets indicate discrete time sampled values. 

The third equation for the c-phase is redundant for a balanced three-phase system. The 
inverter modulation depths ( m: , m~ , and m:) for the next switching period are calculated 
from: 

, vb d 
mb=-[-], an 

vdc n 

mc=-ma-mh 

where vdc[n] is the present oe voltage sample. 

5.3.2 DC voltage control equations 

(5.2a-c) 

By analogy with equ. (5.1) above, the discrete time control equation for the OC capacitor 
voltage is: 

(5.3) 

where: 
~~c is the inverter input current, averaged over a switching period, that should be supplied 

in the next switching period; 
7 del n l is the in verter input current, averaged over a switching period, that is supplied 

during the present switching period; 
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vdcln], ipv[n], and il'.[n-1] are the presentand previous voltage and current samples; 
v~c is the predicted DC voltage two sampling instants forward. This value is particularly 

important and is discussed in greater depth below. 

Measurement of idc or its average may be difficult in practice, so an approximation is made 
assuming lossless power conversion, and also that the energy stared in the AC inductors does 
not change significantly over a switching cycle (this is true for balanced three-phase 
operation). Thus, substituting for ~~c and ldc[n] in equ. (5.3) with 

gives 

where: 

~· Pac d ldc""_[_] an 
vdc n 

{ 

ede ( .. ) } 

P" =v [n] -T vdJn]-vde -p' 
acdc s ac 

+4iP.[n]-2iP.[n-l] 

(5.4a-b) 

(5.5) 

P~c is the inverter output power that should be supplied two sampling instants forward; 
P:c is the inverter output power that is supplied one sampling instant forward, which can 

be predicted from the present sampled states, and the actual switching times that are 
implemented during the present PWM period. 

From P~e wethen determine i~ and i; using 

where: 
inn, is the rms line cmTent in the output 
em" is the rms back-EMF phase voltage 
wac is the AC frequency in rad/s; 

• t is the time measured from the zero crossing ofthe a-phase back-EMF. 

5.3.3 DC voltage cammand 

(5.6) 

(5.7a-b) 

Earlier it was mentioned that v~c would be considered in greater detail. Reeall that v~c is the 
voltage that is predicted to occur two sample instants forward from the present set of samples. 
The relationship between v~c and the DC voltage command, vd; , is given by: 

v~c=vdJn]+k,(vd: -vdJn]) (5.8) 
where k, is a constant that scales the voltage correction, and this correction is a proportion of 
the voltage error. Substituting equ. (5.8) back into equ. (5.5) gives: 

{ 

ede ( [ ] •) } .. k-v n -v • 
Pae=vdJn] 1 T, de de - Pac 

+4i pv[n ]- 2i P.[n -1] 
(5.9) 

It is desirabie to have the fastest response possible for the DC voltage which suggests k, 
should be equal to one (which attempts to correct the voltage error during the next PWM 
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cycle ). However, from physical considerations alone it can be argued that the system will not 
be stabie if this is so. Consider the case where the input and output power are balanced but 
there is a small DC voltage error, viz. the voltage is too high. lt will be necessary, therefore, 
to increase the AC output power slightly, in order to extract some energy from the DC link 
capacitor. So the calculations are performed, the AC current increases slightly, and in two 
PWM sample periods the DC voltage has been corrected. However, the AC current is now 
slightly too high, and the input and output power are no langer balanced so over the next 
PWM cycle while the current returns to its original value, the DC voltage undershoots. 

A z-domain analysis was performed on the inverter and PVR controller in order to find the z
plane poles. A fourth order approximation of the system was used, and the relationship 
between k, and the type of pol es is summarised below: 

O~k,~0.25: poles are on the real axis 
0.25 <k, <I : poles are complex and magnitude is less than one 
k, = 1.0 : po les lie on the unit circle. 

5.4 Simulation results 

A simulation model of the proposed system was created to verify the performance of the 
control algorithm in steady-state and under transient load conditions. This allows 
investigation of the system performance for various values of k, and ede. A base value of 
ede is defined by 

ede( base)= v1 
wac dc(min) 

(5.10) 

where: 
p ac is the rated in verter power; 
V dc(min) is the minimum DC voltage for the inverter to operate in the linear voltage transfer 

range, and equal to the peak line-to-line AC voltage on the grid. 

Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 show the AC current and DC voltage response to a step change in PV 
power from 50 to 100% of rating. Values of ede= I p.u. and k,=0.2 were used, and the 
cammand voltage ( vd; ) was 750V. The AC currents rapidly ramp up to the new steady state 
values, and a peak occurs in the DC voltage befare the correction is made. 

2 

~ 
Cl) 1 
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~ 
:; 
u 0 
s 
c. s 
0 -1 
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-2 
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Fig. 5.3 Three -phase AC output currents. 
Step change in souree power from 50% to 100% of rating occurs at t=O.Olsec. 
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Fig. 5.4. DC voltage response. 
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Step change in souree power from 50% to 100% of rating occurs at t=O.Olsec. 

Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 show the effect of varying ede and k1 on the DC voltage response. 
(These are plots of the discrete time sampled data, vdjn].) Fig. 5.5 shows that as ede is 
decreased, there is an increasing steady-state error in the DC voltage. This is caused by 
inverter losses which are not compensated for in the controller. The model described in [ 4] 
includes correction factors for inverter losses, and it would also be possible here to estimate 
the losses and include their effect by adding an extra term to the power balance equations. 
This is unnecessary for the grid-connected PV application because the MPPT controller 
ultimately adjusts the voltage command to find the maximum power point. 
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Fig. 5.5. Effect ofDC capacitance on the voltage response. 

Fig. 5.6 shows the effect ofvarying k1 • For k]=0.5 there is significantjitter in the voltage. 
For k] =0.1 the response is more stable, however it is slower, and there is a steady-state error. 
It was determined empirically that the best campromise between stability and response time is 
for k] ""0.2 which is close to the threshold where the z-plane pol es become complex. 
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Fig. 5.6. Effect ofvarying k1 on the voltage response. 

Fig. 5. 7 shows the harmonie spectrum of the in verter line-to-line terminal voltage, which has 
steady state characteristics equivalent to asymmetrie regularly sampled PWM. The sample 
frequency used in the simulations is 1OkHz, therefore the effective carrier frequency is 5kHz. 

5.5 Conclusions 
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Fig. 5.7. Harmonie spectrum ofinverter AC terminalline-to
line voltage (normalised with respect to 50Hz fundamental) 

A predictive control (PVR) algorithm for regulation of DC voltage and AC current in three
phase inverters is proposed as an alternative to more conventional cascaded closed-loop 
controllers. Features of this algorithm are rapid current and voltage response, unity power 
factor, small DC capacitor energy storage requirements, fixed switching frequency, and 
harmonie performance equivalent to regularly sampled PWM. The algorithm is intended for 
grid-connected PV applications, where it is desirabie to control the DC voltage in order to 
extract maximum energy from a PV array. In this type of application there is no need for 
disturbance ride-through capability, therefore the DC capacitor can be smaller which should 
improve reliability, particularly if a non-electrolytic type can be employed. 
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6 Control of single phase inverters 

This section proposes a novel control method for DC voltage in single-phase voltage-souree 
inverters fed by constant-current or constant-power sources. The technique prediets the 
inverter power required to correct a DC voltage error within one fundamental AC cycle. This 
is basedon the power balance between DC input and AC output, and the energy stored in the 
DC link capacitor. The fast response means a smaller capacitor can be used, and operation 
with a large double-line-frequency ripple on the DC bus is possible without causing distartion 
of the AC output current. This scheme is suitable for applications where substantial DC link 
buffer energy is unnecessary, e.g.: grid-connected photovoltaic generators. The reliability and 
lifetime of the inverter can be significantly impraves if a non-electrolytic type capacitor is 
used. Experimental results are presented that verify the inverter operation. 

This work is also the subject of a patent application [1] and a publication is presently being 
reviewed [2]. Description of the hardware and software for the experimental system appears 
in the Appendices and on the documentation CD. 

6.1 Introduetion 

The single-phase voltage-souree inverter (VSI) shown in Fig. 6.1 is normally operated with a 
large electrolytic capacitor at its DC terminals. This capacitor fulfils a number of 
requirements related to filtering ofhigh-frequency current from inverter PWM and the double
line-frequency (2/ac ) current resulting from single-phase operation, and providing energy 
starage to ride-through source/load transients and disturbances. A large capacitor is desirabie 
for filtering and energy starage but this has a detrimental impact on converter size and cost, 
and an electrolytic capacitor is often the limiting factor in converter lifetime and reliability. 

Fig. 6.1. Voltage-source-inverter. 

For applications where no significant ride-through energy storage is required, such as grid
connected photovoltaic (PV) systems, the DC capacitor only needs to satisfy the requirements 
of filtering and stability. Reducing the size of the DC link capacitor will normally result in a 
significant 2/ac voltage ripple on the DC bus. This can feed through the inverter and appear as 
distartion in the AC output current unless fast-acting current control is applied. Also, there 
needs to be a way of avoiding the ripple feeding back into the PV array, since operation at 
maximum power point implies the array is supplying constant power. One approach is to 
decouple the array from the DC link by means of a DC-DC converter. This is quite common 
since a front-end converter is often used as a boost and/or isolation stage. For this 
arrangement [3] reports that the DC link capacitor can be relatively small and its voltage is 
allowed to have a substantial ripple. The front-end converter extracts ripple-free power from 
the array and a high-bandwidth AC current loop in the inverter ensures that the DC voltage 
ripple does not cause distorted AC output current. An alternative system is to use a separate 
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converter like an active power filter [ 4] [ 5] to circulate the 2./ac power component in the DC 
bus. This also avoids ripple power in the array without using a large capacitor. 

This chapter describes an arrangement that allows significant voltage ripple on the DC bus 
while maintaining low current distartion on the AC side, and ripple free operation of the PV 
array. The inverter AC current is controlled by a predictive technique as in [6] and the DC 
voltage is controlled by a novel predictive voltage regulation (PVR) method based on the DC
AC power balance, and the relationship between energy and the DC capacitor voltage. The 
controller attempts to correct a voltage error within one fundamental AC cycle by adjusting 
the power balance to control the energy stored in the capacitor. This provides a faster 
response than the classica! cascaded-loop controller described in [3], so transient source/load 
changes are less likely to drive the DC voltage out of its safe operating range. It should be 
possible, therefore, to fmther reduce the size of the DC capacitor, which will have a positive 
impact on size, cost, and especially reliability if electrolytic capacitors can be avoided 

6.2 Background 

An inherent problem of single phase inverters is that they deliver a pulsating power to the 
load. When the voltage and current vary sinusoidally the resulting power is the sum of an 
average DC component plus a sinusoidal component oftwice the AC frequency, ie: 

and 
then 

v.c (t)= V cos(w.c t) 

i.Jt) = Icos(w.ct) 

P ac ( t) = V ac ( t)' iac { t) 

= VIcos2 (m.
0
t) 

VI 
= 2(1-cos(2w.ct)) 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 
where Vac(t) is the time varying AC voltage ofpeak magniude V and angular frequency Wac 

i.c(t) is the time varying AC current with peak magnitude I 
Pac(t) is the time varying power 

In practice, a VSI is fed by an non-ideal voltage source; the souree might have a significant 
impedance, or contain AC current or voltage components. PV arrays, for instance, have a 
non-linear output characteristic in which the output voltage depends on current. Therefore, 
the ability of a practical souree to supply the double frequency power ripple component is 
limited. The problem manifests itself as a voltage ripple on the inverter DC terminals. This 
voltage ripple canthen appear as undesirable harmonie distartion on the AC output. 

Another problem in the case of PV -grid inverters occurs when the PV array is supplying the 
ripple power, or some fraction of the ripple power. The maximum power point is a unique set 
of voltage, current, and power, for a given set of irradiance and temperature conditions. A 
ripple component implies operation away from the maximum power point, therefore the array 
does notconvertas much solar energy as is potentially available. 

Normally, a large capacitance can be placed at the DC input to the inverter to filter any ripple 
entering from the source., and to act as an energy buffer to supply the double frequency power. 
With infinite capacitance, the souree supplies only the average DC component. There is a 
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trade off between the size of the capacitance, voltage ripple on the DC terminals, and the 
power ripple drawn from the source. 

As mentioned above, it is particularly important that the PV array supplies only the average 
DC component of power to the inverter DC link. If there is any voltage ripple present, then 
there must be a current and power ripple also. When this is the case, the array is not operating 
continuously at its maximum power point, and the efficiency of the system is red u eed. 

The system proposed here allows the array to be operated at constant power and at its 
maximum power point, with no double frequency voltage or current ripple. lt achieves this 
with a finite capacitance in the DC input to the inverter. The value of the capacitance is 
significantly smaller than what would conventionally be required for the suppression of ripple 
in the DC input, and harmonie distartion in the AC output. 

There is a minimum energy storage requirement in order to supply the ripple power and this 
comes from the DC link capacitor. The energy stored in a capacitor is 

1 2 
Ede= 2Cdev de 

(6.4) 
therefore using small capacitor results in a large voltage ripple and higher peak DC voltage 
than what is conventionally used. 

The ride-through capability is also provided by the capacitance in the DC link, so in drive and 
power supply applications it becomes even more attractive to have large DC bus capacitance. 
The nature of PV -grid applications is such that the ride through capability is unnecessary, and 
therefore the only reason to have a large DC capacitance is to suppress the voltage ripple that 
contributes to harmonie distartion on the AC output, improve MPPT performance, and help 
stabilise the DC voltage controL If these can be achieved by other means, then operation with 
a small capacitor and large DC voltage variation will be possible. 

A specific benefit of having a small capacitance in the DC link is that a non-electrolytic type 
can be employed without a significant penalty in terms of cost or volume. Since the 
electrolytic capacitors commonly used as DC link storage elements are often the limiting 
components for inverter longevity, it is expected that reliability and lifetime can be 
significantly improved. Furthermore, the electrolytic capacitor also constrains the inverter 
operating temperature because its lifetime and reliability are particularly sensitive to 
temperature. A voiding the use of this type of capacitor extends the boundary imposed by 
reliability and operating temperature, and provides a degree of freedom with respect to 
cooling, packaging, and the location of the in verter when it is operating. 

Furthermore, in this proposal the separate DC-DC converter serves to decouple the DC link 
from the array. lt is intended to operate at the array maximum power point, with constant 
voltage and current at its input. At its output, it delivers constant power into the DC link, 
while the voltage is allowed to vary over a wide operating range due to the double-line
frequency ripple. Thus, the converter achieves the voltage level transformation, avoids the 
pulsating power in the arrays, and operates the array at maximum power point. 

The DC-DC converter can be realised using a topology employing a compact high-frequency 
transfarmer if galvanic isolation is required. This results in a smaller and lighter system when 
compared with using a line-frequency transformer. Also, multiple DC-DC converters can be 
operated in parallel which provides a degree of modularity and expandability. The array can 
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be split into groups of panels of arbitrary size, and each group is controlled to operate at its 
maximum power point. 

The advantages of the proposed mode of operation and the overall system topology are 
summarised as follows: 

small DC link capacitor 
DC link ripple components do not contribute to harmonie distartion in the AC output 
controlled DC link voltage 
fixed PWM switching frequency 
AC voltage and current spectrum equivalent to asymmetrie regularly sampled PWM 
AC current control with rapid transient response 
unity power factor operation 
low output distartion 
maximum power point tracking 
flexible contiguration ofthe array 
potential to expand the system by adding panels and parallel DC-DC converters 

Th is technique is suitable for any single phase inverter application requiring control of the DC 
link voltage. This makes it appropriate for grid connected PV systems because it will export 
all the available PV energy while constraining the DC voltage within a safe operating range. 
However, it is not limited to PV applications since it is compatible with any souree of DC 
electrical energy. For AC sourees the input DC-DC converter can be preceded by a rectifying 
stage. 

The inverter can operate with bi-directional power flow, so it is suitable for rectifying 
operation also. Therefore, the technique can be used for rnains rectifiers in power supply 
applications. There is no restrietion on the maximum size of the DC capacitor, therefore the 
voltage ripple and ride-through capability can be set to appropriate levels to suit the 
application. 

6.3 Description of the system 

The circuit topology for the proposed PV -grid power conversion system is shown in Fig. 6.2. 
This approach does not require a line transformer, but uses a DC-DC converter to provide 
voltage step up from the level ofthe arraytoa level suitable for the inverter to operate into the 
grid. The DC link between the inverter and DC-DC converter has a relatively small 
capacitance compared with conventional inverters. The topology of the DC-DC converter is 
not specified. There are many suitable DC-DC converter topologies that have been reported 
in the literature, and which are in common use. The choice of a particular circuit depends on 
the following factors: 
• power rating 
• necessity for galvanic isolation 
• input and output voltage levels 
• level of performance required 
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Fig. 6.2. Topology ofthe proposed PV-grid power conversion system. 

Fig. 6.3 shows a schematic of the DC-AC conversion stage of the system. lt consists of a 
single-phase inverter fed from a controlled current source. The inverter is a conventional VSI 
with four switches. The switches are semiconductor devices such as MOSPETs or IGBTs 
tagether with an anti-parallel diode. In the experimental set-up used here a transfarmer 
provides voltage step-up and isolation, and a resistive load is used. lt would be possible also 
to remave the resistive load and couple the AC outputto the grid. 

The controlled current souree is intended to emulate a front-end DC-DC converter capable of 
feeding constant current or constant power into the DC link. The requirement in this 
application is that the DC-DC converter can be operated in a control mode where vdc is an 
independent quantity, while one of Îdc, Îpv, or Vpv is controlled to regulate the power flow. Only 
one of these quantities needs to be controlled, and then the others are constrained by the input
output power balance, and the voltage-current characteristic ofthe PV array. 

i.., 

ia: La: N1:N2 

t Ic~: cd: 11~ fc. 1'· ~~ 
Fig. 6.3. Test circuit. 

6.4 Principle of operation 

The aim ofthe control technique is to regulate the DC voltage while simultaneously producing 
a controlled AC current with no !ow-order distartion (ie: harmonies of f.c). Since the DC 
voltage is expected to have a large ripple component, the peaks of the voltage should be 
within a safe operating range, and the ripple should not contribute to distartion in the AC 
waveforms. 

Normally the converter switching frequency is significantly higher than the output AC 
frequency. Also, the transient response ofthe current regulation is much faster than the period 
of a fundamental AC cycle (1/f.c). Therefore, it is valid to consider the inverter as having 
continuous input and output waveforms. 
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The controller responds at a high speed to maintain sinusoidal current in the AC output, in the 
presence of the large DC bus ripple. The envelope of the DC voltage must be constrained 
within safe operating limits. This is achieved by cantrolling the power flow through the 
inverter in order to balance the incoming power from the PV array, and also to regulate the 
energy stared in the DC capacitor. By balancing the incoming energy, the energy stared in the 
capacitor, and the energy exported to the grid, the DC voltage envelope can be kept within the 
desired range. 

The DC voltage is sampled every fundamental AC cycle. The sample points coincide with the 
AC current positive zero crossing (phase of zero degrees on the sine wave). The following 
equation represents the energy balance in the DC link between two successive sample times t 1 

and to: 

(6.5) 

where: 
WdcJo is the energy supplied to the DC link; 

• WnvJo is the energy extracted from the DC link by the inverter; 
• Vdco and V del are the sampled voltage values at times to and t1; 
• Cdc is the DC link capacitance. 

Expressing (6.5) in termsof power and rearranging gives: 
1 ( 2 2) PinvJo= PdcJ0-2 faccdc vdcl -vdcO ' (6.6) 

where: 
• PdcJo is the average power delivered by the DC supply during the sample interval; 
• Pinvlo is the average power extracted by the inverter during the sample interval; 
• fac is the line frequency. 

The DC input power, PdcJo , is estimated by assuming constant DC current (idco ) and linear 
variation in DC voltage. Substituting this into (6.6) and rearranging yields an expression for 
the power extracted by the inverter: 

. (vdco+vd,J) 1 ( 2 2) Pmv/o=ldcO --2-- -2 !accdc vdcl -vdcO . (6.7) 

This power term has two components: one achieves the DC-AC power balance, while the 
other corrects the voltage error. The error in power balance caused by losses in the system 
results in a steady state energy error, which is related to the steady state DC voltage error. 

The inverter power (p;nv) is regulated by cantrolling the magnitude and phase of the AC 
current that is fed into the grid. This can be achieved by various methods, for example by 
predictive AC current regulation, or a closed-loop proportional-plus-integral controller. 

If a set of voltage and current measurements are made a sample time to, then t1 is one sample 
time ahead in the future. At this time VdcJ should he equal to the DC voltage reference, vd; . 

Based on the voltage error, the controller prediets an amount of power, PdcJo, that should be 
extracted from the DC link during the subsequent sampling interval. Hence the term 
predictive voltage regulation. 

Then, depending on the type of load a current reference ( ia: ) is produced in order to achieve 
the desired inverter power. For a resistive load (Rac ) as used in the present experimental 
system: 
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i": denotes the peak value of a sinusoidal current in phase with the output voltage. The 
inverter AC current controller then produces an output current to match this reference. 

6.5 Simulation results 

Fig. 6.4 shows the simulated DC link wavefarms when the inverter is operatingat unity power 
factor output. The independent axis is the phase angle 8, where 8 = 2nf.ct. The dependant 
variables have been normalised as follows: 

., . /I 
1 inv = I inv base 

where: Pac is the nominal inverter AC power, 
Eac is the nominal RMS voltage ofthe grid, 

and Ibase=P a)( Eae fi). 

A base value for the DC capacitor, C' de , is also determined from: 

Ybase = P.J (~Eac) 
2 nf.c Cbase = P .J ( ~E ac J 
Cbase = P./ (4nf.cEac 

2
) 

so C~c = CctJCbase 

where: Ybase is the base admittance. 
and Cbase is the base capacitance. 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

(6.12) 

(6.13) 

(6.14) 

(6.15) 

Fig. 6.4 illustrates how for sinusoidal output voltage and current, p' ac varies between zero 
and twice the nominal output with a frequency 2fac· . The DC capacitor value C' de is 1, 
which is relatively small compared with conventional inverter applications. v' de has a 
substantial 2fac ripple component, as well as other harmonie components. Note that v' de 

should always be greater than 1 to avoid over-modulation, while the maximum value is 
limited by the voltage rating of the converter components. Ï;nv and idc also have substantial 
harmonie components. 
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Fig. 6.4. DC link waveforms. 
( variables are normalised: see text) 

Fig. 6.5 shows the effect of varying the capacitance on the DC voltage envelope while 
operating at rated power. The peak-to-peak magnitude of the voltage ripple increases with 
decreasing capacitance. In this tigure a minimum level of v' de =1.2 for the voltage envelope 
is specified in order to avoid over-modulation. As a result, decreasing the value of 
capacitance increases the maximum of the envelope. An alternative approach would be to 
specify a maximum voltage level which is some percentage of the semiconductor switch 
voltage ratings. Then, the minimum of the envelope will be lower for smaller values of 
capacitance. 

0.5 

oL---~---L __ _L __ ~ ____ L_ __ J_ __ _L __ __ 
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Fig. 6.5. Variation ofDC voltage envelope with capacitor size. 
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When the average input power equals the average output power, not taking losses into account 
for the present, the average DC capacitor voltage is constant, and the ripple is periodic. That 
lS: 

Vctc(8) = Vctc(8 + nn) (6.16) 
where: n is an integer. 

Thus, because the ripple voltage is synchronous with the inverter output, the maximum DC 
voltage can be tracked at points near the angles 8=n/8 and 8=5n/8. The minimum is near 3n/8 
and 7n/8. For small ripple, the average voltage occurs near zero, n, and 2n. However, the 
energy stored in the capacitor is non-linear with respect to voltage so for large voltage swings 
these angles are not where the average voltage occurs. 

For normal operation the DC voltage is constrained by an upper and lower value. The 

minimum is -J2 E ac which is the peak AC voltage. Below this voltage level the PWM 

inverter control goes into overmodulation which results in increased harmonie distartion in 
the AC output, and eventually a loss of controL The upper voltage limit is constrained by the 
maximum safe operating voltage of all the semiconductor devices and DC link components. 

There are three basic options for setting the level ofthe target DC voltage: 
1. control the minimum ofthe voltage ripple; 
2. control the maximum; 
3. combination of both. 

When cantrolling the minimum level of the DC voltage envelope it is only necessary to 

measure the voltage minima. These points are then regulated to be near -J2 E ac , allowing for 
a practical safety margin. The magnitude of the voltage ripple depends on the power and size 
of the DC capacitor therefore the maxima will reach some predictabie level, as shown in Fig. 
6.6. Fig. 6.7 illustrates control of the voltage maxima. For this case only the maxima are 
measured and the level is set according to the maximum safe operating voltage. 
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Fig. 6.6. DC voltage with control ofripple minima for various power levels. 
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Fig. 6.7. DC voltage with control ofripple maxima for 
various power levels. 

The most general case allows for regulation of both minima and maxima, and therefore 
requires measurement ofboth. Using this technique, the voltage envelope can be controlled to 
be anywhere within the safe operating range. Two general options include: 
1. setting the envelope to have an average value at a fixed level at or near the middle of the 

safe range, or at some optima! operating point; 
2. dynamically changing the position of the envelope according to the load conditions. 

6.6 Experimental results 

Tests were performed with the inverter operating as an open-loop VSI and under PVR 
operation. In open-loop mode the inverter switches are modulated with a sinusoidal reference. 
When the DC voltage is ripple free the output voltage should be an undistorted sine wave, 
however in this case there is significant ripple and this feeds through the inverter as distartion 
in the AC output. Results of open-loop VSI operation provide a performance reference with 
which to compare the PVR scheme. 

With PVR operation the inverter switches are modulated at high frequency so that the output 
current follows a sinusoïdal reference. The modulation of the bridge takes into account the 
instantaneous value ofthe DC voltage, and therefore compensates for the DC ripple. For both 
operating modes identical terminal voltage, current, and power conditions were established. 
These were idc =IA and V de =220V. For open-loop this can be achieved by manually adjusting 
the modulation depth umil the desired voltage-current set-point is reached. In PVR mode the 
controller adjusts itself to the appropriate operating point. 

Fig. 6.8 shows the results of open-loop operation. Using a 50uF capacitor (plastic film type) 
the ripple on the DC bus is approximately 50V peak-peak (>20%), and this results in 
distartion of the AC output which can be seen in the current spectrum. The 3rd and 5th 
harmonies are at -24db and -46dB below the fundamentaL THD is approximately 6.3%. 

Fig. 6.9 shows the results for PVR operation. The voltage ripple is approximately the same, 
however the current controller rejects this distartion and produces a significantly cleaner 
waveform. The 3rd harmonie current is at -41dB and other components are less than -50dB 
with respect to the fundamentaL THD is approximately 0.9%. 
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Fig. 6.8. Open-loop operation. AC current spectrum (lOdB/div); AC 
current (2Ndiv); OC voltage (50V/div) 
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Fig. 6.9. PVR operation. AC current spectrum (IOdB/div); AC 
current (2Ndiv); OC voltage (50V/div) 

Fig. 6.10 shows the transient response of the PVR controlled inverter. The controller 
responds to a step-change in the DC voltage reference. This tigure shows that the predictive 
algorithm achieves the new voltage target in one fundamental AC cycle. 

Fig. 6.10. PVR transient response. AC current (2Ndiv); OC voltage (50V/div). 
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---------

6. 7 Conclusions 

Essential aspects ofthe predictive DC voltage regulation have been verified. The controller is 
able to correct a DC voltage error within one fundamental AC cycle, and fast acting AC 
current control ensures that ripple on the DC bus does not feed through to the AC output as 
harmonie distortion. This algorithm is suitable for grid-connected PV applications where 
significant buffer energy is not required, and therefore a small DC link capacitor can be used. 
This will have a positive impact on inverter cost and size, and can improve reliability and 
lifetime if a non-electrolytic capacitor is used. 

A key input to the control algorithm presented is the DC input feecl-forward component. In 
this work the DC input is assumed to be a stiff current source. Future work may improve the 
transient performance by predicting changes in the DC input, and also by consiclering the 
input to be a power souree as opposed to a current source. Sensitivity to the toleranee of the 
DC link capacitance is also important, therefore a metbod of self-calibration based on the 
observed DC voltage ripple will be highly advantageous. 
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7 Grid interface issues 

7.1 Introduetion 

The application of photovoltaic energy production has increased over the last few years, and 
there has been particular interest in grid-connected systems. With more and more installations 
of this type, concerns about safety and the impact on power quality are justified. 

Islanding is a particular topic that has been extensively debated. This chapter investigates the 
islanding behaviour of different inverter implementations, which have current souree or 
voltage souree characteristics. Measurements were made on a number of commercially 
available inverters, and simulation models were developed to enable further investigation of 
the influence of the type of control system on islanding operation. Additionally, a modified 
active-frequency-drift detection metbod is presented which reduces the amount of distartion 
introduced to the grid compared with the conventional approach often described in the 
literature. 

Zero-crossing distartion has been observed in the AC output current produced by some grid
connected PV inverters and this can cause a resonant response between the grid impedance the 
inverter filter capacitor. In some cases, particularly with large numbers of parallel connected 
inverters and with weak grids, the resonance can cause voltage distartion that may be large 
enough to disturb other nearby equipment. A number of commercially available inverters 
were tested to investigate the mechanisms of this distortion. A model was then developed to 
allow further simulations with different numbers of inverters and varying levels of distartion 
to be performed. 

Another issue considered here is the impact of current-copied-from-voltage control. This 
refers to an AC current control technique where the AC current is proportional to the 
measured AC voltage. lt has been reported that this technique can potentially be unstable or 
lead to large levels of harmonie current injection into the grid. 

The work on islanding and zero-crossing distartion presented in this chapter has also been 
publisbed in [1] and [2] respectively. The documentation CD contains the Matlab simulation 
files that were used for this work. 

7.2 Islanding 

7.2.1 Background 

An island condition is said to occur when part of the grid becomes disconnected while its 
loads continue to be supplied by a local PV generation source. This is of concern in case 
personnel attempt to work on lines they believe to be de-energised. Also, the island's voltage 
phase will tend to drift with respect to the main grid which may interfere with reconnection. 
If the conneetion is re-established at a point where the is land and grid are significantly out of 
phase, then extremely large currents may flow through the conneetion causing a disturbance 
that is potentially destructive to the inverter or equipment nearby. 

Most utilities and regulatory bodies have set requirements that an inverter must meet before it 
can be used in a PV -grid application. These involve using both passive and active methods to 
detect and island condition, and shutdown until the grid is re-established. IEEE standard 929 
[3] recommends the use of voltage and frequency detection (passive) as well as some sort of 
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active methad that reduces the risk of islanding to a negligible level. The actual requirements 
vary from country to country (eg: in Germany an impedance measuring technique has become 
a quasi-standard), and the effectiveness of many different active techniques have been 
explored recently in the literature. For example, active-frequency-drift (AFD) methods [4,5] 
explicitly shift the frequency of the injected AC current so it drifts if the grid is notpresent as 
a stabilising influence. An alternative approach described in [6] considers the grid as part of 
the closed-loop control for the inverter terminal voltage, and tunes the controller gain so there 
is a resonance outside the acceptable grid frequency range. When islanding occurs, the 
inverter frequency shifts towards this resonant frequency, thus providing a means of detection. 

Although active prevention techniques reduce the risk of islanding, there can still be a non
detection zone (NDZ), as discussed in [4]. The size ofthe NDZ can depend on the magnitude 
of disturbance to the system that the detection methad introduces. In the case of AFD, 
distartion is introduced into the current wavefarm that tends to shift the frequency in the 
absence of a stabilising grid. As the distartion is increased, the NDZ becomes smaller. The 
system reported in [6] complicates and constrains the voltage control system, which may have 
an impact on its response and stability. Therefore, the inherent tendency of an inverter to 
operate into an island load is an important consideration, because this will influence how 
strong the active measures need to be. The relative sensitivity of inverters to load variations 
(real and reactive power) and changes in incident solar energy suggests that different inverter 
types require different types or degrees of active island detection. While various active 
techniques have been considered, previous reports have not compared their effectiveness for 
different types of inverters, nor has the significanee of the type of inverter control been 
investigated in detail. This is an important consideration because it influences the level of 
active intervention that should occur to detect an island condition. 

A recent study [7] has suggested that the probability of a sustained island condition in a 
sec ti on of the distribution network is extremely low - in the order of 1 o-6 per year - and that 
risks to network personnel and consumers are not significantly increased by this phenomenon. 
Therefore it is important to consider that the introduetion of additional safety measures to 
prevent islanding may have a detrimental effect on inverter performance and cost for no 
significant benefit 

This section compares the behaviour of a number of inverter implementations which, when 
taken tagether with their control systems, have AC current souree or voltage souree 
characteristics. The inverters considered are current-regulated and power-angle controlled 
PWM voltage-souree-inverters (VSI's), and a multi-stage concept described in [8] consisting 
of a sinusoidally modulated DC-DC converter foliowed by a line-frequency inverter (which 
has been commonly employed in module oriented inverters). The results of simulation studies 
and experimental tests are presented and discussed, particularly the influence ofthe voltage or 
current souree behaviour on the tendency to continue operation into an island load. The 
influence of the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithm is also considered, since it 
may also play a role in continued islanding operation. Lastly, a modified methad of AFD is 
presented which reduces the amount of distartion introduced to the grid compared with the 
conventional approach often described in the literature. 

7.2.2 Description ofthe inverter concepts 

A simplified PV -inverter-grid system is shown in Fig. 7 .1. The PV array connects directly to 
the DC input of the inverter, and the output feeds the grid. The grid is represented by a 
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voltage souree bebind a simple line impedance (eg and Lg). A local load impedance IS 

represented by ZL. This can become an is land load if the switch (Sg) disconnects the grid. 

Fig. 7.1. PV-grid inverter system with localload. 

The pulse-width-modulated VSI is the most popular inverter circuit suitable for a wide variety 
of applications. Another topology commonly used in lower power PV applications IS a 
sinusoidally modulated DC-DC converter foliowed by a line-frequency inverter. 

The inverters appear as either a stiff current supply or a stiff voltage supply, as illustrated in 
the simplified equivalent circuits of Fig. 7.2, Fig. 7.3, and Fig. 7.4. The voltages and currents 
can be represented by their phasor quantities. For all cases there is no independent intemal 
AC frequency controL The frequency ofthe inverter simply follows that which it measures on 
the grid at the point of coupling. 

Fig. 7.2. Equivalent circuit ofthe current-regulated voltage-source
inverter (CR-VSI). 

Fig. 7.3. Equivalent circuit ofthe power- angle- regulated voltage
source- in verter ( 8R-VSI). 

Ra.· 

Fig. 7.4. Equivalent circuit ofthe multi-stage DC-DC converterand 
line-frequency inverter (DC-DC-LFI). 
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Thus, the approaches for closed loop control of the inverter power are as follows: 
• Current-regulated voltage-souree inverter (CR-VSI): Fig. 7.2. The AC current delivered 

by the inverter (phasor quantity Ïac) is controlled directly. Normally, the phase 
displacement ( cf> ) between the current and the grid voltage at the point of coupling ( Ëac) is 
zero so that only real power is injected. 

• Power- angle- regulated voltage- source- inverter (8R-VSI): Fig. 7.3. The phase 
displacement (8), between the grid voltage ( Ëac) and the average line-frequency voltage 
component at the inverter bridge terminals ( vac) regulates the power. The magnitude of 
vac affects the reactive power and is controlled separately. 

• Multi-stage DC-DC converter and line-frequency inverter (DC-DC-LFI): Fig. 7.4. The 
magnitude of vac determines the power. Normally this voltage will be in phase with the 
grid. 

The AC power de livered byeach inverter can be expressed in terms of the AC current, or the 
average ofthe switched voltage on the inverter terminals as follows: 

p ac =I acEacCOS cp 
fora CR_ V SI; 

V acEacsin 8 
pac= L 

wac ac 

fora 8R-VSI; 

and 

fora DC-DC-LFI. The symbols used above are defined as: 
P ac is the AC power; 
Eac , V ac, and I ac are the RMS magnitudes of the phasors defined earlier; 
Lac is the AC output filter inductance inside the inverter; 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

Rac is the equivalent inverter output resistance (determined by the closed-loop control 
characteristics ); 
wac is the line frequency (in rad/s). 

7.2.3 Islanding behaviour: Experimental results and rnadelling 

The islanding behaviour of the inverter types was investigated with simulations and 
experimentally. Detailed measurements were made with one commercially available inverter. 
This was a 150W module oriented unit operating on the principle of the DC-DC-LFI. A 
number of other inverters were also tested but detailed results will not be presented here. 

For the experimental tests the inverter was connected to the grid with a local load consisting 
of a variabie resistor and inductor as shown in Fig. 7.5. PV array and grid simulators 
( controlled power sourees with appropriate terminal characteristics) were used in order to 
have stabie and controllable operating conditions. The inverter has an intemal capacitor for 
filtering, which is shown inside the dotted area in Fig. 7.5. 
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Fig. 7.5. Experimental set-up. 

This set-up differs somewhat to the parallel RLC local load that is normally discussed in the 
literature, however it is still possible to induce islanding operation. The worst case conditions 
for this type of load (and when the inverter is attempting to inject current in phase with the 
terminal voltage) are when the RLC circuit formed by the localload and filter capacitor has a 
quality factor of Q1,=I. The resonant frequency need not be 50Hz, but this quality factor 
results in an impedance phase response that is maximally flat and close to zero (ie: purely 
resistive) in the low frequency range. 

Thus, by first adjusting RL and LL to achieve near zero current from the grid, and with a stabie 
PV input, it was possible to induce islanding for a significant time. In fact, as the frequency 
slowly drifted towards one ofthe trip points (50±0.2Hz in this case), with manual adjustment 
of the inductance it was possible to keep the frequency within the limits and maintain 
islanding operation indefinitely. 

So for perfectly balanced conditions the inverter was supplying about 1 OOW which was 
consumed by the localload and the reactive power in the inductor balanced that of the in verter 
(resulting largely from the filter capacitor inside ). At the moment of disconnection, the grid 
was supplying close to zero real and reactive power (as close as was practical). Tests were 
performed for small imbalances in real and reactive power - that is, for small amounts of 
power supplied by the grid prior to disconnection. 

Fig. 7.6, Fig. 7.7, Fig. 7.8, and Fig. 7.9 show the measured change in frequency that occurs for 
reactive power imbalances. The frequency is calculated from raw voltage samples on a cycle
by-cycle basis. There is no averaging, but an increasing or decreasing frequency can be 
observed following disconnection for inductive and capacitive local loads respectively. (The 
load appears capacitive when LL is small and does not fully compensate the reactive power in 
the inverter.) This measured data is plotted tagether with simulation results to demonstrate 
that the model based on the equivalent circuit in Fig. 7.4 prediets the response quite well, 
namely the rate of change of frequency, and the time taken to shutdown. (Frequency 
measurements after shutdown are invalid, although they appear to be gross steps off the scale 
displayed in these graphs.) 
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Fig. 7.6. Measurement and simulation offrequency shift 
after grid disconnection with 5 V AR-capacitive supplied 

from grid. (smooth curve is simulated data) 
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Fig. 7.7. Measurement and simulation offrequency shift 
after grid disconnection with 10 V AR-capacitive supplied 

from grid. (smooth curve is simulated data) 
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Fig. 7.8. Measurement and simulation offrequency shift 
after grid disconnection with 5 V AR-inductive supplied 

from grid. (smooth curve is simulated data) 
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Fig. 7.9. Measurement and simulation offrequency shift 
after grid disconnection with 10 VAR-inductive supplied 

from grid. (smooth curve is simulated data) 

Fig. 7.10 shows a simulation ofthe influence ofthe inverter output resistance Rac fora 5VAR
capacitive supplied from the grid prior to disconnection. For higher output impedance the rate 
of change of current is greater and the shutdown occurs sooner. Or to put it another way, as 
the inverter characteristic more closely resembles voltage souree behaviour, the duration of 
the islanding condition is greater. 
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Fig. 7.1 0. Simulation offrequency shift after grid 
disconnection with 5 V AR-capacitive supplied from grid 

and various inverter output resistances. 

7. 2. 4 Further simulations 

The response to an island situation of the different inverter types was simulated for a variety 
of localload conditions. For the simulations presented here the island load is represented now 
by a parallel RLC circuit as in Fig. 7.11. 
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Fig. 7 .11. Equivalent circuit with a parallel RLC localload. 

The resonant frequency of the RLC load was set to values between 40 and 60Hz (the line 
frequency is 50Hz), the quality factor is QL=l, and the real power is lkW. An alternative way 
of looking at this is from the perspective of power factor. When the re sonant frequency is the 
same as the line frequency the load appears to have unity power factor. If the resonant 
frequency is higher then the load appears inductive, ie: lagging power factor. If the resonant 
frequency is lower than the line frequency then the load appears to be a leading power factor 
load. 

Fig. 7.12 shows the response of the inverter AC frequency after islanding for a current
regulated VSI. When the load resonant frequency is 50Hz (unity power factor) and the real 
power is matebed between the souree and the load the inverter runs on at a stabie frequency 
close to 50Hz, and this is not detected as an island condition. For other loads the inverter 
frequency changes rapidly and setties close to the resonant frequency of the load. Since there 
is normally a specified frequency threshold where the inverter should shut down, this 
sensitivity to non-unity power factor loads makes detection of islanding relatively simple and 
reliable. 
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Fig. 7.12. Frequency shift after disconnection of a current
regulated inverter for loads with various resonant 

frequencies. 

In contrast, Fig. 7.13 shows that for a power-angle controlled inverter, there is a greater 
tendency to run on at a frequency closer to 50Hz. For this case, the inverteris less sensitive to 
non-unity power factor loads, and therefore the range of loads for which islanding will not be 
detected is greater. This occurs because the power-angle controlled inverter has a greater 
capacity to supply a reactive load without changing its frequency as quickly. The current-
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controlled inverter, on the other hand, always attempts to inject unity power factor current, 
and as aresult setties rapidly at the resonant frequency. 
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Fig. 7.13. Frequency shift after disconnection fora power 
angle regulated inverter for loads with various resonant 

frequencies. 

7. 2. 5 Influence of maximum-power-point (MP P) tracking 

The previous section was concerned with the situation where the real power supplied by the 
inverter matches that of the local load, but where there is a small reactive power component 
supplied by the grid prior to disconnection. Some brief remarks about the case where reactive 
power is matched but some real power is supplied from the grid follow. 

Sustained islanding relies on real and reactive power balance between the inverter and local 
loads. Consiclering the case of a resistive load, the voltage on an island load depends on the 
power de livered by the inverter. Thus, if the in verter power equals local load power prior to 
islanding and the inverter operation remains stable, then there is no change in the local voltage 
after disconnection. The inverter tested previously has voltage trip levels at approximately 
± 10% of the nominal AC voltage. Because of the square relationship between power and 
voltage, this means the non-detection zone is of the order of ±20% of in verter power. That is, 
the grid could be supplying up to 20% of the local load prior to disconnection, and the 
subsequent voltage change would not be outside the threshold for shutdown. 

The problem may be exacerbated by a MPP tracker with poor or limited performance. 
Islanding requires a balance in the power supplied by the inverter and consumed by the local 
load, but the dynamic nature of both loads and the solar irradiance means this balance is 
unlikely to be maintained very long. A true MPP tracker will be sensitive to changes in the 
available power and attempt to shift the operating point accordingly. However, an inaccurate 
or slow tracker will be less sensitive to changes in the solar irradiance and also to the balance 
between inverter, grid, and load power before and aftera disconnection. This means that the 
range of loads for which islanding may occur is wider, or alternatively, the time taken to trip 
could be increased in comparison to an inverter with fast and accurate MPP tracking controL 
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7.2.6 Harmonie reduction in active-frequency-drift methods 

The AFD method introduces distartion into the injected current wavefarm which tends to 
accelerate or decelerate the AC frequency in the absence of the grid. Thus, there is a 
limitation on the size of the frequency shift imposed by the need to keep output harmonies 
below a specified level. This is potentially a problem for systems that have a greater tendency 
for islanding, because they will require a larger accelerating motive to shift the frequency past 
the detection threshold. 

The common approach tor AFD reported in the literature is to inject a current wavefarm 
whose frequency is slightly higher than the measured grid frequency. The current zero
crossings are then extended so that the actual frequencies match. This is illustrated in the 
upper part of Fig. 7 .14. [f the grid is not present then the frequency of the measured voltage 
tends to follow that of the current and the frequency shift is detected. An alternative approach 
is to extend the timespent at the wavefarm peaks, as in the lower part of Fig. 7.14. This may 
be more complex to imptement because it requires a high bandwidth phase detector, while 
zero-crossings can be measured directly fairly easily. However, with digital signal processing 
techniques and more po\\-erful microcontrollers this is lessof a problem. 
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Fig. 7.14. Current reference waveferm for active
frequency-drift. 

above: conventional methad (zero-crossing extended) 
below: alternative method (peak extended) 

The frequency spectra of the two wavefarms are compared in Fig. 7.15. This shows the 
impravement in harmonie performance that can be expected when the wavefarm is extended 
at the peaks rather than the zero crossings. 
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Fig. 7.15. Comparison of current harmonies of 
conventional and alternative AFD methods. (dB scale has 
an offset such that the fundamental component is 80dB) 

7.3 Zero crossing distortion 

7.3.1 Background 

In large scale applications of photovoltaic energy with many parallel grid-connected inverters 
the total harmonie current emission can result in distartion also of the grid voltage. The 
voltage distartion might exceed standards for voltage characteristics in public distribution 
systems (eg: EN50160 [9]) even though individual inverters comply with the standard for 
harmonie current emissions (IEC61000-3-2 [10]). The total harmonie emission from a group 
of inverters operating in parallel is not covered by the standards at present. This could be 
probiernatie for residential grid-connected PV systems because inverters distributed 
throughout a neighbourhood can be installed at different times and owned by individual 
households, but depending on their proximity to each other, they operate more or less m 
parallel from an electrical point of view. 

One of the specific issues in the production of harmonies is a resonance of the inverter output 
filter capacitance with the grid [11 ], which will occur at a frequency determined by the local 
load and grid impedances. While previous studies on the harmonie impact of large numbers 
of PV systems have considered harmonies up to the llth or 13th component [12,13], a 
resonance between the inverter and grid is likely to be at a higher frequency. The effect is 
strongly dependant on the number of inverters connected in parallel, the type of inverter, and 
its AC filter capacitor. Therefore it is difficult to predict. While the filter capacitor and grid 
impedance are not inherently a problem, some inverters generate small levels of distartion at 
the AC voltage zero-crossing and under certain conditions this can excite a resonant response 
in the grid. It is potentially a problem for weak grids and when large numbers of inverters are 
connected in parallel and the total harmonie current injected becomes quite high. 

The aim of this paper is to investigate the relationship between the inverter harmonie 
emissions and the resonances. Experimental tests were performed on a number of inverter 
types in order to characterise the mechanism that causes these resonances, and whether the 
potential for resonance exists in all inverters or whether it is specific to certain types. 
Simulation studies are used to illustrate inverter-grid interactions for different numbers of 
parallel connected inverters and harmonie emission levels. 
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7.3.2 Procedure 

Three commercially available inverters were selected for testing. The inverters have different 
power ratings, and are implemented with different circuit concepts and control strategies. 
However, they all have a capacitive output filter on the AC terminals. The basic test circuit is 
shown in Fig. 7.16. Each ofthe inverters was connected toa PV array simulator (vpv) and a 
grid simulator (egrid) to enable testing under stabie and consistent input and output conditions. 
Zgrid represents the grid impedance, which is assumed to be a resistor (Rgrid) in series with an 
inductance (LgriJ). Cac is the filter capacitor inside the inverter. Measurements were made on 
the inverter current (iac), the current injected into the grid (igrid), and the inverter terminal 
voltage (vac), for various levels of power, grid impedance and background grid voltage 
distortion. 

igrid zgrid 

Fig. 7.16 Test circuit. 

In order to emulate the operation of many inverters in parallel, measurements were made with 
the grid impedance scaled up by a factor conesponding to the number of inverters. This 
assumes all the inverters operate identically and feed into a single node. Normally component 
tolerances, power variations, and the fact that the inverters do not have a single point of 
coupling will result in a certain amount of averaging, or cancellation, of harmonies, hence the 
results here represent the worst case situation. A more accurate result can be achieved when 
consiclering the many inverters with a probabilistic or statistica! approach as in [12] and [14]. 

7.3.3 Experimental investigations 

Fig. 7.17 shows the currents for inverter "A" (a small module-oriented inverter operating at 
a bout 150W) feeding a soft grid (ie: with the scaled grid impedance) to emulate the 
characteristics of a number of inverters operating in parallel. The inverter current on the 
bridge side of the filter capacitor (iac) is shown above, and, the resulting grid current (igrid) 
appears below. The ma in characteristic of the inverter current wavefarm is the distartion at 
the zero crossings, which is of the form of a notch taken out of the sine wave. The distartion 
in the inverter current excites the L-C circuit formed by the filter capacitor (Cac) and the 
inductance of the grid (Lg,;J). This resonance occurs after every zero-crossing and can also be 
observed in the inverter terminal voltage, as in Fig. 7 .18. 
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Fig. 7.17. Inverter "A" measured current wavefarm (Îac) 
and grid current (ignd) with soft grid. 
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Fig. 7.18. Inverter "A" measured grid voltage (vac). 

Fig. 7.19 shows the harmonie spectrum of the measured grid current. The relative amplitude 
of the harmonies is quite high at around the resonant frequency of the filter capacitor and grid 
inductance. Fig. 7.20 shows the harmonie spectrum of the inverter terminal voltage, which 
also has a noticeable peak around the L-C resonant frequency. Depending on the 
characteristic impedance of the L-C circuit, the distartion may exceed the levels specified in 
EN50160. This could be a potential problem for equipment connected at the same point as 
the inverter, particularly in the case of weak grids or where many inverters are connected in 
parallel. 
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Fig. 7.19. Harmonie spectrum ofmeasured grid current for 
inverter "A" with soft grid. 
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Fig. 7.20. harmonie spectrum ofmeasured grid voltage for 
inverter "A" with soft grid. 

Although the relative amplitude of the current harmonies are quite high, the fact that this 
inverter produces relatively low power means the absolute value of the harmonie currents are 
small. In fact, when operating into a clean, stiff grid, which is equivalent to the test conditions 
for IEC61000-3-2, the inverter produces levels of harmonies well below the limits set by that 
standard, as shown in Fig. 7.21. 
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Fig. 7 .21. Comparison of measured grid current harmonies 
with clean, stiff grid, and IEC61 000 limits. 

Results with similar characteristics were measured for the other inverter types. Zero-crossing 
distartion was also observed in the inverter output current, and these may also excite a 
resonant response between the filter capacitor and grid inductance. Wavefarms are shown in 
Fig. 7.22 and Fig. 7.23. The inverter type "C" also produces a particularly high level of low 
order harmonie distortion, but this is not being considered as part ofthis study. 
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Fig. 7 .22. Inverter "B" measured grid current. 
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Fig. 7.23. Inverter "C" measured grid current. 
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7.3.4 Analysis and rnadelling 

The following deductions can be made from measurements and inspeetion of the inverters 
under consideration. Each of them uses a different circuit and control system, therefore the 
underlying mechanism for the distorted wavefarm is not the same. However, in each instanee 
the distortions occur as a re sult of practicallimitations of the PWM generation. 

Two of the inverters tested utilise a sinusoidally modulated DC-DC converter foliowed by a 
line-frequency inverting bridge. It was clear that the distartion resulted from a discontinuity 
in the PWM generation. Since this occurs at the zero crossing where the required switch duty 
cycle approaches zero, it is possible that a practical limit such as a minimum duty cycle or 
minimum switch conduction time was reached. 

The other inverter type utilises a PWM voltage-souree inverter with 180° discontinuous 
switching on one leg. This is done to reduce switching losses, but the implementation does 
not allow for reactive power flow. Thus, the current is not well controlled near the zero
crossings, and this results in a distorted waveform. 

These restrictions can be overcome with improved control and a topology that inherently 
allows smooth 4-quadrant operation. However, this would be relatively more expensive to 
implement, and since the inverters tested here comply with the necessary standards, it is not 
justified. 

The previous figures (and more particularly, the actual sampled data) show that the zero
crossing distartion is of the farm of a notch taken out of the sine wave near the zero-crossing. 
By the principle of superposition, the actual current can be described by a pure sine wave to 
which a distarting signal is added. For inverter "B", this distarting signa! is of the farm in Fig. 
7.24 and can be described by: 

/(!7)= 

{
-sin !7, for [TT- H zxd, TT ]and[2 TT- !7 zxd, 2 TT]} 
0, for[ 0, TT - f7 «dl and [TT, 2 TT- f7 zxdl 

(7.4) 

where szxd is the angle representing the width ofthe pulse. 
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Fig. 7.24. Distorting waveforrn. f7zxd = 5° 

Fourier analysis ofthis wavefarm yields the following sine and eosine coefficients: 
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{

_1 ___ 1 __ cos[(n-l)S"'d]} 
1 n-1 n+1 n-1 a=-

" rr cos[(n+ 1)S"'d] + _..:...;_______;--=:..:. 
n+1 

and 
b =l_{ sin [(n -I) s zxJ 

n 1T n-1 

for n = 3,5,7 ... 
For the special case of n = 1: 

1 
a 1 =~( cos2Szxd-1) 

hl =-
1
-( 2 s zxd-sin 2 s zxd) 
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(7.5) 

(7.6) 

(7.7) 

(7.8) 

The envelope ofthe magnitudes ofthe harmonies (ie: ~a~+b~) is plotted in Fig. 7.25 up to the 
500th harmonie and for various values of 9xzd· (lt can be shown that inverter "A" has the same 
harmonie magnitude spectrum, but a different phase spectrum.) These results can be used to 
determine the underlying potential for harmonie emission by the inverters. The resonant 
response then depends on the filter capacitor together with the grid impedance. 

-80 

-85 

- 90 o'----=,~o ---,10~0 ~15::-0 ----::',o-=-o -----::'25::-0 ~30::-0 ~350,------~400---'c4S0:---::'500 
harmonie 

Fig. 7.25. Magnitude envelope of harmonie coefficients. 

For the purpose of simulations, the inverter is modelled by a current souree with a distorted 
output waveform. Representation of a number of inverters in parallel can be handled by 
sealing the grid impedance, as was mentioned earlier. 

7.3.5 Simu/ation results 

The first step in this simulation study was to compare the performance ofthe model, described 
in the previous section, with the previously measured results. The following simulations are 
for inverter type "A", a small inverter operating with 150W AC output. The distartion notch 
angle (9zxd) was set to 5°. 

Fig. 7.26 shows the simulated currents for this inverter type operating into a soft grid, as for 
the previous experimental measurement. This figure has a similar characteristics to that in 
Fig. 7.17. Better comparison between simulation and experimental results can be made 
consiclering the spectra of Fig. 7.27 and Fig. 7.19. Similarly, the ex perimental measurements 
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for grid voltage correspond to the simulation result shown in Fig. 7.28, except with regard to 
low order harmonie distortion. The measurement in Fig. 7.20 shows there is a significant 
amount of I ow-order harmonies, ho wever, the model does not include this effect. 

Fig. 7.26. Inverter "A" simulated currents operating into a 
soft grid. 

Fig. 7.27. Simulated harmonie spectrum ofthe grid current 
for inverter "A" operating with a soft grid. 
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Fig. 7.28. Simulated grid voltage spectrum for inverter "A" 
with a soft grid. 
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Additional simulations were performed to investigate the effects of different numbers of units 
operating in parallel, and for greater or lesser values of zero-crossing distartion angle ( 9 zxd ). 

For this study a reference grid impedance of Rgrid =0.4n and Lgrid =796~-tH was used (from 
IEC60725 [15]). 

Fig. 7.29 and Fig. 7.30 show the relative current and voltage spectra with different numbers of 
units operating in parallel. Even harmonies are insignificant, therefore in the interests of 
clarity only the envelope of the odd harmonies is plotted. For larger numbers of units the 
voltage harmonies approach the level of around 0.5% which is still below the limits in 
EN50160. Furthermore the resonant peaks in these illustrations are at frequencies higher than 
the 25th harmonie, for which limits are not specified. 

Fig. 7.29. Envelope ofthe grid current spectrum for 
different numbers of parallel connected units (zero-crossing 

distortion angle is 5 degrees ). 

-10 

Fig. 7.30. Envelope ofthe grid voltage spectrum for 
different numbers of parallel connected units (zero-crossing 

di stortion angle is 5 degrees) 

Fig. 7.31 and Fig. 7.32 show the current and voltage spectra for different values of distartion 
angle and with 20 inverters operating in parallel. This shows that a substantial zero-crossing 
distartion is required to generate significant distartion in the grid voltage. 10 degrees results 
in approximately 3% THD, which again, is still within the 8% limit ofEN50160. 
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Fig. 7 .31. Envelope of the grid current spectrum for 
different values zero-crossing distartion angle. (20 units in 

parallel) 

-10 

Fig. 7.32. Envelope ofthe grid voltage spectrum for 
ditTerent values of zero-crossing distartion angle (20 units 

in parallel). 

7.4 Current-copied-from-voltage inverters 

A previous unpublished artiele on this subject is essentially sound [ 16]. The analysis here 
attempts to extend that work to include complex grid and load impedances. 

As pointed out previously, the grid voltage at the point of inverter coupling can be expressed 
as: 

where: 

_. 

_. Ue 
U= .... 

Ze .... 
1+-=--GZ Z L 

L 

Ü is the local voltage 

Ü e is the grid generator voltage 

Ze is the grid series impedance 
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iL is the localload impedance 
G is the ratio between inverter AC current and voltage 

Voltages, currents, and impedances are all considered to be complex quantities. Only G is 
assumed to be real. At 50Hz, the load is considered to be mainly resistive, and iL should be 

significantly larger than Ze . 

Considerlng (7.9) above, it is clear that the denominator becomes zero for: 

Ze -
-=--GZ =-1 Z L 

L 

(7.10) 

Fig. 7.33 shows a phasor representation of ie and iL. The phase ofthe load impedance is 
allowed to vary slightly so that the actual phasor will lie somewhere on the segment of the 
circle shown. 

Im 

inductive load 

Re 

capacitive load 

Fig. 7.33. Complex grid and load impedances. 

Fig. 7.34 shows ieliL and -GiL. The magnitude of ieliL is simply licllliLI· The 

phase is phase(ie)- phase(iJ. 

The magnitude of G has been chosen to be approximately equal to the magnitude of 1 I iL . 
This corresponds to the case where the inverter is injecting power equal to that consumed by 
the localload. Since iL is assumed to lie on a segment of a circle, so will iel iL. 

Fig. 7.35 now illustrates the vector summation of iel iL and -GiL. The locus ofthe sum 

is similar to the locus of iel iL . The result lies in the vicinity of the origin. Reeall that the 
denominator is zero for the sum equal to -1. 
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Im 

capaci1ive load._-J-_ 

Re 

Fig. 7.34. Locus of grid/load impedance, and the inverter current component. 

Im 

Re 

Fig. 7.35. Vector sum ofthe impedance terrus and the inverter current term. 

Fig. 7 .36. shows the region of harmonie amplification. It is a unit circle around -1. Wh en the 
vector sum lies inside the unit circle, the denominator of (7.9) is always less than one, so the 
voltage components will be amplified. 
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Re 

Fig. 7.36. Region of harmonie amplification. 

7.5 Conclusions 

7.5.1 Islanding 

This section compared the islanding behaviour of different PV -grid inverter control concepts, 
and shows that the tendency to continue operating into an island load can vary significantly. 
Th is is largely influenced by the ability of the in verter to supply reactive power into an island 
load without a significant or rapid frequency shift. 

It has been suggested elsewhere that the islanding phenomenon does not significantly increase 
safety risks to utility personnel and the public. Therefore, it makes sense that for 
straightforward grid-connected PV applications, anti-islanding techniques be simple and 
reliable because excessive measures add cost for no appreciable benefit, and this diseaurages 
further deployment of systems. Where active measures will be implemented, this paper has 
shown that the inherent tendency for islanding varies depending on the inverter control 
system. This, in turn, has an impact on the choice of active techniques which could be 
applied. In addition, a method for reducing the harmonies introduced by active frequency drift 
techniques was described. 

Multi-function applications, where the inverter is required to perform secondary tasks like 
reactive power compensation, harmonie elimination, or stand-alone operation in the case of 
grid failure provide an attractive way to add value to PV systems. Proteetion in these kinds of 
applications may be more complex and should be given more attention in the future. 

7. 5. 2 Zero-crossing distartion 

With respect to the zero-crossing distartion phenomenon, it was observed that the distartion 
arises from different mechanisms in the different inverters tested, but generally it results from 
practical limitations in the PWM generation that interrupt the current flow near the zero
crossings. These characteristics, however, are not fundamental to the operation of all 
inverters, and could be avoided with 4-quadrant topologies and control, but for an additional 
co st. 
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Fora single inverter operating into a normal grid impedance, the resulting current and voltage 
harmonies are not usually a problem. Any resonance effects are normally small, and at a 
frequency well above the range covered by the standards considered in this paper. However, 
with many inverters operating in parallel, and in particular with a softer grid, resonances 
caused by zero-crossings can occur which have a greater magnitude, and possibly at a more 
critical frequency. 

In the worst cases the standards for voltage distortion may be exceeded, and there is potential 
for disturbance to nearby equipment. However, it was shown that the distortion levels remain 
quite small, therefore they may only become probiernatie for a limited number of local grid 
impedance, load, and background harmonie conditions. Although at present it is not clear 
how standards should treat groups of parallel connected inverters, additional requirements 
may provide marginal benefits, but are likely to set back the growth of grid-connected PV 
systems. 

7.5.3 Current-copied-from voltage control 

For problems to arise, firstly, the inverter power should very closely match the local load 
power. This is clear from Fig. 7.35, since the sum of the two phasors needs to lie in the 
vicinity of the unit circle near the origin. 

Secondly, the load should be largely resistive, but a slightly capacitive load will provide a 
phase shift that will cause the vector sum to shift towards -1 (see Fig. 7.35 and Fig. 7.36). 
Slightly inductive load will cause a negative phase shift which shifts the vector sum away 
from the unit circle. 

Thirdly, it was assumed that G is a real value. Normally this is the case at 50Hz but at higher 
frequencies G will vary both in magnitude and phase. This provides an additional and 
unpredictable phase shift. For the vector sum to lie in the unit circle, the phase of G closely 
match the phase of the load. 

Finally, a frequency must exist where all three conditions above are satisfied. According to 
this analysis it seems that the conditions for instability or amplification of harmonies are 
unlikely, but it is also very difficult to predict. 
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8 Condusion 

8.1 Summary 

8.1.1 System topologies 

A number of system topologies were presented. These include: 
• Simple panel/inverter and AC modules 
• Parallel panels 
• Series/string conneetion 
• Central inverter 
• Parallel AC modules 
• Multi string 
• Cascaded DC-DC converter conneetion 
• A new high-voltage DC module concept 

At present the current technology is most suitable to be applied as follows: 
• central inverter - for large PV generation plants 
• string inverter-small scale and home systems ofthe order of 1-2kW 
• AC modules - most suitable for hobby, demonstration, or simple applications, but large 

scale application is still common 

The optimum ratio between inverter power and array power is reported to be between 0.56 
and l.O. This depends on many factors including local irradience, and installation, therefore a 
system topology that is flexible with respect to this ratio is required. However, it is not clear 
how significant this effect is on the lifetime cost of a system. 

8.1. 2 Converter topologies 

A limited number of inverter topologies were presented. These included the approaches most 
commonly used now, as wellas some half-bridge and multi-level inverters. The half-bridge is 
interesting because it eliminates common-mode voltage on the DC link. Multi-level inverters 
provide a way to use switches with lower voltage rating. This can be an advantage when 
series connected low voltage switches are cheaper or more efficient than the equivalent high 
voltage switch, or fora half-bridge where the DC link voltage is doubled. 

Three-phase inverters can provide an alternative path for performance impravement and cost 
reduction. They have the advantage of smaller power components and filters, and are more 
comparable to small three-phase drive products which are sarnething like half the current PV 
inverter price at similar power levels. 

At present, three-phase inverters are generally considered only for higher power systems. A 
minimum economical size for a three-phase inverter is a complex relationship between 
practical manufacturing and design issues, the incremental costs and savings between single 
and three-phase inverter circuits, and the volume of sales. By making a relative comparison, it 
has been shown that a three-phase inverter has a number of advantages compared with a 
single-phase inverter. There is potential for application in systems of lower power than have 
been previously considered suitable without a cost penalty. 
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8.1.3 Reliability 

Reliability is defined in terms of systems failures and also system availability. Thus, response 
and repair times to rectify problems are also important factors because lost energy production 
impacts on the lifetime cost of a system. 

According to a survey of the literature discussing reliability problems in PV systems, it was 
found that many reported problems were, in fact, external to the power conversion equipment. 
These included: 
o instaBation faults; 
o poorly trained personnel; 
o lack of maintenance infrastructure and spare parts; 
o use of incompatible components, or components with poorly matebed interfaces, and an 

excessive number of components; 
o complex system designs susceptible to single point failures; 
o inadequate monitoring of systems leading to excessive down-time. 

Factors affecting power converter reliability include: 
o harsh environmental conditions; 
o converter and system design; 
o temperature cycling, thermal hotspots; 
o particular problem components like connectors, DC link electrolytic capacitor, power 

semiconductor devices, and the controller; 
o grid interface, effect of harmonies and disturbances. 

The use of modern, powerfut microcontrollers and DSP's can improve reliability through: 
o higher levels of integration and fewer discrete components and interconnections; 
o more robust software solutions for rnains synchronisation; 
o increased processing capacity allows for better fault handling; 
o built in monitoring and communications. 

Temperature effects likethermal cycling may be reduced by running the converter relatively 
cool. Hotspots can be avoided in the design process, and particularly sensitive components 
can be protected by careful placement. 

Power semiconductor reliability can be improved by: 
o running the converter cooler; 
o avoiding parallel devices where current sharing may not be ideal; 
o increasing safety margins to allow for over-voltages and disturbances; 
o the use of a line-frequency transfarmer which provides a high impedance between the grid 

and the devices. 

The DC link capacitor lifetime can be improved by reduction of temperature, voltage, and 
current stress, or by avoiding the use of an electrolytic type. This may be achieved with a 
three-phase inverter, or through application of an advanced control technique as described 
elsewhere in this report. 
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8.1. 4 Control of three phase inverters 

A predictive control (PVR) algorithm for regulation of OC voltage and AC current in three
phase inverters is proposed as an alternative to more conventional cascaded closed-loop 
controllers. Features ofthis algorithm include: 
• rapid current and voltage response 
• unity power factor 
• small OC capacitor energy storage requirements 
• fixed switching frequency 
• harmonie performance equivalent to regularly sampled PWM 

The theory of the algorithm was presented tagether with simulation results. The reduction of 
the size of the oe link capacitor should improve reliability, particularly if a non-electrolytic 
type can be employed. 

8.1. 5 Control of single phase inverters 

A novel predictive method for OC voltage control of single phase inverters was presented 
This technique is useful in the case of a PV system with a front-end array interface OC-OC 
converter that perfarms maximum power point tracking. The advantages of the proposed 
mode of operation include: 
• small oe link capacitor 
• OC link ripple components do not contribute to harmonie distartion in the AC output 
• controlled oe link voltage 
• fixed PWM switching frequency 
• AC voltage and current spectrum equivalent to asymmetrie regularly sampled PWM 
• AC current control with rapid transient response 
• unity power factor operation 

Essential aspects of the predictive OC voltage regulation were verified experimentally. The 
controller is able to correct a OC voltage error within one fundamental AC cycle, and fast 
acting AC current control ensures that ripple on the OC bus does not feed through to the AC 
output as harmonie distortion. This algorithm is suitable for grid-connected PV applications 
where significant buffer energy is not required, and therefore a small OC link capacitor can be 
used. This will have a positive impact on inverter cost and size, and can improve reliability 
and lifetime if a non-electrolytic capacitor is used. 

8.1. 6 Grid interface issues 

This section compared the is landing behaviour of different PV -grid in verter control concepts. 
From the investigation the following conclusions are drawn: 
• the tendency to continue operating into an island load can vary significantly 
• this is influenced by the ability of the inverter to supply reactive power into an is land load 

without a significant or rapid frequency shift 
• for straightforward grid-connected PV applications, anti-islanding techniques be simple 

and reliable 
• excessive active measures can add cost for no appreciable benefit, and may increase 

harmonie output 
Furthermore, a method for reducing the harmonies introduced by active frequency drift 
techniques was described. 
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With respect to the zero-crossing distartion phenomenon, it was observed that 
o the distartion arises from different mechanisms in the different inverters 
o generally it results from practicallimitations in the PWM generation 
o 4-quadrant topologies and control can avoid this effect 
o a single inverter is unlikely to cause problems 

Over time the use of the current-copied-from-voltage method appears to have largely 
disappeared, however it should be noted that there is a risk of problems caused by this 
method, in case some manufacturer in the future decides to use it again. It was noted in this 
study that for problems to actually arise the following must be satisfied: 
o inverter power should very closely match the localloact power 
o the load should be largely resistive 
o the copying effect must have a high bandwidth, ie: copy the harmonies as well, and withno 

phase shift or attenuation 
o a frequency must ex i st where all of the above are true. 

8.2 Future work 

8.2.1 System topologies 

In the chapter concerning system topologies, a new concept of a high-voltage DC module was 
proposed. One advantage ofthis is that the grid-interface inverteris similar to what is used in 
drive applications, therefore by borrowing technologies, components, and sub-assemblies that 
are already proven and used in high volumes, it should be possible to imprave reliability and 
reduce cost. 

The concept relies heavily, however, on the development of low-cost, efficient, and reliable 
DC-DC couverters suitable for module integration, as well as technologies for inexpensive but 
safe interconnection of the couverters at the DC bus voltage of around 400V or 600V. These 
details have not been considered in the project and there is scope for significant future work. 

8.2.2 Converter topologies 

The most interesting future developments for inverter topologies may be in the area of multi
level couverters and soft-switching. Both these fields have been investigated for a number of 
years, but there has been little work for PV applications. 

Three phase-inverters are presently not considered at lower power levels. However, when 
compared with drive applications where three-phase inverters are available below lkW and 
for significantly lower cost, it seems there is a great potential for wider application, provided 
that a dornestic three-phase grid conneetion does notpose a major disincentive. 

8.2.3 Reliability 

There are three angles from which reliability may be approached in future work. Firstly, the 
widespread application of three-phase inverters has received little attention, but has potential 
to imprave reliability through replacement of the DC link electrolytic capacitors with a film 
type. Potential cost reduction is also possible by making use of devices and technology from 
drive applications, which are well established, reliable, and significantly cheaper than for 
similar power levels in PV applications. 
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Secondly, the application of modem DSP's can improve the performance of phase detectors 
and fault handling algorithms. High performance software based phase detection methods 
have only recently been reported for PV applications and there is potential here for further 
improvement. 

Finally, the effect of grid disturbances on reliability is not well understood, in the sense that 
frequency and magnitude of disturbances are not well characterised, vary from location to 
location, and day to day. Here, it may be possible to apply some pro babilistic approach to the 
analysis of grid data in order to develop a measure of converter reliability or some sort of risk 
offailure. 

8.2.4 Control ofthree phase inverters 

The three-phase predictive voltage regulation (PVR) algorithm is intended for grid-connected 
PV applications, where it is desirabie to control the DC voltage in order to extract maximum 
energy from a PV array. In this type of application there is no need for disturbance ride
through capability, therefore the capacitor may be made very small. 

The algorithm may be extended to other types of application, including rectification, because 
the inverter can operated with bidirectional power flow. 

Future work should concentrate on a practical embodiment, since this has not been 
implemented to date. 

8. 2. 5 Control of single phase inverters 

A key input to the predictive voltage regulation (PVR) algorithm presented is the DC input 
feed-forward component. In this work the DC input is assumed to be a stiff current source. 
Future work may improve the transient performance by predicting changes in the DC input, 
and also by consiclering the input to be a power souree as opposed to a current source. 
Sensitivity to the toleranee ofthe DC link capacitance is also important, therefore a method of 
self-calibration based on the observed DC voltage ripple will be highly advantageous. 

Since the inverter can operate with bi-directional power flow, the PVR technique is suitable 
for any single phase inverter application requiring control of the DC link voltage. This makes 
it appropriate also for rectifying operation. Therefore, the technique can be used for rnains 
rectifiers in power supply applications. There is no restrietion on the maximum size of the 
DC capacitor, therefore the voltage ripple and ride-through capability can be set to appropriate 
levels to suit the application. 

8.2.6 Grid interface issues 

In the chapter concemed with grid interface issues, the following possibilities for additional 
work were identified. Firstly, with respect to islanding, it was noted that simple grid
connected applications pose little further challenge. However, in the future multi-function 
applications, where the inverter is required to perform secondary tasks like reactive power 
compensation, harmonie elimination, or stand-alone operation in the case of grid failure 
provide an attractive way to add value to PV systems. Proteetion in these kinds of 
applications may be more complex and should be given more attention. 
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The question of zero-crossing distortion, and harmonies in genera!, is more open ended. One 
of the problems is that the grid itself is an unknown parameter when trying to model a system. 
This study showed that when many inverters operate in parallel, and in particular with a softer 
grid, resonances caused by zero-crossings can occur which have a significant magnitude. lt is 
difficult to draw useful general conclusions, however, a methodology has been developed to 
enable the study of specific systems, and this may be helpful for planning of installations. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper compares single-phase and three-phase inverters for grid-connected photovoltaic 
systems. It considers some of the fundamental performance characteristics, and compares the ratings, size, 
quantities, and the relative cost of the major components, as well as some grid-connection requirements. In terms 
of power semiconductor ratings, there is an increased power throughput in a three-phase inverter. Also, magnetic 
components like filter inductors and line-frequency transformers require Jess material and therefore they can be 
smaller, lighter, and cheaper. The DC link capacitor of a three-phase inverter has significantly Jess ripple current 
and can be substantially smaller without compromising lifetime and reliability. However, the control requirements 
and the quantity of auxiliary electronics are generally greater for a three-phase inverter. The three-phase grid 
conneetion is not always a serious impediment, and the potential to utilise components commonly found in small 
three-phase motor drive products could be a major cost bene fit. The advantages of three-phase inverters described 
in this paper provide a designer with a number of degrees of freedom in which they can trade off performance and 
cost, and it should be possibl~ to achieve an improvement over single-phase inverters at lower power levels than 
have previously been considered practical. 

Keywords: Inverter- 1: Grid-Connected- 2: Small Grid-connected PV Systems- 3 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In developed countries with extensive public electricity 
networks, the grid can be used to provide an effective 
means of distributing and utilising energy produced by 
PV systems. Continued growth in the application of 
grid-connected PV systems requires further cost 
reductions and performance improvements in the power 
electronic conversion apparatus. 

A number of system concepts have been proposed 
particularly with the aim of reducing costs of PV systems. 
Specific cost - namely the cost per watt - of power 
converters decreases with the nomina! power. String 
inverters and multi-string inverters take advantage of this 
by extending the number of panels connected to a single 
inverter [1]. An alternative approach is the AC module 
which is intended to achieve cost savings through high 
volume manufacture and modularity. Installations can 
consist of a minimum of one PV panel and inverter, or 
many AC modules may be connected together in parallel 
to make up a larger system [2]. Even in these higher 
power systems AC modules may be cost competitive 
compared with a central inverter system if the saving due 
to high volume manufacture is large enough. However, 
when compared to other applications like drives of the 
same power level, the cost of grid-connected PV 
inverters is still high. 

For high power PV generation plants, conneetion to the 
grid through a three-phase inverter is standard practice, 
but for lower power the additional component count, 
wiring, sensing and proteetion makes them less 
economical. However, there is no strict definition for 
what should be considered "high power" and "low 
power." The upper power limit for single-phase is 
usually the existing wiring where a PV system wiJl be 
installed. Therefore the tendency for a designer is to push 
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up the ratings of single-phase systems up towards this 
limit in order to decrease the specific cost. Although 
three-phase PV inverters rated less than 10 or 20kW are 
rare, small three-phase inverters are available for motor 
drive applications at power levels of the order of lkW, 
and at prices significantly less than a PV inverter. This 
suggests that there is potential for three-phase inverters 
to be used in PV applications with significantly lower 
power than they are at present. 

The aim of this work is to investigate the practicality of 
using a three-phase inverter in a grid-connected PV 
application of the order of I to 2kW. The performance 
and characteristics of single and three-phase inverters in 
PV-grid applications are compared analytically and with 
simulation studies. 

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM 

A voltage souree inverter controlled with a pulse-width
modulated (PWM) switching scheme is the most suitable 
circuit topology at power levels around 1kW and above. 
For single-phase AC outputs, the half-bridge (one arm) 
or full-bridge (two arms) can be used as shown in Figs. 
1(a) and (b). For high levels of installed PV power, a 
larger inverter can be used, or a number of smaller 
inverters can be connected in parallel. Altematively, 
multiple inverters can be connected across three phases, 
as shown in Fig 1(c) in order to avoid excessive current 
injection in a single supply line. At a certain point it 
becomes unattractive to conneet more and more single
phase inverters, because of duplication of packaging, 
control systems, and monitoring. One or more three
phase inverters can be used to supply balanced currents 
back to the grid as in Fig. 1(d). 
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(a) half-bridge in verter 

(b) full-bridge inverter 

( c) 3 single phase inverters into three phase grid 

(d) three phase in verter 

Fig. I single-phase and three-phase in verter configurations. 
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3 MAJOR COMPONENTS 

The major components of single and three-phase 
inverters can be compared in terms of the peak, average, 
and/or RMS voltages and currents experienced by each 
device, as well as the total number of devices required. 
For the single-phase inverter, a 2 arm bridge was 
considered, ie: 4 switching devices. 

Simulations of a single and three-phase inverter 
operating with the same power provided some 
characteristic numerical results. A power of lkW was 
chosen, together with operation at a modulation depth of 
0.9. The DC link volta~ for the three-phase inverter 
needs to be a factor of v3 higher than the single-phase 
inverter. 

3.1 Power electrooie devices 

The current stress experienced by the semiconductor 
switching devices was compared, as well as the total 
number of devices required. The average and peak 
currents give an indication of the required ratings as well 
as a first order estimate of losses. 

The switch utilisation factor gives a measure of the 
potential power throughput of a converter. It is defined 
as: 

where: 
Nis the number of switching devices; 
P"c is the rated AC power of the bridge; 
Vr is the maximum voltage across a switch; 
Ir is the maximum current through a switch. 

(1) 

The maximum voltage experienced by a switch, 
neglecting overshoots, is the DC voltage, Vdc· The 
maximum rms current out of an in verter phase leg and the 
maximum rms line-to-line voltage that a bridge can 
produce are: 

lp 
I = r::: and 

miS v2 
V = Vdc 

L-L {2 (2a-b) 

The voltage expression is true for a three-phase inverter 
with an appropriate third harmonie component in the 
terminal voltages. 

A single-phase inverter will produce a maximum 
power of 

I V 
P =I V =.....!:........ 

acl nns L-L 
2 

(3) 

and since it has 4 switches the utilisation ratio is 

k = /PVdc, __ l_ 
swl 2 4 V p/ p 8 

(4) 

A three-phase inverter will produce a maximum power of 

p . = fi I V = fi I P V de (5) 
ac3 m1.1 L-L 

2 
and since it has 6 switches the utilisation ratio is 
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suggests that there are also low-order harmonie 
k 

fiiPVdc 
sw3 

2 

Thus 

k,w3 fi.g 

1 

6V PIp 

2 

f3 
12 

(6) components present. Fig. 3 is the harmonie spectrum for 
this waveform. It confirms that there is a significant 
100Hz current component, as expected for a single-phase 
inverter, as well as switching frequency harmonies at 
around 5kHz. 

""' 1.1.5 
kswl 12 f3 

(7) 

Another way to look at this is to consider that for the 
cost of 50% more devices a factor of f3 "., 1. 7 increase 
in power is achievable with a three-phase topology. 

However, in practice the utilisation factor is not 
necessarily a reliable measure of cost and performance 
because it assumes a linear relationship between price, 
voltage and current ratings, and device quantities. For 
example, it is unlikely that a device of one type will have 
a voltage rating f3 times greater, and a current rating 3 
times smaller, and cost 2/3 as much as another device. 
Nor will the losses for two different devices be identical. 
To determine any advantage one way or the other, 
higher-order effects need to be considered, like 
conduction and switching losses, thermal dissipation, and 
packaging. 

3.2 DC link capacitor 

The value of DC link capacitance required is 
substantially smaller for a three--phase inverter. This is 
because of the large double-line-frequency (100Hz) 
power ripple that is present in a single-phase inverter. 
Figs. 2-5 are the results of simulations comparing 
switched current entering the inverter bridge for single 
and three-phase converters. <\ssuming that the PV 
souree provides only the average DC component, all the 
AC components flow in the DC link capacitor. 

Fig. 2 is the bridge current for a single-phase inverter. 
In actdition to the high frequency pulses resulting from 
PWM switching, the low frequency envelope (100Hz) 

6 

5 

4 

g 
E 3 
~ 
:; 
u 
Q) 2 Cl 
'0 
:g 

0 

-1L-----~------~------~----~ 
0.005 0.01 0.015 

time (sec) 
0.02 

Fig. 2. Bridge current fora single-phase inverter. 
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0.025 

Fig. 4 shows the bridge current for a three-phase 
inverter. The low frequency envelope suggests there is a 
harmonie component at 300Hz, however the spectrum in 
Fig. 5 shows that this is not the case. In fact, the 
envelope is a superposition of 100Hz components which 
cancel each other because they are 120° out of phase. 
Thus, the only harmonie components present are the 
switching components. 

Quantitative data corresponding to these results is in 
Table I. This shows the values of various RMS current 
components for the capacitor, assuming that it carries all 
AC current. Normalisation with respect to the average 
DC link current is performed to account for the three
phase inverter's higher DC voltage and lower average DC 
current in the simulations. 

Clearly, the 100Hz component contributes to a 
significant proportion of the capacitor current in the 
single-phase inverter. Even the high frequency switching 
components are higher, however this is due to the 
difference between the switching pattems of three-phase 
and single-phase PWM. 

There is a clear advantage for the three-phase inverter 
from the point of view of power dissipation due to 
current in the capacitor. Also, a smaller value of 
capacitance can be used because, firstly, there is only 
high frequency current ripple and the same level of RMS 
voltage ripple can be achieved with a smaller value; and 
secondly, this type of application does not require the DC 
capacitor to provide ride-through capability in case of 
supply disturbances. As a first-order approximation, the 

capacitance can be reduced by a factor of f/ f ac where 

Or---~----~----~----~----------

Qi' -5 
'0 
:J 
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~ 
:; 
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'0 
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Fig. 3. Harmonie spectrum of single-phase inverter bridge current 
(normalised with respect to average DC input). 
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Fig. 4. Bridge current fora three-phase inverter. 

fs is the PWM switching frequency, and /ac is the 
fundamental frequency (normally 50Hz). 

As noted also in [3], a significant benefit from the 
reduced dissipation and size of the DC capacitor is that 
reliability should be improved. This component is often 
the limiting factor in inverter lifetime and reliability, so 
the reduced energy storage requirements and current 
mean a smaller value could be used. Application of 
actvaneed high-speed control techniques as in [4] and [5] 
allows further reduction of the capacitance and the 
possibility to use a non-electrolytic type without a 
significant co st or si ze penalty. 

3.3 Line-frequency transformer and AC filter 
inductors 

Many inverters available today still use a line
frequency transfarmer for isolation and also for voltage 
level transformation, since the array operating voltage is 
normally lower than what is necessary for connecting 
directly to the grid. The main problem with this approach 
is the size and weight of the transformer. Eliminating the 
transfarmer altogether and using a boost converter at the 
input of the in verter bridge results in a total package that 
is smaller and lighter, and potentially more efficient. If 
isolation is required between the array and the grid, a 
DC-DC converter with a high frequency transfarmer can 

Tab ie I. Comparison of DC link capacitor current in single and 
three-phase inverters 

I. average DC link current (A) 

2. capacitor RMS current w.r.t 
average DC 

3. RMS line-frequency harmonie 
component w.r.t average DC 

4. RMS high frequency switching 
components w.r.t average DC 
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single-phase three-phase 

2.59 1.55 

0.95 0.42 

0.71 0 

0.62 0.42 
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Fig. 5. Harmonie spectrum of three-phase in verter bridge current 
(norrnalised with respect to average DC input). 

be used as the boost stage. The transfarmer in this 
converter wil! be substantially smaller than a line
frequency transfarmer of similar ratings. 

Despite the recent trend towards transformerless 
designs, and converters using high-frequency switching 
stages, many inverters for PV-grid applications currently 
on the market still employ line-frequency transformers. 
Where size and weight is less of an issue, this approach 
yields a simple and robust solution to voltage step-up as 
wel! as isolation. Furthermore, the transfarmer series 
impedance provides an increased level of immunity to 
grid disturbances that could potentially damage the 
inverter [6]. 

In a three-phase PV-grid system, the generated power 
can always be balanced across all phases when the 
inverter is not required to supply local loads in the event 
of grid failure. A balanced three-phase transfarmer can 
be smaller than a single-phase transformer, or three 
single-phase transfarmers of the same rating. There is a 
saving in terms of core material which is illustrated in 
Fig. 6. 

When the three windings are placed on a single core the 
sum of the flux in each leg is zero, provided the current is 
balanced. Therefore there is no need for independent 
return paths for the flux. The hatched areas represent the 

Fig. 6. Core material required for three single-phase transfarmers 
and one three-phase transforrner. 
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sections of the core that can be eliminated. Depending on 
core geometries, a reduction in material by about l/3 is 
achievable. 

In practice, the size, weight, and cost reduction from 
elirninating the line-frequency transfarmer is 
quantifiable, and wil! be partially offset by the additional 
high-frequency boost converter. If a 1/3 reduction in 
transfarmer core size can be achteved by using a three
phase system, then any potential benefit from using a 
high-frequency converter is significantly reduced. 

The same argument can be applied for the construction 
of the AC filter inductors. Here there is also the potential 
to significantly reduce the size and weight, by taking 
advantage of the characteristics of the balanced AC 
currents of a three-phase system. 

4 OTHER POINTS OF COMPARISON 

4.1 Auxiliary electronics 

One area in which casts and complexity are greater for 
a three-phase inverter is in the auxiliary electranies 
associated with measurement and controL The cost of 
these is fairly statie, so for higher power they becorne a 
smaller component of the total in verter cost. Ho wever, as 
the rated power is reduced, they can become quite 
significant. 

Overall control potentially calls for a more powerful 
microcontroller, with more counters, analog-digital 
conversion channels, and digital 110. These all increase 
the costs and probably the static power consumption. The 
semiconductor switch drivers are another area where the 
number of components is increased. Power supplies and 
drive circuits are required to control the additional phase 
leg. Depending on the specific design, these circuits may 
require additional isolated power supplies and 
optocouplers for the logic signa! signals. 

Depending on how the inverter is controlled, it may be 
necessary for accurate, high-bandwidth measurement of 
the AC current and voltage of another output phase. 
From the point of view of monitoring, diagnostics, and 
protection, it is desirabie to measure current and voltage 
for all three phases. 

4.2 Grid conneetion 

Conneetion to a three-phase grid poses the most 
significant disincentive to the widespread application of 
smal! three-phase inverters. Very few householcts at 
present have three-phase loads, so the instanation of a 
three-phase inverter will require some additional wiring 
to the customer's switchboard and a three-phase meter. 

Installation of the meter is a less significant problem 
because even for a single-phase ·~onnection, a new power 
meter capable of handling a differential tariff may be 
required, depending on whether or not the local utility 
wil! operatea net-metering system. 

The three-phase wiring poses a greater challenge 
because it could involve substantial works on the utility's 
side of the switchboard and meter. The scope of work 
will vary from site to site, and could be extremely costly 
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if the nearest three-phase conneetion point is some 
distance away. In The Netherlands, however, this is not 
such a significant problem because over 99% of the !ow
voltage distribution network is underground ([7] reports 
that in 1998 the figure was 99.7% and increasing). All 
three phases plus a neutral are brought into or near about 
95% of homes, but only one of the phases is actually 
connected. Therefore, in most cases the conneetion wil! 
be relatively straightforward, and not significantly more 
costly than for a single-phase inverter. The situation in 
other countries might be more or less favourable. 

Additionally, the potential to use other three-phase 
dornestic equipment for cooking, heating, air conditioning 
or in a workshop provides further incentive for the 
instanation of a three-phase supply. This can apply to 
both new and existing dwellings where three-phase 
apparatus will be installed, or perhaps where some of 
these appliances could be upgraded in the future. 

4.3 Economies of scale - borrowing from drives 
and automotive applications 

Smal! three-phase inverters for drive applications are 
available at significantly lower cost compared with PV
grid inverters. Although the different applications require 
a slightly different approach in terms of contra!, sensing, 
and filtering, drives provide an indicative lower price 
limit towards which PV inverters may approach in the 
future. 

A significant factor in the cost of components is the 
volume of production. Thus if one were to compare the 
cost of certain components in a PV inverter with the cost 
of similar components in a drive inverter, the high 
volume of drive production generally means the 
components can be soureed at a lower price. 

Although the volume of installed PV inverters may not 
exceed or be camparabie to drives in the immediate 
future, it may be possible to achieve economies of scale 
by making greater use of components commonly used in 
drives. So there is a potential cost reduction from 
building a PV inverter more like a smal! three-phase 
drive, and using components like 6-pack power modules 
which are highly integrated and produced in large 
quantities for the drive market 

A similar argument could also be made in favour of 
using components being developed for the new 42V 
automotive standard. This voltage level is compatible 
with common PV panel voltages, while drive components 
are more suited to the grid voltage level. Thus, while the 
volume of actual PV inverter manufacture remains 
modest compared with other applications, greater use 
could be made of techniques and components from drive 
and automotive applications to achieve economies of 
se ale. 

5 CONCLUSION 

A minimum economical size for a three-phase inverter 
is a complex relationship between practical 
manufacturing and design issues, the incremental costs 
and savings between single and three-phase inverter 
circuits, and the volume of sales. By making a relative 
comparison, it has been shown that a three-phase inverter 
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has a number of advantages compared with a single
phase inverter. There is potential for application in 
systems of lower power than have been previously 
considered suitable without a cost penalty. 
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Abstract - This paper describes u discrete time control 
algorithm for regulation of both DC voltage and AC currents 
in three-phase inverters. It is suitable for application in grid
connected photovoltuic (PV) generution plants due to the 
intrinsic ability to perform maximum power point tracldng 
(MPPT) of the PV array. Furthermore, the transient response 
time is of the order of a few PWM sampling periods, therefore 
the energy storage requirements of the DC capacitor are 
significantly reduced, and a small non-electrolytic type can be 
employed. Consirlering that the DC buffer capacitor of an 
inverter is often the limiting factor in terms of reliability, the 
proposed approach can lead to a suhstantial improverneut in 
the way the entire system is perceived. The technique bas 
similar harmonie performance to regularly sampled PWM, 
with a fixed switchlog frequency and low current distortion, 
and operates at unity power factor. This predielive metbod 
avoids problems of stability and loop interactions present in 
controllers employing cascaded DC voltage and AC current 
feedback loops. The theory of the algorithm is presented in 
this paper, together with simulation results. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Continued growth in the installation and application of 
grid-connected photovoltaic (PV) generation plants will be 
encouraged by a combination of reduced costs, better 
performance, and increased system reliability. The inverter 
is a significant item in terms of the system cost, and as the 
major piece of electronic equipment it can often be a souree 
of problems or reliability concerns. Therefore, 
improvements in inverter cost, performance, and reliability 
can lead to a substantial improverneut in the way the entire 
system is perceived. 

Energy yield and reliability are important measures of 
performance, and they significantly influence the lifetime
cost of a system. The ability of the power converter to 
follow the maximum power operating point of the PV array 
is critica!. The inverter achieves this by regulating the 
power-flow from the array and by a metbod of 
measurement and adjustment it performs this maximum 
power point tracking (~PT). A suitable control strategy 
for most PV-inverter-grid configurations is one in which 
the inverter can independently control the DC voltage 
impressed on the array, thereby regulating the power-flow. 
For reliability and lifetime, the DC link capacitor of an 
inverter is often the limiting factor. If the energy storage 
requirements can be reduced, then a non-electrolytic type 
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can be employed without a significant cost or size penalty 
and this should improve the inverter lifetime. 

Operation of a voltage-souree inverter (VSI) in a PV
grid application is similar to a PW~ rectifier, where the DC 
voltage is normally under control, however the power-flow 
is from the DC to the AC side of the converter. The DC 
voltage of a PW~ rectifïer is often regulated using a 
cascaded controller employing a fast inner AC current loop, 
and a slower, outer proportional-plus-integral (PI) DC 
voltage loop [1][2]. The transient response of the voltage 
loop is constrained by the response of the current loop and 
the DC link capacitance. A number of methods which 
attempt to minimise the DC link energy storage have been 
reported for AC-DC-AC converters. For example, quasi
direct conversion [3] balances the output and input power 
with a load feed-forward component. Direct power control 
[ 4] attempts to regulate the DC voltage using an inner 
feedback loop for power, where real and reactive power 
errors map directly to inverter space vectors. A 
disadvantage of this scheme is that it relies on hysteresis 
control of power, so either the switching frequency varies, 
or the output becomes discrete pulse modulated if the 
sampling time is fixed (as is the case in [4]). This bas 
inferior harmonie performance to regular and naturally 
sampled PW~. 

This paper presents a predictive voltage regulation (PVR) 
algorithm for control of both the DC voltage and AC 
currents of a balanced three-phase inverter suitable for use 
in grid-connected PV applications. lt is an extension of the 
deadheat AC current control technique presented in [2] and 
[5]. lt avoids the problems of stability and loop interactions 
present in classical cascaded controllers, while providing a 
response in the order of a few PW~ sampling periods. The 
energy storage requirements of the DC link capacitor are 
significantly reduced. The technique bas the advantage of a 
fixed switching frequency: its harmonie performance is 
equivalent to regular sampled PW~, making filter design 
easier, and the switching losses are predictable. Therefore, 
it is superior to most hysteresis methods. The control 
strategy allows for bidirectional power-flow with unity 
power factor, therefore it could also be employed as a 
rectifier providing the DC load does not require significant 
disturbance ride-through capability. The principle of the 
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algorithm is presented and simulation results illustrate the 
in verter operation. 

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM 

In order to achieve MPPT, an inverter must regulate the 
power extracted from the PV array, and adjust its 
characteristics to maintain the optimum operating point. 
Fig. 1 shows a typical PV-inverter configuration, where the 
array is connected directly to the inverter DC input. For an 
array with well matched panels and no partial shading, there 
is a unique maximum power operating point characterised 
by a voltage-current pair for any given set of temperature 
and insolation conditions. The inverter should be able to 
regulate its DC voltage, and hence the voltage impressed on 
the array, in order to find and track the maximum power 
point. 

A practical controller for such a system could consist of 
two parts: a predictive DC voltage regulator (PVR) to 
control the inverter, and a MPPT controller which would 
find and track the maximum power point, and provide a DC 
voltage command. Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of such a 
controller. The power available from the solar radiation is 
represented by i sol, while i pv denotes the array output 
current, which is a function of the incident power and the 
terminal voltage, v de • The MPPT controller measures the 
array current and voltage, and outputs a DC voltage 

command, v d; Then, the PVR determines appropriate 
inverter control commands to achieve the target DC voltage 
and maintain sinusoidal AC current. The current that flows 
at the input of the inverter bridge is idc , and the difference 

between i pv and i de is the current in the DC capacitor. 

The requirement for DC voltage control is also present in 
other commonly used configurations. One possible 
approach uses a line-frequency transfarmer in the inverter 
AC output to step up the voltage to the grid level. This is 
common when the array voltage is low, and is essentially 
the same from the point of view of controL An alternative 
approach is to use a boost DC-DC converter between the 
array and the inverter input. If the MPPT control is 
performed by this converter then it will tend to inject 
whatever power is available into the DC link. If the 
inverter is set to maintain a fixed DC link voltage, then it 
should export to the grid whatever energy is injected by the 
boost converter. So although in this case the inverter is not 
performing the MPPT contra!, it still needs to regulate the 
DC voltage. 

From a cost and reliability perspective, it is desirabie to 
make the DC link capacitor as small as possible. In drives 
and power supply applications, it is generally necessary to 
provide some ride-through capability in the case of grid 
disturbances. The ride-through energy is stored in the DC 
link capacitor, however, in a PV-grid application where 

Fig 1. Typical grid-connected PV in verter configuration. 
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ipv 

Fig. 2. MPPT and DC voltage control block diagram. 
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there is no requirement to supply local loads during grid 
outages or disturbances, the DC capacitor does not need to 
act as this short term energy buffer. lt can therefore be 
made as small as the dynamics of the control system will 
allow. Thus, the aim here is to develop a control scheme 
that will work effectively with small DC link capacitance, 
while at the same time being computationally simple, and 
without degrading the AC side performance characteristics 
compared to other PWM inverters. 

III. THEORY OF THE PVR ALGORITHM 

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the converter with 
the instantaneous, continuous-time currents and voltages 
labelled. The photovoltaic array is considered to be a 

current souree of magnitude i pv , and i de is the switched 
current in the bridge input. The grid is represented by the 

back-EMFs e", eb, and ec, while va, vb, and vc are 
the switched voltages on the inverter output terminals. 
These are normally averaged over a PWM switching cycle. 
The primary controlled quantity in the system is the AC 
current, which is achieved using the discrete-time 
predictive current control algorithm described in [5]. The 
aim is to control the AC current to achieve a power balance 
between the AC and DC sides of the converter. The DC 
capacitor voltage is measured and the energy required to 
correct the voltage error during the subsequent switching 
intervals is estimated. 

Since this is a discrete time system, the relationship 
between the sampling instants and the period required to 
calculate the switching times needs to be taken into 
account. In order to avoid measurement noise, sampling of 
the voltages and currents should occur during the inverter 
null switch states (ie: all upper switches on, or all lower 
switches on). Calculations are performed during the next 
PWM switching period, and the new switching times are 
implemented in the subsequent period. Therefore, there is a 
delay of at least two switching periods between a set of 
sampled data and the time where a new AC current level 
can be achieved. Nevertheless, the voltage correction can 
occur within a few more switching periods, as will be 
discussed later. 

A. AC current control equations 

The discrete time current control equations for the AC 
current appear below. These are executed during the 
switching cycle between voltage and current sampling 
instants: 

, L (" ) va= Tac ia-ia[n] +4ea[n]-2eJn-1]-vJn] 
s 

and 

where: 
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(la-b) 

v~ and v~ are the inverter terminal voltages, averaged 

over a switching period, that should be applied in the 
next switching period; 

va [ n] and v b [ n ] are the in verter terminal voltages, 
averaged over a switching period, that are being applied 
during the present switching period; 

iJn], ib[n], eJn], eb[n], ea[n-1], and 

eb[n -1] are the present and previous voltage and 
current sampled measurements; 

i~ and i: are the predicted AC current values two 

sampling instants forward; 

T s is the PWM and calculation sample period; 

a bar above the variabie indicates it is averaged over a 
switching cycle, a dash indicates a predicted value one 
step forward, a double dash is for predicted values two 
steps forward, and the square brackets indicate discrete 
time sampled values. 

The third equation for the c-phase is redundant for a 
balanced three-phase system. The inverter modulation 

depths ( m ~ , m ~ , and m ~) for the next switching period 
are calculated from: 

V 
a m =---

a vdJn], 

m =-m -m 
c a b 

(2a-c) 

where v dJ n ] is the present DC voltage sample. 

B. DC voltage control equations 

By analogy with equ. (1) above, the discrete time control 
equation for the DC capacitor voltage is: 

ld' =Cdc(vd[n]-vd")+4i [n]-2i [n-1]-!d[n] (3) 
cT c c pv pv c 

·' 

where: 

~~c is the inverter input current, averaged over a 

switching period, that should be supplied in the next 
switching period; 

I dJ n] is the in verter input current, averaged over a 

switching period, that is supplied during the present 
switching period; 

v dJ n ], i P,[ n ], and i P,[ n - 1] are the present and 
previous voltage and current samples; 

v ~c is the predicted DC voltage two sampling instants 

forward. This value is particularly important and is 
discussed in greater depth below. 
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Measurement of ide or its average may be difficult in 
practice, so an approximation is made assuming lossless 
power conversion, and also that the energy stored in the AC 
inductors does not change significantly over a switching 
cycle (this is true for balanced three-phase operation). 

Thus, substituting for ~~e and ldJn] in equ. (3) with 

-: [ J Pae 1 n .., __ _ 
de [ J 

V de n 
(4a-b) 

gives 

(5) 

where: 

p ac is the in verter output power that should be supplied 

two sampling instants forward; 

p :c is the in verter output power that is supplied one 

sampling instant forward, which can be predicted from 
the present sampled states, and the actual switching 
times that are implemented during the present PWM 
period. 

From p ~c we then determine i" and i b using 

irms 

3 e"m 

ï"=fii sin(w t), and a nns ac 

., r:: ( 2rr) ib =v2 i sin w t---nns ac 
3 

where: 

irms is the rms line current in the output 

e'"" is the rms back-EMF phase voltage 

wac is the AC frequency in rad/s; 

(6) 

(7a-b) 

t is the time measured from the zero crossing of the a
phase back-EMF. 

C. DC voltage cammand 

Earlier it was mentioned that v de would be considered in 

greater detail. Reeall that v ;e is the voltage that is 
predicted to occur two sample instants forward from the 
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present set of samples. The relationship between v de and 

the DC voltage comrnand, v d: , is given by: 

v;,=v dJn ]+k1 ( v d: -v dJn J) (8) 

where k 1 is a constant that scales the voltage correction, 

and this correction is a proportion of the voltage error. 
Substituting equ. (8) back into equ. (5) gives: 

"=v _[n]{ kJ cdc(vdJn]-vd:) }- , 
Pac de T, Pae 

+4iPJn ]-2iPJn -1] 

(9) 

It is desirabie to have the fastest response possible for the 

DC voltage which suggests k1 should be equal to one 

(which attempts to correct the voltage error during the next 
PWM cycle). However, from physical considerations alone 
it can be argued that the system will not be stabie if this is 
so. Consider the case where the input and output power are 
balanced but there is a small DC voltage error, viz. the 
voltage is too high. It will be necessary, therefore, to 
increase the AC output power slightly, in order to extract 
some energy from the DC link capacitor. So the 
calculations are performed, the AC current increases 
slightly, and in two PWM sample periods the DC voltage 
has been corrected. However, the AC current is now 
slightly too high, and the input and output power are no 
Jonger balanced so over the next PWM cycle while the 
current returns to its original value, the DC voltage 
undershoots. 

A z-domain analysis was performed on the inverter and 
PVR controller in order to find the z-plane poles. Due to 
space limitations, this is not described in detail in this 
paper, but the significant results are as follows. A fourth 
order approximation of the system was used, and the 
relationship between k 1 and the type of po les is 

sumrnarised below: 
0 ~ k 

1 
~ 0.25 : po les are on the real axis 

0.25<k1<1: poles are complex and magnitude is less 

than one 
k 1 = 1.0 : po les !ie on the unit circle. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

A simulation model of the proposed system was created 
to verify the performance of the control algorithm in 
steady-state and under transient load conditions. This 
allows investigation of the system performance for various 

values of k 1 and C de • A base value of C de is defined by 

C dc(base) 

where: 

pae 
(10) 
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p ac is the rated in verter power; 

V dc(min) is the minimum DC voltage for the inverter to 
operate in the linear voltage transfer range, and equal to 
the peak line-to-line AC voltage on the grid. 

Figs. 3 and 4 show the AC current and DC voltage 
response to a step change in PV power from 50 to 100% of 
rating. Valuesof Cdc=lp.u. and ki=0.2 wereused,and 

the command voltage ( v d: ) was 750V. The AC currents 
rapidly ramp up to the new steady state values, and a peak 
occurs in the DC voltage before the correction is made. 

Figs. 5 and 6 show the effect of "arying C de and k I on 
the DC voltage response. (These are plots of the discrete 

time sampled data, v dJ n ).) Fig . .5 shows that as C de is 
decreased, there is an increasing steady-state error in the 

3~----~------~------~------~ 

-3L-----~------~----~----~ 
0.005 0.01 0.015 

time (sec) 
0.02 0.025 

Fig. 3. Three -phase AC output currents. 
Step change in souree power from 50% to I 00% of rating occures at 

t=O.Olsec. 
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Fig. 5. Effect of DC capacitance on the voltage response. 
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DC voltage. This is caused by inverter losses which are not 
compensated for in the controller. The model described in 
[3] includes correction factors for inverter losses, and it 
would also be possible here to estimate the losses and 
include their effect by adding an extra term to the power 
balance equations. This is unnecessary for the grid
connected PV application because the MPPT controller 
ultimately adjusts the voltage command to find the 
maximum power point. 

Fig. 6 shows the effect of varying k I . For k I= 0.5 

there is significant jitter in the voltage. For k 1 = 0.1 the 
response is more stable, however it is slower, and there is a 
steady-state error. It was deterrnined empirically that the 
best compromise between stability and response time is for 
k I"" 0.2 which is close to the threshold where the z-plane 

poles become complex. 

765 

~ 760 
2:.. 
Q) 
Ol 

~ 755 
g 
ü 
Cl 750 

745 

740~----~~----~------~------~ 

0.005 0.01 0.015 
time (sec) 

0.02 0.025 

Fig. 4. DC voltage response. 
Step change in souree power from 50% to I 00% of rating occures at 

t=O.Olsec. 
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Fig. 6. Effect of varying k, on the voltage response. 
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Fig. 7. Harmonie spectrum of in verter AC terminalline-to-line voltage 
(normalised with respect to 50Hz fundamentall 

Fig. 7 shows the harmonie spectrum of the inverter line
to-line terminal voltage, which has steady state 
characteristics equivalent to asymmetrie regularly sampled 
PWM. The sample frequency used in the simulations is 
10kHz, therefore the effective carrier frequency is 5kHz. 

V. CONCLUSION 

A predictive control (PVR) algorithm for regulation of 
DC voltage and AC current in three-phase inverters is 
proposed as an alternative to more conventional cascaded 
closed-loop controllers. Features of this algorithm are 
rapid current and voltage response, unity power factor, 
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smal! DC capacitor energy starage requirements, fixed 
switching frequency, and harmonie performance equivalent 
to regularly sampled PWM. The algorithm is intended for 
grid-connected PV applications, where it is desirabie to 
control the DC voltage in order to extract maximum energy 
from a PV array. In this type of application there is no need 
for disturbance ride-through capability, therefore the DC 
capacitor can be smaller which should imprave reliability, 
particularly if a non-electrolytic type can be employed. 
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Abstract - This paper compares the islanding behaviour of 
different inverter implementations, which have current 
souree or voltage souree characteristics. Measurements were 
made on a number of commercially available inverters, and 
simulation models were developed to enable forther 
investigation of the influence of the type of control system on 
islanding operation. Additionally, a modified active
frequency-drift detection method is presented which reduces 
the amount of distortion introduced to the grid compared 
with the conventional approach often described in the 
literature. 

l. lNTRODUCTION 

The application of photovoltaic energy production has 
increased over the last few years, and there has been 
particular interest in grid-connected systems. With more 
and more installations of this type, concerns about safety 
are justified. lslanding is a particular topic that has been 
extensively debated. An island condition is said to occur 
when part of the grid becomes disconnected while its loads 
continue to be supplied by a local PV generation source. 
This is of concern in case persounel attempt to work on 
lines they believe to be de-energised. Also, the island's 
voltage phase will tend to drift 'With respect to the main 
grid which may interfere with reconnection. If the 
conneetion is re-established at a point where the island 
and grid are significantly out of phase, then extremely 
large currents may flow through the conneetion causing a 
disturbance that is potentially destructive to the inverter or 
equipment nearby. 

Most utilities and regulatory bocties have set 
requirements that an inverter must meet befare it can be 
used in a PV-grid application. These involve using both 
passive and active methods to detect and island condition, 
and shutdown until the grid is re-established. IEEE 
standard 929 [1] reeommencts the use of voltage and 
frequency detection (passive) as well as some sort of 
active methad that reduces the risk of islanding to a 
negligible level. The actual requirements vary from 
country to country (eg: in Germany an impcdanee 
measuring technique has become a quasi-standard), and 
the effectiveness of many different active techniques have 
been explored recently in the literature. For example, 
active-frequency-drift (AFD) methods [2,3] explicitly 
shift the frequency of the injected AC current so it drifts if 
the grid is not present as a stabilising influence. An 
alternative approach described in 14] considers the grid as 
part of the closed-loop control for the inverter terminal 
voltage, and tunes the controller gain so there is a 
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resonance outside the acceptable grid frequency range. 
When islanding occurs, the inverter frequency shifts 
towards this resonant frequency, thus providing a means of 
detection. 

Although active prevention techniques reduce the risk 
of islanding, there can still be a non-detection zone 
(NDZ), as discussed in [2]. The size of the NDZ can 
depend on the magnitude of disturbance to the system that 
the detection methad introduces. In the case of AFD, 
distartion is introduced into the current waveform that 
tencts to shift the frequency in the absence of a stabilising 
grid. As the distartion is increased, the NDZ becomes 
smaller. The system reported in [ 4] complicates and 
constrains the voltage control system, which may have an 
impact on its response and stability. Therefore, the 
inherent tendency of an inverter to operate into an island 
load is an important consideration, because this will 
influence how strong the active measures need to be. The 
relative sensitivity of inverters to load variations (real and 
reactive power) and changes in incident solar energy 
suggests that different inverter types require different 
types or degrees of active island detection. While various 
active techniques have been considered, previous reports 
have not compared their effectiveness for different types 
of inverters, nor has the significanee of the type of in verter 
control been investigated in detail. This is an important 
consideration because it influences the level of active 
intervention that should occur to detect an island 
condition. 

A recent study [5] has suggested that the probability of 
a sustained island condition in a section of the distri bution 
network is extremely low - in the order of 10-6 per year -
and that risks to network persounel and consumers are not 
significantly increased by this phenomenon. Therefore it 
is important to consicter that the introduetion of additional 
safety measures to prevent islanding may have a 
detrimental effect on inverter performance and cost for no 
significant benefit 

This paper compares the behaviour of a number of 
inverter implementations which, when taken tagether with 
their control systems, have AC current souree or voltage 
souree characteristics. The inverters considered are 
current-regulated and power-angle controlled PWM 
voltage-souree-inverters (VSI's), and a multi-stage 
concept described in [6] consisting of a sinusoidally 
modulated DC-DC converter foliowed by a line
frequency inverter (which has been commonly employed 
in module oriented inverters). The results of simulation 
studies and experimental tests are presented and discussed, 
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Fig. I. PV -grid in verter system with localload. 

particularly the intluence of the voltage or current souree 
behaviour on the tendency to continue operation into an 
island load. The intluence of the maximum power point 
tracking (MPPT) algorithm is also considered, since it may 
also play a role in continued islanding operation. Lastly, a 
modified method of AFD is presented which reduces the 
amount of distartion introduced to the grid compared with 
the conventional approach often described in the literature. 

ll. DESCRIPTION OF THE INVERTER CONCEPTS 

A simplified PV-inverter-grid system is shown in Fig. 
1. The PV array connects directly to the DC input of the 
inverter, and the output feeds the grid. The grid is 
represented by a voltage souree behind a simple line 
impedance (e8 and L8). A local load impedance is 
represented by ZL. This can become an island load if the 
switch (S8) disconnects the grid. 

The pulse-width-modulated VSI is the most popular 
inverter circuit suitable for a wide variety of applications. 
Another topology commonly used in lower power PV 
applications is a sinusoidally modulated DC-DC converter 
followed by a line-frequency inverter. 

The inverters appear as either a stiff current supply or a 
stiff voltage supply, as illustrated in the simplified 
equivalent circuits of Figs. 2, 3, and 4. The voltages and 
currents can be represented by their phasor quantities. For 
all cases there is no independent intemal AC frequency 
controL The frequency of the inverter simply follows that 
which it measures on the grid at the point of coupling. 

Thus, the approaches for closed loop control of the 
inverter power are as follows: 

Current-regulated voltage-souree in verter (CR-V SI): 
Fig. 2. The AC current delivered by the inverter 
(phasor quantity Ï ac) is controlled directly. Normally, 

the phase displacement ( cp ) between the current and 

the grid voltage at the point of coupling ( Ë ac) is zero 
so that only real power is injected. 
Power- angle- regulated voltage- source- inverter 
(8R-VSI): Fig. 3. The phase displacement (8), 

between the grid voltage ( Ë ac) and the average line
frequency voltage component at the inverter bridge 
terminals ( V ac ) regulates the power. The magnitude 

of V ac affects the reactive power and is controlled 
separately. 
Multi-stage DC-DC converter and line-frequency 
inverter (DC-DC-LFI): Fig. 4. The magnitude of 
V ac determines the power. Normally this voltage will 

be in phase with the grid. 
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The AC power delivered by each inverter can be 
expressed in terms of the AC current, or the average of the 
switched voltage on the inverter terminals as follows: 

pac =I acE accos cfJ 
for a CR_ VSI; 

p = V 0 ,E acsin 8 
ac 

for a 8R-VSI; 

and 
2 

p = E ac V ac COS 6- E ac 

ac R 
ac 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

for a DC-DC-LFI. The symbols used above are defined 
as: 

P ac is the AC power; 

E ac, V CIC , and I CIC are the RMS magnitudes of the 
phasors defined earlier; 
L ac is the AC output filter inductance inside the 

inverter; 

Ë g 

Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of the current-regulated voltage-souree
invetter (CR-VSI). 

va, 

Fig. 3. Equivalent circuit of the power- angle- regulated voltage- souree
in verter (óR-VSI). 

L 
g R ac 

Ë 
g vac 

Fig. 4. Equivalent circuit ofthe multi-stage DC-DC converterand line
frequency inverter (DC-DC-LFI). 
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Fig. 5. Experimental set-up. 

Rac is the equivalent inverter output 
(deterrnined by the closect-loop 
characteristics); 
wac is the line frequency (in rad/s). 

III. IsLANDING BEHA vrouR 

resistance 
control 

The islanding behaviour of the inverter types was 
investigated with simulations and experimentally. 
Detailed measurements were made with one commercially 
available inverter. This was a 150W module oriented unit 
operating on the principle of the DC-DC-LFI. A number 
of other inverters were also tested but detailed results will 
not be presented here. 

A. Experimental results and rnadelling 

For the experimental tests the in verter was connected to 
the grid with a local load consisting of a variabie resistor 
and inductor as shown in Fig. 5. PV array and grid 
simulators (controlled power sourees with appropriate 
terminal characteristics) were used in order to have stabie 
and controllable operating conditions. The inverter has an 
intemal capacitor for filtering, which is shown inside the 
dotted area in Fig. 5. 

This set-up differs somewhat to the parallel RLC local 
load that is norrnally discussed in the literature, however it 
is still possible to induce islanding operation. The worst 
case conditions for this type of load (and when the inverter 
is attempting to inject current in phase with the terminal 
voltage) are when the RLC circuit forrned by the local 
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Fig. 6. Measurement and simulation of frequency shift after grid 
disconnection with 5 VAR-capacitive supplied from grid. (smooth curve 

is simulated data) 
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load and filter capacitor has a quality factor of QL=l. The 
resonant frequency need not be 50Hz, but this quality 
factor results in an impedance phase response that is 
maximally flat and close to zero (ie: purely resistive) in 
the low frequency range. 

Thus, by first adjusting RL and LL to achieve near zero 
current from the grid, and with a stabie PV input, it was 
possible to induce islanding for a significant time. In fact, 
as the frequency slowly drifted towards one of the trip 
points (50±0.2Hz in this case), with manual adjustment of 
the inductance it was possible to keep the frequency within 
the limits and maintain islanding operation indefinitely. 

So for perfectly balanced conditions the inverter was 
supplying about IOOW which was consumed by the local 
load and the reactive power in the inductor balanced that 
of the inverter (resulting largely from the filter capacitor 
inside). At the moment of disconnection, the grid was 
supplying close to zero real and reactive power (as close 
as was practical). Tests were perforrned for small 
imbalances in real and reactive power - that is, for small 
amounts of power supplied by the grid prior to 
disconnection. 

Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9 show the measured change in 
frequency that occurs for reactive power imbalances. The 
frequency is calculated from raw voltage samples on a 
cycle-by-cycle basis. There is no averaging, but an 
increasing or decreasing frequency can be observed 
following disconnection for inductive and capacitve local 
loads respectively. (The load appears capacitive when LL 
is smalland does not fully compensate the reactive power 
in the inverter.) This measured data is plotted tagether 
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Fig. 7. Measurement and simulation of frequency shift after grid 
disconnection with 10 VAR-capacitive supplied from grid. (smooth curve 

is simulated data) 
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Fig. 8. Measurement and simulation of frequency shift after grid 
disconnection with 5 V AR-inductive supplied from grid. (smooth curve 

is simulated data) 

with simulation results to demonstrate that the model 
based on the equivalent circuit in Fig. 4 prediets the 
response quite well, namely the rate of change of 
frequency, and the time taken to shutdown. (Frequency 
measurements after shutdown are invalid, although they 
appear to be gross steps off the scale displayed in these 
grap hs.) 

Fig. 10 shows a simulation of the influence of the 
inverter output resistance Rar for a 5V AR-capacitive 
supplied from the grid prior to disconnection. For higher 
output impedance the rate of change of current is greater 
and the shutdown occurs sooner. Or to put it another way, 
as the inverter characteristic more closely resembles 
voltage souree behaviour, the duration of the islanding 
condition is greater. 

B. Further simulations 

The response to an island situation of the different 
inverter types was simulated for a variety of local load 
conditions. For the simulations presented here the island 
load is represented now by a parallel RLC circuit as in Fig. 
11. 

The resonant frequency of the RLC load was set to 
values between 40 and 60Hz (the line frequency is 50Hz), 
the quality factor is QL=1, and the real power is 1kW. An 
alternative way of looking at this is from the perspective 
of power factor. When the resonant frequency is the same 
as the line frequency the load appears to have unity power 
factor. If the resonant frequency is higher then the load 
appears inductive, ie: lagging power factor. If the 

Fig. 9. Measurement and simulation of frequency shift after grid 
disconnection with 10 VAR-inductive supplied from grid. (smooth curve 

is simulated data) 
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Fig. I 0. Simulation of frequency shift after grid disconnection with 5 
V AR-capacitive supplied from grid and various in verter output 

resistances. 

resonant frequency is lower than the line frequency then 
the load appears to be a leading power factor load. 

Fig. 12 shows the response of the inverter AC frequency 
after islanding for a current-regulated VSI. When the 
load resonant frequency is 50Hz (unity power factor) and 
the real power is matched between the souree and the load 
the inverter runs on at a stabie frequency close to 50Hz, 
and this is not detected as an island condition. For other 
loads the inverter frequency changes rapidly and setties 
close to the resonant frequency of the load. Since there is 
norrnally a specified frequency threshold where the 

s 
g L g 

Fig. 11. Equivalent circuit with a parallel RLC localload. 
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Fig. 12. Frequency shift after disconnection of a current-regu1ated 
in verter for 1oads with various resonant frequencies. 

inverter should shut down, this sensitivity to non-unity 
power factor loads makes detection of islanding relatively 
simple and reliable. 

In contrast, Fig. 13 shows that for a power-angle 
controlled inverter, there is a greater tendency to run on at 
a frequency closer to 50Hz. For this case, the inverter is 
less sensitive to non-unity power factor loads, and 
therefore the range of loads for wh1ch islanding will not be 
detected is greater. This occurs because the power-angle 
controlled inverter has a greater capacity to supply a 
reactive load without changing its frequency as quickly. 
The current-controlled inverter, on the other hand, always 
attempts to inject unity power factor current, and as a 
result setties rapidly at the resonant frequency. 

C. lnjluence of maximum-power-point (MPP) tracking 

The previous section was concerned with the situation 
where the real power supplied by the inverter matches that 
of the localload, but where there is a small reactive power 
component supplied by the grid prior to disconnection. 
Some brief remarks a bout the case where reactive power is 
matched but some real power is supplied from the grid 
follow. 

Sustained islanding relies on real and reactive power 
balance between the inverter and localloads. Consictering 
the case of a resistive load, the voltage on an island load 
depends on the power delivered by the inverter. Thus, if 
the inverter power equals local load power prior to 
islanding and the inverter operatien remains stable, then 
there is no change in the local voltage after disconnection. 
The inverter tested previously has voltage trip levels at 
approximately ± 10% of the nomina! AC voltage. Because 
of the square relationship between power and voltage, this 
means the non-detection zone is of the order of ±20% of 
inverter power. That is, the grid could be supplying up to 
20% of the local load prior to disconnection, and the 
subsequent voltage change would not be outside the 
threshold for shutdown. 

The problem may be exacerbated by a 1\tiPP tracker 
with poor or limited performance. Islanding requires a 
balance in the power supplied by the inverter and 
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Fig. 13. Frequency shift after disconnection fora power ang1e regu1ated 
inverter for 1oads with various resonant frequencies. 

consumed by the local load, but the dynamic nature of 
both loads and the solar irradiance means this balance is 
unlikely to be maintained very long. A true 1\tiPP tracker 
will be sensitive to changes in the available power and 
attempt to shift the operating point accordingly. However, 
an inaccurate or slow tracker will be less sensitive to 
changes in the solar irradiance and also to the balance 
between inverter, grid, and load power befare and after a 
disconnection. This means that the range of loads for 
which islanding may occur is wider, or alternatively, the 
time taken to trip could be increased in comparison to an 
inverter with fast and accurate 1\tiPP tracking controL 

IV. IiARMONIC REDUCTION IN ACTIVE-FREQUENCY-DRIFT 

METHOOS 

The AFD methad introduces distartion into the injected 
current wavefarm which tencts to accelerate or decelerate 
the AC frequency in the absence of the grid. Thus, there is 
a limitation on the size of the frequency shift imposed by 
the need to keep output harmonies below a specified level. 
This is potentially a problem for systems that have a 
greater tendency for islanding, because they will require a 
larger accelerating motive to shift the frequency past the 
detection threshold. 

The comrnon approach for AFD reported in the 
literature is to inject a current wavefarm whose frequency 
is slightly higher than the measured grid frequency. The 
current zero-crossings are then extended so that the actual 
frequencies match. This is illustrated in the upper part of 
Fig. 14. lf the grid is notpresent then the frequency of the 
measured voltage tencts to follow that of the current and 
the frequency shift is detected. An alternative approach is 
to extend the time spent at the wavefarm peaks, as in the 
lower part of Fig. 14. This may be more complex to 
implement because it requires a high bandwidth phase 
detector, while zero-crossings can be measured directly 
fairly easily. However, with digital signal processing 
techniques and more powerlul microcontrollers this is less 
of a problem. 

The frequency spectra of the two wavefarms are 
compared in Fig. 15. This shows the improverneut in 
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Fig. 14. Current reference waveform for active-frequency-drift. 
above: conventional metbod (zero-crossing extended) 

below: alternative metbod (peak extended) 

harmonie performance that can be expected when the 
wavefarm is extended at the peaks rather than the zero 
crossings. 

V. CoNcLUsroN 

This paper compared the islanding behaviour of 
different PV-grid inverter control concepts, and shows 
that the tendency to continue operating into an island load 
can vary significantly. This is largely influenced by the 
ability of the inverter to supply reactive power into an 
island load without a significant or rapid frequency shift. 

It has been suggested elsewhere that the islanding 
phenomenon does not significantly increase safety risks to 
utility personnel and the public. Therefore, it makes sense 
that for straightforward grid-connected PV applications, 
anti-islanding techniques be simple and reliable because 
excessive measures add cost for no appreciable benefit, 
and this diseaurages further deployment of systems. 
Where active measures will be implemented, this paper 
has shown that the inherent tendency for islanding varies 
depending on the inverter control system. This, in turn, 
has an impact on the choice of active techniques which 
could be applied. In addition, a method for reducing the 
harmonies introduced by active frequency drift techniques 
was described. 

Multi-function applications, where the inverter is 
required to perform secondary tasks like reactive power 
compensation, harmonie elimination, or stand-alone 
operation in the case of grid failure provide an attractive 
way to add value to PV systems. Proteetion in these kinds 
of applications may be more complex and should be given 
more attention in the future. 
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Abstract - Zero-crossing dislortion has been observed in the 
AC output current produced by some grid-connected PV 
inverters and this can cause a resonant response between the 
grid impedance the inverter filter capacitor. In some cases, 
particularly with large numbers of parallel connected 
inverters and with weak grids, the resonance can cause voltage 
dislortion that may be large enough to disturb other nearby 
equipment. A number of commercially available inverters 
were tested to investigate the mechanisms of this distortion. A 
model was then developed to allow further simulations with 
different numbers of inverters and varying levels of dislortion 
to be performed. 

I. INTRODUC110N 

In large scale applications of photovoltaic energy with 
many parallel grid-connected inverters the total harmonie 
current emission can result in distartion also of the grid 
voltage. The voltage distartion might exceed standards for 
voltage characteristics in public distribution systems (eg: 
EN50160 [1]) even though individual inverters comply with 
the standard for harmonie current emissions (IEC61000-3-
2 [2]). The total harmonie emission from a group of 
inverters operating in parallel is not covered by the 
standards at present. This could be probiernatie for 
residential grid-connected PV systems because inverters 
distributed throughout a neighbourhood can be installed at 
different times and owned by individual households, but 
depending on their proximity to each other, they operate 
more or lessin parallel from an electrical point of view. 

One of the specific issues in the production of harmonies 
is a resonance of the inverter output filter capacitance with 
the grid [3], which will occur at a frequency determined by 
the local load and grid impedances. While previous studies 
on the harmonie impact of large numbers of PV systems 
have considered harmonies up to the llth or 13th 

component [4,5], a resonance between the inverterand grid 
is likely to be at a higher frequency. The effect is strongly 
dependant on the number of inverters connected in parallel, 
the type of inverter, and its AC filter capacitor. Therefore it 
is difficult to predict. While the filter capacitor and grid 
impedance are not inherently a problem, some inverters 
generate small levels of distartion at the AC voltage zero
crossing and under certain conditions this can excite a 
resonant response in the grid. It is potentially a problem for 
weak grids and when large numbers of inverters are 
connected in parallel and the total harmonie current injected 
becomes quite high. 

The aim of this paper is to investigate the relationship 
between the inverter harmonie emissions and the 
resonances. Experimental tests were performed on a 
number of inverter types in order to characterise the 
mechanism that causes these resonances, and whether the 
potential for resonance exists in all inverters or whether it is 
specific to certain types. Simulation studies are used to 
illustrate inverter-grid interactions for different numbers of 
parallel connected inverters and harmonie emission levels. 

11. PROCEDURE 

Three commercially available inverters were selected for 
testing. The inverters have different power ratings, and are 
implemented with different circuit concepts and control 
strategies. However, they all have a capacitive output filter 
on the AC terminals. The basic test circuit is shown in Fig. 
1. Each of the inverters was connected to a PV array 
simulator (vp,) and a grid simulator (eg,;d) to enable testing 
under stabie and consistent input and output conditions. 
Z8,;d represents the grid impedance, which is assumed to be a 
resistor (Rg,;d) in series with an inductance (L8,;d). C,", is the 
filter capacitor inside the inverter. Measurements were 

Fig. I. Test circuit. 
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made on the inverter current (i,.,), the current injected into 
the grid (igád), and the inverter terminal voltage (v"c), for 
various levels of power, grid impedance and background 
grid voltage distortion. 

In order to emulate the operation of many inverters in 
parallel, measurements were made with the grid impedance 
scaled up by a factor corresponding to the number of 
inverters. This assumes all the inverters operate identically 
and feed into a single node. Normally component 
tolerances, power variations, and the fact that the inverters 
do not have a single point of coupling wil! result in a certain 
amount of averaging, or cancellation, of harmonies, hence 
the results here represent the worst case situation. A more 
accurate result can be achieved when consiclering the many 
inverters with a probabilistic or statistica! approach as in [4] 
and [6]. 

111. EXPERIMENT AL INVESTIGA TI ONS 

Selected results from the measurements on the inverters 
are presented in this section. 

Fig. 2 shows the currents for inverter "A" (a smal! 
module-oriented inverter operating at about 150W) feeding 
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Fig. 2. Inverter "A" measured current waveform (i".) and grid current (i,nd) 
with soft grid. 
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Fig. 4. Harmonie spectrum of measured grid current for in verter "A" with 
soft grid. 
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a soft grid (ie: with the scaled grid impedance) to emulate 
the characteristics of a number of inverters operating in 
parallel. The inverter current on the bridge side of the filter 
capacitor (i,") is shown above, and, the resulting grid current 
(i8m,) appears below. The main characteristic of the inverter 
current wavefarm is the distartion at the zero crossings, 
which is of the farm of a notch taken out of the sine wave. 
The distartion in the inverter current excites the L-C circuit 
formed by the filter capacitor (Cc) and the inductance of 
the grid (L,n<f). This resonance occurs after every zero
crossing and can also be observed in the inverter terminal 
voltage, as in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 4 shows the harmonie spectrum of the measured grid 
current. The relative amplitude of the harmonies is quite 
high at around the resonant frequency of the filter capacitor 
and grid inductance. Fig. 5 shows the harmonie spectrum 
of the inverter terminal voltage, which also has a noticeable 
peak around the L-C resonant frequency. Depending on 
the characteristic impedance of the L-C circuit, the 
distartion may exceed the levels specified in EN50160. 
This could be a potential problem for equipment connected 
at the same point as the inverter, particularly in the case of 

400a·L-~,~.oo~,~,.~~--,~.~L_~o~oo~a~o~O\--O~.o~\2~0~01-4--0.0~\6--0~.o~,.~o.o2 
time(sec) 

Fig. 3. Inverter "A" measured grid voltage (v".). 
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Fig. 5. harmonie spectrum ofmeasured grid voltage for in verter "A" with 
soft grid. 
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Fig. 6. Camparisou of measured grid current harmonies with clean, stiff 
grid, and IEC61000 lirnits. 

weak grids or where many inverters are connected in 
parallel. 

Although the relative amplitude of the current harmonies 
are quite high, the fact that this inverter produces relatively 
low power means the absolute value of the harmonie 
currents are smal!. In fact, when operating into a clean, stiff 
grid, which is equivalent to the test conditions for 
IEC61000-3-2, the inverter produces levels of harmonies 
wel! below the limits set by that standard, as shown in Fig. 
6. 

Results with similar characteristics were measured for the 
other inverter types. Zero-crossing distartion was also 
observed in the inverter output current, and these may also 
excite a resonant response between the filter capacitor and 
grid inductance. Wavefarms are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. 
The inverter type "C" also produces a particularly high level 
of low order harmonie distortion, but this is not being 
considered as part of this study. 

IV. ANALYSIS AND MODELLING 

The following deductions c:an be made from 
measurements and inspeetion of the inverters under 
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Fig. 7. loverter "B" measurec. grid current. 
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consideration. Each of them uses a different circuit and 
control system, therefore the underlying mechanism for the 
distorted wavefarm is not the same. However, in each 
instanee the distortions occur as a result of practical 
limitations of the PWM generation. 

Two of the inverters tested utilise a sinusoidally 
modulated DC-DC converter foliowed by a line-frequency 
inverting bridge. 1t was clear that the distartion resulted 
from a discontinuity in the PWM generation. Since this 
occurs at the zero crossing where the required switch duty 
cycle approaches zero, it is possible that a practical limit 
such as a minimum duty cycle or minimum switch 
conduction time was reached. 

The other inverter type utilises a PWM voltage-souree 
inverter with 180° discontinuous switching on one leg. This 
is done to reduce switching Jasses, but the implementation 
does not allow for reactive power flow. Thus, the current is 
not well controlled near the zero-crossings, and this results 
in a distorted waveform. 

These restrictions can be overcome with improved 
control and a topology that inherently allows smooth 4-
quadrant operation. However, this would be relatively more 
expensive to implement, and since the inverters tested here 
comply with the necessary standards, it is not justified. 

The previous figures (and more particularly, the actual 
sampled data) show that the zero-crossing distartion is of 
the farm of a notch taken out of the sine wave near the 
zero-crossing. By the principle of superposition, the actual 
current can be described by a pure sine wave to which a 
distarting signa! is added. For inverter "B", this distarting 
signa! is of the farm in Fig. 9 and can be described by: 

j(ff)= 

{
-sin ff, for[ rr- ff wl. rr ]and[ 2 rr- ff zxd, 2 rr ]} (1) 

0, for[O,rr-ffzxd]and[rr,2rr-ffzxd] 

where ff zxd is the ang1e representing the width of the pulse. 
Fourier analysis of this wavefarm yields the following 

sine and eosine coefficients: 

-~oL--o~.oo-:-2---:-:0004~-o~.ooo--o.oo~a-o~.o-, -o.o~"-o~.0,-4-o.o~,.-o~.o,-a_Jo.~ 
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Fig. 8. loverter "C" measured grid current. 
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The envelope of the magnitudes of the harmonies (ie: 

~a~+b~) is plotted in Fig. 10 up to the 500th harmonie 
and for various values of 9,zd. (It can be shown that inverter 
"A" has the same harmonie magnitude spectrum, but a 
different phase spectrum.) These results can be used to 
determine the underlying potential for harmonie emission 
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Fig. IJ. In verter "A" simulated currents operating into a soft grid. 
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Fig. 10. Magnitude envelope of harmonie coefficients. 

by the inverters. The resonant response then depends on the 
filter capacitor together with the grid impedance. 

For the purpose of simulations, the inverter is modelled 
by a current souree with a distorted output waveform. 
Representation of a number of inverters in parallel can be 
handled by sealing the grid impedance, as was mentioned 
earlier. 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The first step in this simulation study was to compare the 
performance of the model, described in the previous 
section, with the previously measured results. The 
following simulations are for inverter type "A", a small 
inverter operating with 150W AC output. The distartion 
notch angle ( 9 zxd) was set to 5°. 

Fig. 11 shows the simulated currents for this inverter type 
operating into a soft grid, as for the previous experimental 
measurement. This tigure has a similar characteristics to 
that in Fig. 2. Better comparison between simulation and 
experimental results can be made consiclering the spectra of 
Figs. 12 and 4. Similarly, the experimental measurements 
for grid voltage correspond to the simulation result shown 
in Fig. 13, except with regard to low order harmonie 
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Fig. 12. Simulated harmonie spectrum of the grid current for invetter "A" 
operating with a soft grid. 
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Fig. 13. Simulated grid voltage spectrum for mverter "A" with a soft grid. 

distortion. The measurement in Fig. 5 shows there is a 
significant amount of low-order harmonies, however, the 
model does not include this effect. 
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Fig. 14. Envelope of the grid current spectrum for different numbers of 
parallel conneeled units (zero-crossing dislortion angle is 5 degrees). 
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Additional simulations were performed to investigate the 
effects of different numbers of units operating in parallel, 
and for greater or lesser values of zero-crossing distortion 
angle ( ~=I). For this study a reference grid impedance of 
R8nd=0.4Q and L8,;d=796~-tH was used (from IEC60725 [7]). 

Figs. 14 and 15 show the relative current and voltage 
spectra with different numbers of units operating in parallel. 
Even harmonies are insignificant, therefore in the interests 
of clarity only the envelope of the odd harmonies is plotted. 
For larger numbers of units the voltage harmonies approach 
the level of around 0.5% which is still below the lirnits in 
EN50160. Furthermore the resonant peaks in these 
illustrations are at frequencies higher than the 25th 
harmonie, for which lirnits are not specified. 

Figs. 16 and 17 show the current and voltage spectra for 
different values of distortion angle and with 20 inverters 
operating in parallel. This shows that a substantial zero
crossing distortion is required to generate significant 
distortion in the grid voltage. 10 degrees results in 
approximately 3% THD, which again, is still within the 8% 
limit ofEN50160. 
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Fig. 15. Envelope of the grid voltage spectrum for different numbers of 
parallel connected units (zero-crossing distonion angle is 5 degrees) 
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Fig. 17. Envelope ofthe grid voltage spectrum for different values of 
zero-crossing distonion angle (20 units in parallel). 
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Vl. CoNCLUSIONs 

Zero-crossing distartion has been observed in the AC 
output current of a number of PV-grid inverters. The 
distartion arises from different mechanisms in the different 
inverters tested, but generally it results from practical 
limitations in the PWM generation that interrupt the current 
flow near the zero-crossings. These characteristics, 
however, are not fundamental to the operation of all 
inverters, and could be avoided with 4-quadrant topologies 
and control, but for an additional cost. 

For a single inverter operating into a normal grid 
impedance, the resulting current and voltage harmonies are 
not usually a problem. Any resonance effects are normally 
small, and at a frequency well above the range covered by 
the standards considered in this paper. However, with many 
inverters operating in parallel, and in particular with a softer 
grid, resonances caused by zero-crossings can occur which 
have a greater magnitude, and possibly at a more critical 
frequency. 

In the worst cases the standards for voltage distartion 
may be exceeded, and there is potential for disturbance to 
nearby equipment. However, it was shown that the 
distartion levels remain quite small, therefore they may 
only become probiernatie for a limited number of local grid 
impedance, load, and background harmonie conditions. 
Although at present it is not clear how standards should 
treat groups of parallel connected inverters, additional 
requirements may provide marginal benefits, but are likely 
to set back the growth of grid-connected PV systems. 
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TMS320LF2401A Evaluation PCB 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The TMS320LF2401A DSP is a member of the C2000 family of fixed-point DSPs from 
Texas Instruments. This family is equipped with peripherals optimised for power electranies 
and motor control applications. The LF2401 is a 32 pin version with a reduced number of 
peripherals, therefore it is particularly attractive for low-cost applications like small grid 
connected PV inverters. 

This evaluation PCB is a generic daughter-board that can be mounted onto application 
specific motherboards. All pins on the DSP are brought out to conneetion points that can be 
loaded either with ribbon headers or DIL soekets under the PCB to mate with pin-strips on 
the motherboard. The motherboard should contain all signal conditioning components, 
buffers and interface devices, and power supplies. The evaluation PCB has its own power 
supply connections, a JTAG port, and an RS-232 communications port. Therefore it can be 
powered up and programmed independandy of a motherboard, allowing a limited amount of 
programming and debugging to be undertaken earlier in the appliaction development. 

2 OvERVIEW oF THE PCB 

Fig. 1 provides an overview of the PCB. It shows a block diagram of the on-card fucntions 
and their relationship to the 2401 110 pins. 

The following specific 110 connections are available through to the motherboard: 
• up to 7 PWM control outputs; 
• 5 analog inputs; 
• 3 hardware interrupt inputs; 

~ .. 

Sx analog inputs .. 

XINTl 

XINT2 
.-.. ... 

RS232 communication; 
~ .... 

JTAGI/0 .... .. ..... .... 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram. 
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1 timer capture input; 
o serial communications I/0 (logic level); 
o reset; 
0 ec bus. 

Connections direct to the PCB include: 
o power; 
o RS-232 communications; 
o JTAG port. 

On-card devices include: 
2 indicator LEDS; 
2 DIP switch inputs; 
1 trimpot; 
I2CEEPROM; 
reset pushbutton; 
bootloader selection jumper; 
flash programming supply voltage jumper. 

If the DSP special functions are not used the digital IlO pins are available as general purpose 
I/0. There are a total of 16 IlO pins. 

Power supplies are arranged for maximum flexibility allowing the PCB to draw power from a 
motherboard through the IlO headers, or from independant power supplies in the case of 
stand alone operation. 

3 PROGRAMMING 

Normal program execution is from an on-chip flash memory. The flash can be programmed 
in two ways: (1) via the JTAG interface, or (2) viatheserial port interface. 

3.1 JTAG programming 

JT AG based programming requires the Code Composer Studio tagether with the software 
plug-in for JTAG programming. Documentation for these components is part of the Code 
Composer Studio. 

3.2 Serial port programing 

A jumper is provided to select the execution mode on start-up. Normal operation executes 
from the flash ROM. Altematively a bootloader in the DSP EPROM can be invoked which 
can load small programs into a 544 word program RAM through the serial port. Flash 
programming routines can be loaded by the bootloader allowing user code to be programmed 
into the flash ROM. Further details are provided in [1]. 
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4 LINKS 

a e lll T bl 1 L" k d escnpt10n. 

designator de scription default option 

JP2 analog supply souree CLOSED: stand alone operation OPEN: mother-board operation 

JP3 IOPB4 souree CLOSED: from RS232 comms OPEN: from digital 1/0 on J8 

JP4 select JTAG/SROM CLOSED: selects SROM OPEN: selects JTAG 

JP6 analog ground hnk CLOSED: stand alone operation OPEN: mother-board operation 

JP7 select trimpot or extemal PIN 1-2: trimpot PIN 2-3: extemal 
analog input 

JP8 select JTAG/SROM CLOSED: selects SROM OPEN: selects JTAG 

JP9 boatrom start-up OPEN: execute from flash CLOSED: exectute bootram 

JPlO SROM address bit Al PIN 2-3: address = OxOO various 

JPll SROM address bit A2 PIN 2-3: address = OxOO various 

5 CoNNECTORS 

a e onnector escnpt1on. T bi 2 C d 

designator type de scription 

J l 14 way header JTAG 

J2 16 way header analog input 

n 2 way Molex power 

J4 3 way Molex RS232 

J8 20 way header general purpose IlO ports 

Table 3 JT AG header J1 

pin signa[ name de scription pin signa[ name description 

1 nTRST 

3 TDI 

5 5V 

7 TDO 

9 TCK 

11 TCK 

13 EMUO 
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a e na o ea er T bl 4 A 1 110 h d J2 

pin signa[ name de scription pin signa[ name de scription 

1 AINO analog input channel 2 SGND signal ground 

3 AIN1 analog input channel 4 SGND signal ground 

5 AIN2 analog input channel 6 SGND signal ground 

7 AIN3 analog input channe1 8 SGND signa1 ground 

9 AIN4 ana1og input channe1 10 SGND signa1 ground 

11 AVCC ana1og reference output 12 SGND signa1 ground 

13 +V ana1og power input 14 AGND ana1og power ground 

15 -V ana1og power input 16 AGND ana1og power ground 

Table 5 Power connector J3 

pin signa[ name de scription 

1 5V digita1 power input 

2 GND digita1 ground input 

Tab1e 6. RS232 connector J4 

pin signa[ name de scription 

1 RXD receive data 

2 TXD transruit data 

3 GND signa1 ground 

a e 1g1ta ea er T b1 7 D. . 1 110 h d J8 

pin signa[ name de scription pin signa[ name de scription 

1 IOPAO digita1 110 2 IOPA1 digita1 110 

3 IOPA2 digital 110 4 I OP A3 digita1 110 

5 I OP A4 digita1 110 6 IOPA5 digita1 110 

7 IOPA6 digita1 110 8 IOPA7 digita1 110 

9 IOPBl digita1 110 10 IOPB2 digita1 110 

11 IOPB3 digita1 110 12 IOPB4 digita1 110 

13 IOPB5 digita1 110 14 IOPB6 digita1 110 

15 IOPB7 digita1 110 16 IOPB7 digita1 110 

17 5V digita1 power input 18 GND digita1 power ground 

19 5V digital power input 20 GND digital power ground 

6 SPECIFICATIONS 

6.1 Analog Inputs 

6.1.1 General purpose 

decription: single ended voltage input, no buffers, clamped to 0 an 3.3V through schottky 
diodes, RC filter at 1OOkHz. 

quantity: 
se ale: 
termination: 

5 
0-3.3V 
16 way DIL header or female DIL socket J2 
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6.1.2 Trimpot 

description: 
quantity: 
DSP pin: 

multitum trimpot 
1 
shared with ADC04 (jumper selectable) 

6.2 Digital IlO 

6.2.1 General purpose 

description: 
quantity: 
level: 
termination: 

General purpose I/0, multiplexed with DSP special function pins 
16 
3.3VCMOS 
20 way DIL header or female DIL soekets J8 

6.2.2 LED indicators 

description: 
quantity: 
DSP pins: 

3mm LED indicator 
2 
shared with IOPB5 and XF 

6.2.3 DIP switch inputs 

description: 
quantity: 
DSP pins: 

SPST pull--down to GND 
2 
shared with IOPB 1 and IOPB2 

6.3 PWM control 

6.3.1 PWM outputs 

description: 
quantity: 
level: 
termination: 

pin state controlled by DSP event manager module 
6 
3.3VCMOS 
DIL header or female DIL socket J8 

6.3.2 PWM inputs 

description: 
number: 
level: 
termination: 

PWM shutdown input, generates PDPINT interrupt 
1 
3.3VCMOS 
DIL header or female DIL socket J8 

6.4 Communications 

description: 
quantity: 
termination: 

3 wire RS--232, non-isolated. 
1 channel 
3 way Molex KK type connector J4 
logic level TXD and RXD also appear on the general purpose IlO header J3 
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6.5 JTAG interface 

type: as TI spec 
termination: 164 way DIL header J1 

when JT AG is not in use the signals can be used as general purpose IlO on J8 

description: general purpose IlO is used to emulate an I2C bus 
termination: pins are available at the I/0 header J8 

6.7 12C EEPROM 

description: 24C04 I2C type EEPROM 
size: 512 bytes 

6.8 Power Supply Requirements 

6.8.1 Regulated 5V supply 

description: regulated 5V supply powers the flash programming pin; 
on card regulation generates a 3.3V logic supply for standalone operation; 
supplies power the emulator pod through the JT AG connector 

level: 5V regulated 
termination: 2 way Molex KK type connector J3 

6.8.2 Analog supply 

type: isolated; on-card regulation generates 3.3V analog supply and reference level. 
max input: 12V 
min input: 5V 
max power 1W 
termination: through connector 12, or linkable to 5V supply for standalone operatien 

7 REFERENCES 
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APPENDIX 

The following pages contain technica} drawings. 

Fig. Al is the circuit schematic. 
Fig. A2 is the PCB top overlay. 
Fig. A3 shows the mechanica} dimensions. 
Fig. A4 shows the board layout. 

Notes on drawings 

These drawings were produced in the Protel software package. The schematic was printed 
using Acrobat Distiller as the print device. The resulting PDF was converted to EPS in 
Acrobat. The PCB drawings were printed using EPS file as the print device with a print scale 
of x2. 
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Single-Phase/Three-Phase loverter Test Platform 

1 INTRODUCTION 

This document describes a single-phase/three-phase inverter test platform. The assembly 
includes a three-phase bridge, current and voltage measurement devices, and a DSP based 
controller. 

Input to the assembly is from a DC power source. Output can drive an AC load or conneet to 
the grid. Intermediate connections are provided for AC filter inductors and a transformer. 
These areexternalto the assembly in order to maintain a reasonable weight. 

The inverter is intended for testing control algorithms for PV energy conversion, however it 
is suitable for generic power conversion applications. The inverter is bidirectional, therefore 
it can also be fed from an AC supply to power DC loads, with appropriate control software. 

2 OvERVIEW oF THE SYSTEM 

Figs. 1 and 2 shows the inverter assembly, which contains. a schematic of the inverter system. 
The assembly contains: 
• an inverter bridge sub-assembly with gate-drive and proteetion circuitry (rear) 
• a PCB containing LEMs for current measurement 
• voltage sensing transfarmers 
• a DSP based controller PCB 
• transfarmers for auxiliary power 
• AC output filter capacitors 
• circuit breakers and contactors. 
A three-phase power transfarmer and the AC filter inductors are external to the main 
assembly. 

Fig. 1. Inverter assembly: front view. 
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Fig. 3 shows the inverter schematic. The following main connections are available: 
• DC power conneetion 
• AC power connection- 3 phases plus neutral 

auxiliary power for DSP controller 
auxiliary power for gate drive circuits 

• communications link to DSP controller 
Additional connections are provided for the AC filter inductors and transformer. 

AC OUTPUT 

DCINPUT 

Fig. 3. Inverter schematic. 
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3 WIRING AND CONNECTIONS 

Fig. 4 shows a wiring and conneetion diagram for the inverter. This figure more clearly 
identifies the sub-assemblies and connections within the main inverter assembly. 

, ..... ! 
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PWR_DIG+ 

PWR_DIG

PWR_ANP+ 1.!1----' 

PWR_ANP- 1!!------_j 
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----------~AUX AC ACTIVE 

-----------@AC A PHASE 

RELA Y I.COM 1!!------------------' 

RELA Y !.NO 1!!---------------------' 

---------------------------, 
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: ................................... ~! 
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Fig. 4. Wiring diagram. 
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4 DESCRIPTION OF FEATURES 

4.1 DSP Controller 

The DSP based controller consistsof a MiniDSP microcontroller board [1] that mates with a 
signal conditioning and interface motherboard, the DSPMB3 [2]. The controller is basedon 
the Texas Instruments TMS320C240 DSP. 

The DSPMB3 includes the following interfaces: 
• analog inputs for current and voltage measurement 
• fibre optie outputs for gate drive control 
• RS232 comrnunications 
• control relays 
• LED's DIP switches and isolated digital inputs. 

The DSPMB3 is powered from the auxiliary power supplies. 

4.2 Inverter 

The inverteris a 30kVA three-phase bridge sub-assembly [3]. This module includes a three 
leg IGBT inverter bridge mounted on a heatsink, tagether with isolated gate drive and 
proteetion circuits. The control circuits are powered from a single 60VDC source. 

4.3 Current measurement PCB 

The LEMPCB [4] has four LEM's for measurement of the three AC currents and the DC 
current. In addition it provides an isolated measurement of the DC voltage. Interface to the 
DSPMB3 is through a ribbon cable. The measurements are converted to 25mA current loop 
signals to improve noise immunity. 

4.4 EMC Filter 

A simple EMC filter consisting of some capacitors to earth was installed at the DC input 
terminals. This was necessary to avoid noise coupling into the controller and generating 
nuisance trips through the over-voltage and overcurrent detection circuitry. The inverter 
would benefit from an additional level of filtering, including common mode chokes, on the 
AC outputs, and auxiliary supplies to the controller. 

4.5 AC inductors 

There are six iron cored coils of 15mH which can be configured in series and parallel to 
achieve different values of inductance for single- and three-phase systems. The continuous 
current rating is 2.6A. The design is such that the peak current rating where the saturation 
flux is reached is 5 times rated current. 

The inductors are normally used on the bridge side of the transformer. 

4.6 Transformer 

A three-phase transfarmer with 1: 1 turns ratio is used. In a three-phase system this is 
configured as delta-star to give a step-up ratio of 1:1.72. For single-phase it must be 
configured as an auto transfarmer on one of the windings to achieve a step-up ratio of 1 :2. 
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4.7 AC capacitive filter 

AC filter capacitors are placed on the line (laad) side of the transformer. These are mounted 
on a PCB in the rear of the in verter assembly. 

4.8 Auxiliary power 

Auxiliary power sourees are required for the controller and for the gate drive circuits. 
Controller power is derived from the rnains supply and is transformed into three isolated 15V 
supplies. 

A separate 60VDC power supply is required for the gate drives circuits. 

4.9 Contactors and circuit breakers 

A controlled cantactor is included for applications where automatic synchronisation to the 
grid will be used. Circuit breakers are provided for proteetion and as a means of manual 
isolation of the inverter from the rnains supply. 

5 SPECIFICA TI ONS 

maximum DC voltage 
maximum AC voltage 
maximum continuous DC current 
maximum continuous AC current 
peak short term current (AC or DC) 1 

AC filter capacitance 2 

AC filter inductance 3 

auxiliary supply 

Notes: 

500V 
230/400V 
5A 
5ARMS 
20A 
2.82uF 
15mH 
230VAC 4 

60VDC 4 

1. 20A is the maximum bridge-side AC current as this is the full scale LEM input. The ratio 
of the line-side AC current to bridge-side AC current depends on the transfarmer 
configuration. 

2. Capacitance per phase. Capacitors are star connected on the line-side. 
3. Inductance per coil. Six inductors are available and can be configured in senes and 

parallel to achieve different values. Continuous current rating is 2.6A per coil. 
4. 230V is required to feed the DSPMB3 controller. 60V feeds the gate drive circuits. 
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-----------------------------------------------------------------

DSPMB3 Overview and Specifications 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The DSPMB3 is a motherboard which tagether with the MiniDSP microcontroller board [1] 
is intended as a controller for generic inverter applications. The DSPMB3 provides the 
interface between the MiniDSP and the power electronics. The intended power electtonic 
hardware is a 30kV A inverter platform developed by the group EPE at TU/e [2], and the 
inverter assembly is described in [3]. 

Fig. 1 shows an overview of a typical system. The MiniDSP is supplied by Creative Power 
Technologies, and it is a generic controller based on the Texas Instruments TMS320C240 
DSP, with undedicated l/0. The motherboard mates with the MiniDSP via a series of 
extended length 0.1" pin-strip headers. The DSPMB3 also supplies power to the MiniDSP. 

The intended power electronic hardware is a 30kV A inverter platform developed by the 
group EPE at TU/e. Thus the DSPMB3 converts TTL PWM signals from the MiniDSP to 
fibre optie outputs required by the inverter. Also, in combination with external LEMS and 
voltage sensing transfonners, it perfarms a combination of level shifting, isolation, and 
sample and hold on the inverter currents and voltages in order to supply the MiniDSP with 
the required ± lOV analog input signals. 

Additional discrete IlO is providedon card in the form of LEDs, DIP switches, relay outputs, 
isolated inputs, and non-isolated CMOS IlO. 

r1 LEMpcb I ~ DSPMB3 I 
I I 

~ ~ ~ ~~ sensing 
transformers 

I 
DC voltage 

sensing 

~~ 

gate drives AC voltage sensing 
AC current sensing 

DC voltag'~ and current sensing 

I DC supply/ I I IGBT bridge 
AC supply/ 

load J load 

Fig. 1. System block diagram 

2 OvERVIEW OF THE PCB 

Fig. 2 provides an overview of the DSPMB3 motherboard. It shows a block diagram of the 
on-card functions and their relationship to the C240 and MiniDSP IlO. 
The following I/0 connections are available at the DSPMB3 terminals: 
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• 6x fibre optie PWM control outputs; 
1x fibre optie bridge fault input; 

• 5x ±25mA current inputs for AC and DC current, and DC voltage (requires extemal 
conversion to a current signal) 

• 3x ±20V inputs for AC voltage measurement 
• 2x analog level comparisons for over-voltage and over-current trips 
• 2x relays with both normally open and closed cantacts provided 
• 4x isolated discrete inputs 
• 8x non-isolated digital inputs 
• 8x non-isolated digital outputs 
• 1x RS232 serial communications channel 
• Minibus header 

On-card devices include: 
• 1x trimpot 
• 8x LED indicators 
• 8x DIP switches 
• 256x 16 bitwordsof EEPROM 
• reset pushbutton 
• AC voltage zero-crossing detector 
• level comparison trip for AC current and DC voltage 

Additional features of the MiniDSP: 
• direct access to the C240 JTAG port 
• 64k x 16 bits of program memory 
• 32k x 16 bits of data memory 

3 PROGRAMMING 

Normal program execution is from a program RAM. The RAM is loaded in three ways: (1) 
via the JTAG interface, (2) viatheserial port interface, or (3) auto-load from EPROM. 

3.1 JTAG programming 

JT AG based programming loads the RAM directly from the Code Composer Studio. This 
option is preferred for development and debugging. 

3.2 Serial port programming 

The MiniDSP is delivered with a monitor loaded in the on-chip flash memory of the C240. 
The monitor includes a serial port program loader that transfers a HEX format file into the 
program memory. This op ti on is slower than a JT AG load but is useful for situations where 
the JTAG pod is unavailable (shared by different users or the inverteris at a remote location.) 

3.3 EPROM auto-load 

Code can be stored in an EPROM. The monitor includes a function to transfer the EPROM 
contents into the program RAM and automatically execute. This is the preferred option in the 
case of an embedded system with stabie code. 
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4 CoNNECTORS 

a e onneetor esenpt10n. T bi 1 C d 

designator type de scription 

BH1 16 way header digital outputs 

BH2 16 way header digital inputs 

Jl DB9 RS232 

P1 16 way header eurrent measurement 

P2 20 way header MiniDSP digital 110 

P3 26 way header MiniDSP analog 110 

P4 16 way header MiniDSP gate drive 110 

P5 10 way header MiniDSP EEPROM 110 

U6 6 way terminal AC voltage measurement 

PS 16 way header auxiliary gate drive output 

P9 36 way header auxiliary Minibus 110 

P10 36 way header MiniDSP Minibus 110 

Ul1 fibre optie output gate drive 

Ul4 fibre optie output gate drive 

Ul7 fibre optie output gate drive 

Ul9 fibre optie output gate drive 

U23 fibre optie output gate drive 

U26 fibre optie output gate drive 

U28 fibre optie input bridge fault 

U30 2 way terminal digital power input 

U32 2 way terminal analog power input 

U33 2 way terminal analog power input 

U40 2 way terminal isolated input field supply 

U35 3 way terminal relay 

U36 3 way terminal relay 

uso 6 way terminal isolated inputs 

5 DESCRIPTION OF FEATURES AND INTERF ACES 

5.1 PWM interface 

Six PWM outputs available from the TMS320C240 are converted to fibre optie gate drive 
signals suitable for cantrolling the inverter bridge. The fault signal from the bridge is fed 
back as a fibre optie input and it feeds into a C240 interrupt in order to shut down PWM 
switching in case of a fault. 

5.2 Analog inputs 

The MiniDSP accepts GlOV analog inputs which can be converter by the C240 sequentially, 
two at a time. The DSPMB3 contains circuits for level shifting and sample and hold in order 
to provide simultaneous sampling of the circuit voltages and currents. 
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Sensing of the AC voltages requires external transfarmers to provide voltage step-down and 
isolation. 

A separate PCB is loaded with LEMS to sense AC and DC current. DC voltage sensing is 
also performed on this PCB using an isolating amplifier (HP7800). The DC voltage is then 
converted to a 25mA current signal, the same as the LEM outputs, in order to improve noise 
immunity. 

A trimpot is provided on-card for added flexibility. 

5.3 Level comparators 

Two level camparators are provided; normally one is allocated to the DC voltage 
measurement, and the other is for the maximum of the 3 AC current measurements. The 
level can be adjusted by changing the value of a resistor. 

5.4 Discrete 1/0 

Discrete IlO is arranged as 8-bit ports mapped into the C240's IlO space. 

Two relay outputs are provided for generic control functions. All three contacts, ie: common, 
normally open and normally closed are available. A third bit from this port is dedicated to 
the DC voltage sensing auto-zero circuit. All 8 bits of this port are available unisolated at a 
he ader. 

Four isolated inputs are provided for generic control functions. These can be enabled by 
closing a contact across the input pins. All 8 input bits of this port are available unisolated at 
a header. 

Eight LEDs and eight DIP switches are available for generic display and configuration 
purposes. 

5.5 Serial communications 

A 3 wire RS232 port provides aserial communication interface between the controller and a 
host PC. Most control functions are performed through this interface. 

5.6 EEPROM 

256 16-bit words of EEPROM are available for storing configuration information, analog 
scale parameters, zero offsets, etc. 

6 SPECIFICATIONS 

6.1 Minibus 1/0 port 

description: 
quantity: 
level: 
termination: 

8 bit digital IlO expansion port 
24 ports are addressable 
TTL 
36 way DlL header (P9) 
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6.2 Analog Inputs 

6.2.1 Current inputs 

description: low level current input for AC and DC current and DC voltage; non-isolated; 
sample-and-hold on 2 channels; wired-OR over-current trip; DC over
voltage trip 

quantity: 
range: 
addressing: 
termination: 

5 
±25mA 
DSP peripheral device 
16 way DIL header (P1) 

6.2.2 Differential voltage inputs 

description: differential voltage inputs; non-isolated; sample-and-hold on 2 channels; 
zero-crossing detection on one channel. 

quantity: 
range: 
actdressing 
termination: 

3 
±34V 
DSP peripheral 
6 way 0.2" plug/header (U6) 

6.2.3 On-card trimpot 

description: 
quantity: 
addressing: 

10 turn trimpot 
1 
DSP peripheral device 

6.3 Digital 110 

6.3.1 Opto-isolated inputs 

description: 
quantity: 
max on V: 
min on V: 
max offV: 
addressing: 
termination: 

opto-isolated inputs using 4N32; active is read as logic 0. 
4 
30V 
7.6V 
5.6V 
Minibus peripheral 
6 way 0.2" pitch plug/header (USO) 

6.3.2 Relay outputs 

description: free contacts: common, normally open and normally closed; logic 1 activates 
relay 
2 
250V AC/30VDC 
lA 
Minibus peripheral 

quantity: 
voltage: 
current: 
addressing: 
termination: 3 way 0.2" pitch plug/header per relay (U35, U36) 

6.3.3 Digital input port 

description: non-isolated logic level digital input port 
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quantity: 
level: 
addressing: 
termination: 

8 (4 bits are shared with isolated inputs) 
5VHCMOS 
Minibus peripheral 
16 way DIL header (BH2) 

6.3.4 Digital output porr 

non-isolated logic level digital output port type: 
quantity: 8 (2 bits are shared with relays, 1 bit drives auto-zero calibration on DC 

voltage input) 
level: 
addressing: 
termination: 

5VHCMOS 
Minibus peripheral 
16 way DIL header (BHl) 

6.3.5 LED indicators 

description: 
quantity: 
addressing: 

3mmLEDs 
8 
Minibus peripheral 

6.3.6 DIP switch inputs 

description: DIP switch 
quantity: 8 bits 
addressing: Minibus peripheral 

6.4 PWM control 

6.4.1 PWM outputs 

HBFR-1521 optie fibre gate drive output 
6 
via C240 event manager 

description: 
quantity: 
addressing: 
termination: HBFR-0501 series transmitter (Ull, U14, U17, U19, U23, U26) 

6.4.2 PWM inputs 

description: 
quantity: 
addressing: 
termination: 

HBFR-2521 optie fibre fault input, inactive input indicates a fault 
1 
generates interrupt 
HBFR-0501 series receiver (U28) 

6.5 Non-volatile memory 

description: 93C86 serial interface EEPROM 
s1ze: 512 x 16 bit words 

6.6 Communications 

description: 
quantity: 
termination: 

3 wire RS232, non-isolated 
1 channel 
9 way male D connector (Jl) 
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6.7 JTAG interface 

description: as TI spec 
termination: 16 way DIL header on MiniDSP board 

6.8 Power Supply Requirements 

6.8.1 Digital supply 

description: 
quantity: 
max input: 
min input: 
max power 
termination: 

isolated, unregulated supply, AC or DC 
1 
30VDC/21VAC 
15VDC/11 V AC 
5W 
2 way 0.2" pitch plug/socket (U30) 

6.8.2 Analog supply 

isolated, unregulated supply, AC or DC 
2 
30VDC/21 V AC 
18VDC/13VAC 
2W 

description: 
quantity 
max input: 
min input: 
max power 
termination: 2 way 0.2" pitch plug/socket per input (U32, U33) 

6.8.3 Field supply 

type: 
quantity: 
max input: 
min input: 
max power 
termination: 

isolated DC supply 
1 
30VDC 
12VDC 
5W 
2 way 0.2" pitch plug/socket (U40) 
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APPENDICES 

A.l Technical drawings 

The following pages contain technica! drawings. 
• circuit schematics (7 pages) 
• PCB overlay 
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A.2 Errata 

At the time of writing the following corrections to the circuit were made. 

A.2.1 Changes to component values 

R2 = 5k6 
R22 = 5k6 
R38 =lOOk 
R61 = ORO 

A.2.2 Track/conneetion modifications 

R36 connects to U2.9 instead of U2.8 

RXD conneetion to 11.7 should be on J1.3 

U28 is incorrect! u defined: signal conneetion to P7 .15 should go to U28.1; VCC connects 
directly to U28.3; R74 connects between U28.1 and U28.4. 

A.2.3 Pootprint errors 

Relays U37 and U38 are mirrored: components are loaded under the PCB 
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LEMPCB Overview and Specifications 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The LEMPCB is current measurement board intended for use with the DSPMB3 controller. 
The LEMPCB uses hall effect devices to measure up to 4 currents, ie: three phases plus a DC 
current. In addition it provides an isolated DC bus voltage measurement. 

Fig. 1 shows an overview of a typical system illustrating how the LEMPCB is used. The 
intended power electronic hardware is a 30kV A inverter platform developed by the group 
EPE at TU/e. The LEMPCB transforms the measured currents and DC voltage to ±25mA 
range currents signals to reduce suceptability to noise. 

--1 LEMpcb : --1 DSPMB3 

El ~ ~ ~~ sensing I 
transfarmers 

I 
DC voltage ] 

.liL 

sensing 

gate drives AC voltage sensing 
AC current sensing 

DC voltage and current sensing ~r 

I DC supply/ 11---e----------1 
laad 1 

IGBT bridge 1

1

1-----9----E,_---IJ AC supply/ I 
1 laad 

Fig. 1. System block diagram 

2 OvERVIEW oF THE PCB 

Fig. 2 provides an overview of the LEMPCB. The following I/0 connections are available: 
• 4x current inputs 

lx high level DC voltage input 
lx output header 

Additional features of the board include: 
• DC voltage zero-calibration function. 
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4x current inputs 

I x DC volatage input 

__j LEMPCB L_ 
~._____.I 

I 

I 
LEMS 

I 

_, 
ISOLATED 
VOLTAGE 

'----"'SE""'Nr'S'-"E'----' 

t 
( c; 

LINK 

DIFFERENTIALI 
VOLTAGE Ir-----~ 

SEN SE 

Fig. 2. PCB block diagram. 

Sx 25mA outputs __.. 

+/-IS V LEM supply 

- SV digital supply 

zero offset calibration 

3 CoNNECTORs 

Table 1. Connector descriptions. 

designator type de scription 

Jl 2 way terminal current input A 

J2 2 way terminal current input B 

J3 2 way terminal current input C 

J4 2 way terminal current input DC 

J5 2 way terminal high level DC voltage input 

J6 16 way header outputs 

Table 2. Current measurement conenetor Jl. 

pin signa[ name description 

1 IA.IN phase A current in 

2 IA. OUT phase A curent out 

Table 3. Current measurement conenetor J2. 

pin signa[ name description 

1 IB.IN phase B current in 

2 IB.OUT phase B curent out 

Table 4. Current measurement conenetor J3. 

pin signa[ name description 

1 IC.IN phase C current in 

2 IC.OUT phase C curent out 
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Table 5 Current measurement conenetor J4 

pin signa[ name de scription 

1 IDC.IN DC current in 

2 IDC.OUT DC curent out 

Table 6. Current measurement conenetor J5 

pin signa[ name de scription 

1 VDC.P DC voltage positive 

2 VDC.N DC voltage negative 

a e T bl 7 0 ut put h d J6 ear er 

pin signa[ name de scription 

1 +15V + 15V analog supply 

3 +15V + 15V analog supply 

5 +15V + 15V analog supply 

7 -15V -15V analog supply 

9 -15V -15V analog supply 

11 -15V -l5V analog supply 

13 NC no conneetion 

15 vee 5V supply 

4 SPECIFICATIONS 

4.1 Sensing circuits 

4.1.1 Current 

description: 
quantity: 
range: 
termination: 

LEM hall effect devices, LA25P 
4 
±25A input 
2 way terminal (Jl, J2, J3, J4) 

4.1.2 Voltage 

pin signa[ name description 

2 IAMOD A phase current 

4 IBMOD B phase current 

6 ICMOD C phase current 

8 IDC DCe current 

10 VDC DC voltage 

12 NC no conneetion 

14 ZERO DC voltage zero-cal 

16 GND ground 

description: isolated measurement using HP7800 opto-isolated amplifier, or HV input 
differential measurement (link selectable) 

quantity: 
range: 
termination: 

1 
0-512VDC 
2 way temtinal (J5) 

4.2 Analog output 

description: 
quantity: 
range: 
termination: 

current loop outputs 
4 
±25mA 
16 way header (J6) 
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4.3 Control 

description: 
quantity: 
level: 
termination: 

zero-calibration control input 
1 
5VHCMOS 
16 way header (J6) 

4.4 Power supply reuirements 

4.4.1 Regulated 5V supply 

description: 5V digital supply for zero-cal function and power to isolated side of abnalog 
isolation amplifier 

level: 5V regulated 
termination: 16 way header (J6) 

4.4.2 Regulated analog supply 

description: 
quantity: 
level: 
max current: 
termination: 

±15V to LEMS 
1 
± 15V regulated 

100mA 
16 way header (J6) 
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APPENDIX 

A.l Technical drawings 

The following pages include drawings of the schematic and PCB. 
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DSP Software Description 

1 INTRODUCTION 

This document describes how code is structured, generated, and used in the DSP based 
inverter system. The software is included on the CD accompanying this report. For detailed 
description of individual code modules refer to the files provided. 

2 SoFTWARE STRUCTURE 

2.1 Interrupt vectors, boot, BIOS, and main() 

The 3rd party software library C2 4 0 . LIB defines interrupt vectors, and contains boot and 
BIOS code. Therefore, user code can begin with main ( ) . main ( ) calls initialisation 
procedures in various software modules which in turn set up interrupts as required. main ( ) 
then executes a continuous loop which is interrupted only by certain fault conditions or a user 
initiated reset. The command module is called from within this loop. 

2.2 Interrupt sourees and service routines 

2.2.1 PWM 

The PWM module is started by a call from main (). The initialisation procedure sets up 
timer and interrupt registers, then a timer based interrupt triggers the PWM service routine 
(ISR) at regular intervals thereafter (normally 10kHz). This ISR loads the DSP counter 
compare registers to generate the desired PWM signa! for the inverter gate drives. It includes 
code for predictive current control, and predictive voltage control operation, it sequences all 
the ADC operations, and calculates the phase and frequency based on the zero-crossing 
detector interrupt. 

2.2.2 Phase detection 

The output of a zero-crossing detector triggers a counter capture interrupt. This interrupt has 
a high priority but is very fast as it only stores the counter value and sets aflag. The value of 
the counter is processed during the PWM ISR to determine a precise value for the phase. 

2.2.3 Scheduler 

Another of the DSP' s timers is used to trigger a process scheduler at re gul ar intervals. The 
scheduler executes a predefined set of functions that have a specified ra te and priority. The 
base rate is 100Hz, or every lOmsec. Scheduled tasks include calculations for derived data 
such as RMS voltage and current, and power, digital IlO scan and updates, and the 
application level state machine. 

2.2.4 PWM!voltage/current trips 

Outputs from level comparisons and the inverter bridge feed into the DSP external interrupts 
to provide a rapid shutdown capability in case of bridge faults, over-current, and-over 
voltage. 
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2.3 Command module 

The command module executed as a background task, and is called from a continuous loop in 
main ( ) . It checks the serial interface for incoming data and interprets the character string as 
a command with optional parameters. On receipt of a command it calls some function in 
another software module. 

2.4 Application module 

The application module contains two mandatory functions: appl_task () and 
appl_command (). The scheduler and command module expect these to exist though they 
can perform no function. 

Normally the bulk of the application level code is in this module. That is, the other modules 
are common to most power conversion applications, while the tasks specific to a particular 
application are defined in this module. It normally contains a state machine to handle start
up and shut-down, and faults. It is the souree of the voltage or current reference values that 
the PWM module follows, and can also contain feedback control loops ( executing at a 
maximum rate of 100Hz) 

3 CODE GENERATION 

3.1 Tools 

Texas lnstruments code generation tools are used. These include a compiler [1], 
assemblerllinker/librarian [2], and the Code Composer [3]. 

The Code Composer is an integrated editing/building/debugging environment, however at the 
present time it does not appear that it provides sufficient flexibility in the link process, 
especially with respect to user defined code/data section narnes and their allocation to 
physical memory. 

Therefore the individual MSDOS command line code generation tools are used, together with 
MAKE to control the build process. Use of Code Composer is reserved for JTAG program 
loading and debugging. 

3.2 Batch files 

A number of batch files were created to simplify compiling and assembly of individual 
modules, as well as for library management. These are: 

DSPCC.BAT, DSPCA.BAT, DSPAR.BAT. 

3.3 Makefile 

The software build is performed using MAKE, together with an appropriate makefile 
(TUE. MAK). The makefile is described below. A listingis provided in the appendix. 

3.3.1 Make settings 

The section "make settings" includes a number of definitions that set the project name, target 
hardware, the version of PWM code that will be loaded into the build, and various library 
versions. 
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3.3.2 File locations and compiler options 

This section specifies the locations of the code generation tools and options. 

3.3.3 Link process 

Correct specification of the link process is quite complex. Reference to [2] is recommended. 
Because of the large number of parameters and options that need to be passed to the linker 
this is done through a cammand (. CMD) file. MAKE provides a metbod of including the 
contents of the . CMD file inline in the . MAK file. 

The first part of the link process specifies the dependencies. Following this is the call to the 
linker with the inline link file specifying options, then the object files to be linked, foliowed 
by libraries in order of most customised (first) to most generic (last). Library files are 
foliowed by some memory options, and last is the memory model. 

The MEMORY keyword defines physical memory segments. PAGEO is codespace and PAGEl 
is data space. The SECTIONS keyword allocates the memory sections defined by the 
compiler/assembler into physical memory locations. An important feature is that the data 
section from the PWM code (. bssl) and the stack (. stack) are mapped into the on-chip 
RAM to imprave performance. 

3.3.4 File conversions 

Linker output is a COFF file ( . OUT) suitable for loading via the JT AG interface. This file is 
converted to a HEX format ( . HEX) suitable for serial port loading, and a binary format 
suitable for programming an EPROM (.BIN). 

3.3.5 Compile process 

This section checks for file changes and compiles the specified sources. Extra compiler 
options are specified on the cammand line. 

4 SoFTWARE usER's GUlDE 

4.1 RS232 terminal 

The minimum requirement for loading and executing code is an RS232 conneetion to a dumb 
terminal. Windows applications such as Tenninal or Hypertenninal will suffice. Port 
settings should be 9600 baud, 1 stop bit, no parity, no flow con trol. All in verter controls are 
performed through the communications interface. 

4.2 Loading and executing code 

Programs always execute from RAM mapped in the DSP' s program space. The program can 
get into the RAM in three ways: 
1. auto-loaded from EPROM on power-up or reset; 
2. loaded via JT AG interface; 
3. loaded via serial port. 
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On reset the DSP executes a monitor program loaded in the on-chip flash memory. This 
program checks for the presence of a valid EPROM by attempting to read the contents of 
certain memory locations. If the EPROM is detected then the monitor transfers its contents 
into the program memory and begins executing the user code. 

If no EPROM is detected then the monitor prompts the user for a command input. h (help) 
displays a list of available commands. These commands provide simple memory and 110 
access as well as a serial port program loader. The command 1 s (load serial) is used to 
transfer a program to the DSP from the terminal. After entering the command the HEX 
format program can be transferred using the terminal's text file transfer utilities. The DSP' s 
monitor detects the end of file and checksums, etc. The command g (go) starts execution of 
the user program. 

An alternative to the above approach is to use Code Composer' s debugging tools to load the 
COFF file ( . OUT) directly into RAM and execute the program. 

4.3 User interface 

The converter control software includes a basic user interface referred to as the command 
module. This module interprets a command line sent through the serial interface and 
performs the desired control action. 

The command format consists of 2 case-sensitive alphabetical characters followed by a list of 
integer parameters. Parameters can be delimited by commas or spaces. Integers can be 
signed or unsigned, ie: the valid range is -32768 to 65536. Hexadecimal values can be 
entered by prefixing them with "Ox". 

Commands relevant to the control of the converter will be described in the following sections. 

4.3.1 Application level commands 

Commands beginning with "z" are reserved for the application level. They perform user level 
tasks like starting and stopping the inverter and setting voltage or current levels. 

A list of these commands appears in Table Al in the Appendix. 

4.3.2 Inverter configuration and parameters 

A large number of converter parameters are stored in an EEPROM and loaded on power-up 
or reset. These include things like scale factors for voltage and current measurements, filter 
capacitor and inductor values, control of operating mode, etc. A list of all defined parameters 
appear in the file srom_map. h. The values of the parameters can also be viewed online 
using the command pi (parameter info). 

Parameters are password protected and can only be changed by supplying a valid access level 
and password with the command 1 i (login): 

li <access level> <password> 
where "access level" and "password" are integer values. 

Table A2 in the Appendix shows a list of the parameter related commands. Changes to 
parameters need to be written back to the EEPROM (command ps) and the system should 
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generally be restarted for the changes to take effect. A restart can be affected with the 
cammand qu (quit). 

Parameter 0, SYSTEM_CFG, is particularly important as it determines the operating mode of 
the inverter. It is a bit-field value with definition and characteristics as follows: 
OxOOOO: VSI mode; zm controls modulation depth (0-32767 is 0-200%); zF controls 

frequency (256/Hz) 
Ox0001: PCR mode; zm controls current magnitude (0-32767 is 0-100% of full scale); 

zF controls frequency (256/Hz) 
Ox0007: synchronised PCR mode; zm controls current magnitude (0-32767 is 0-100% 

of full scale); frequency is synchronised to measured back-EMF 
Ox9007: PVR mode: zv controls the DC voltage reference (0-511 is 0-100% of full 

scale); zF controls frequency (256/Hz) 

4.3.3 Data acquisition 

Analog data is sampled within the PWM interrupt routine. A set of derived data is calculated 
every fundamental AC cycle. This includes RMS values, average DC values, and power. 
This data can be displayed using the dd command. The data range is a 16 bit signed integer 
(-32768 to 32767) which represents ± 100% of the full se ale analog input. For example, if 
an AC current measurement has an input range of ±20A then a derived data value of 16384 
represents 10A RMS. 

5 SOFTWARE MODULE DESCRIPTION 

The complete set of software required to build an application contains a large number of 
generic functions that are intended to provide powerful control, monitoring and runtime 
debugging functionality. This section provides a brief overview of the code. For details refer 
to the souree and header files. 

5.1 Libraries 

5.1.1 Standard C runtime libraries 

The TI code generation tools includes a standard C runtime library C2XX. LIB. This is 
described in detail in [1]. 

5.1.2 C240 library 

The library C240. LIB contains a set of support functions specific to the C240 device. In 
particular it contains boot code and interrupt vector tables. For details of these functions and 
other definitions refer to the header files: 

INTER.H, CONIO.H, ADC.H, IOSPACE.H, FASTDIV.H, RTC.H, 
IOP.H 

5.1.3 DSP motherboard library 

The library DSPMB3. LIB contains a set of support functions to access DSPMB3 peripherals 
and devices such as the EEPROM, and analog and digital IlO. For details of these functions 
and other definitions refer to the header files: 

DSPMB3.H, AIO.H, DIO.H, SCHEDULE.H, SROM.H, 
SROM_MAP.H, PLL.H 
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5.1.4 Generic power conversion functions 

The library APCP.LIB contains a set of support functions for generic power conversion 
applications. For details of these functions and other definitions refer to the header files: 

TIMER.H, EVENTLOG.H, PARAM.H, TABLES.H, COMMAND.H, 
CONIO.H, AIODATA.H, AKMATH.H 

5.2 Souree files 

The sourees described in this sectien have been specifically created or modified for this 
project. For detailed information refer directly to the sources. The following is a brief 
overview of each. 

5.2.1 Main program entry 

The file MAIN. C contains ma in (), the program entry point. It makes calls toother modules 
to initialise PWM functions, the process scheduler, and kicks off various scheduled tasks. 

5.2.2 PWM interrupt level code 

The file TUEPWMlP. C contains PWM ISR code, PWM startand stop functions, and some of 
the register initialisation code. It also includes ISR's for level comparison trips. The 
associated header files are TUEPWMl P . H and PCR.H. A particular feature of this module is 
that its global data gets mapped into the DSP on-chip RAM to avoid extemal memory 
accesses. 

5.2.3 Phase defection code 

The file zx . C contains interrupt level code for the zero-crossing phase detection functions. 
The main task is called from within the PWM interrupt code. The associated header file is 
ZX.H. 

5.2.4 PWM control and interface functions 

The file PWM. C contains a set of functions to initialise and control the PWM operation, and 
report the status. The purpose of the module is to provide a clean, consistent, and more 
secure interface to the low level functions in the interrupt level module, since the interrupt 
level code is optimised for performance rather than elegance. The associated header file is 
PWM.H. 

5.2.5 Application module 

The file TUE . C contains application specific tasks and functions. The two main functions 
are appl_task () and appl_command (). 

appl_task () is called by the process scheduler at regular intervals and performs 
application level control functions. It includes a state machine to regulate inverter start-up, 
shutdown, and fault handling. 

appl_command () handles the user interface, providing a means of starting and stopping 
the converter, clearing faults, and setting current and voltage set-points. More details on 
commands were provided earlier in sectien 4. 
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APPENDix A. CoMMANDS 

a e ~ppiiCation cmnman T bi Al A 1· d s. 
cammand descriptian parameters 

ze cantactor control parameter 1 = 0: openscantactor 
parameter 1 = 1: closes cantactor 

zd PWMdisable none 

ze PWMenable none 

zf print fault status none 

zg data grab none: triggers grab 
parameter 1 = any value: resets grab 

zh print help none 

zk print PWM scale factors none 

zi print digital inputs none 

zl set limit for voltage or none: prints value 
current parameter 1 = new value 

zm set magnitude none: prints value 
parameter 1 = new value for voltage or current reference 

zo set outputs parameter 1 =bit-field value; parameter 2 = 0: clears specified 
bits; parameter 2 = 1: sets specified bits; parameter 2 = 2: flashes 
specified bits 

zs print state none 

zt set trip levels DC volts parameter 1 = low level; parameter 2 = high level 

zv print/set PVR values none: prints status 
parameter 1 = voltage reference 

zC load campare registers parameters 1-6: campare register values 

zG print grabbed data none: print PWM level data 
parameter 1 = any value: print PVR control data 

zF frequency control none: print frequency and phase value 
parameter 1 = frequency value scaled by 256 times 
parameter 2 (optional) = phase value (0-65536 is 0-360 degrees) 

Table A2. Parameter related commands. 

cammand descriptian parameters 

pi parameter info none 

pr parameter read parameter 1 = EEPROM address 

ps parameter store none 

pw parameter write parameter 1 = EEPROM address; parameter 2 = data value 

Table A3 Other commands 

cammand descriptian parameters 

dd data display none 

li login parameter 1 = access level; parameter 2 = password 

qu quit none 
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APPENDIX B. MAKEFILE LISTING 

#==================================================================== 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 

FILE: 
AUTHOR: 
DESC: 
TARGET: 
INITIATED: 

tue.mak 
Andrew 
make file for simple hello program 
DSPMB3 
Oct 2001 

#====================,================================================ 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 

Revision notes 

04/10/01 * 
16/09/02 * 

* 

copied tue.mak 
tidied up for rinal version 
put OBJ's into relevant libraries 

#====================,================================================ 
# MAKE settings 
#====================,================================================ 
# "PRJ" - project filename 

PRJ = tue 

#---------------------------------------------------------------------

# "TARGET" - should be set for the hardware platform that is to be used 

#TARGET = TARGET_IS_DSPMBl 
#TARGET = TARGET_IS_SPl 
TARGET = TARGET_IS_DSPMB3 

#---------------------------------------------------------------------

# "PWMCODE" - determ:_nes which of the following pwm souree files 
# will be used 

#PWMCODE skiippwm 
#PWMCODE = sp1pwm 
#PWMCODE = mb3pwm 
#PWMCODE = empty 
PWMCODE = tuepwm1p # single-phase code for DSPMB3 

#---------------------------------------------------------------------

# "MONASHLIB" - determines which of the monash pcb libraries will be 
# linked in. This is mostly redundant. 

#MONASHLIB = minidsp 
MONASHLIB = spl 

#===================,================================================= 
# file locations and compiler options 
#===================,================================================= 
# path to compiler 
CCOLDPATH = C:\PR0Gfu\MS\c240\compiler 
CCNEWPATH = C:\tic2xx\c2000\cgtools\bin 

# path to include files 
INCLUDEPATH = C:\tic2xx\c2000\cgtools\include 

# path to library files 
LIBPATH = C:\tic2xx\c2000\cgtools\lib 

# path to hex creation utilities 
#HEXPATH = C:\PROGRAMS\c240\compiler 
#HEXPATH = C:\tic2xx\c2000\cgtools\bin 
HEXPATH = C:\bin 
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# compiler cammand line, just add filename 
# -v2xx : version of dsp 
# -k : keep .asm file 
# -g : enable symbolic debugging 
# -qq : really quiet output 
# -s : interlist C souree with .asm souree 
# -i : include path 
# -pw2 : display all warnings 

COMPILE = $(CCNEWPATH)\dspcl -v2xx -qq -k-g -s -pw2 -i. -i$(INCLUDEPATH) 

# linker cammand line, just add linker file 
LINK= $(CCNEWPATH)\dsplnk 

#==================================================================== 
# LINK process 
#==================================================================== 

$(PRJ) .out: $(PRJ) .mak $(PRJ) .obj $(PWMCODE) .obj main.obj pwm.obj \ 
zx.obj pvr.obj \ 
apcp.lib dspmb3.lib 

$(LINK) \ 
&&! 
/* temporary linker cammand file */ 
/*----- linker options */ 
-c /* use ROM autoinitialization */ 
-m $(PRJ) .map /* Create a map file */ 
-o $(PRJ) .out /* Output file name */ 
-i $(LIBPATH) /* library include directory*/ 
/*----- object files */ 
$ (PRJ) .obj /* application manager*/ 
main.obj /* 
$(PWMCODE) .obj /* 

main program entry and init */ 
pwm interrupt */ 

zx.obj 
pwm.obj 
pvr.obj 
/*----- library files */ 
-1 dspmb3.lib /* ANDREW'S hardware interface library */ 

PSA apcp library of camman modules */ 
/* monash platform library */ 

-1 apcp.lib /* 
-1 $(MONASHLIB) .lib 
-1 c240.lib /* monash DSP library */ 
-1 rts2xx.lib /* standard TI runtime library */ 
/*-----memory options */ 
-stack Ox0130 /* stack size */ 

heap size */ -heap OxcOO /* 
MEMORY /* available memory spaces */ 
{ 

PAGE 0 : 
VECS: 
INTS: 
TABS: 
PROG: 

PAGE 1 : 
DATA: 
DATA1: 
DATA2: 
DATA3: 

} 
SECTIONS 
{ 

. veetors 

.ISRs 

. tables 

.text 

.cinit 

.switch 

.const: 

origin 
origin 
origin 
origin 

origin 
origin 
origin 
origin 

OOOOOh, length 00040h 
04000h, length 00150h 
04150h, length 00060h 
04200h, length OBDOOh 

00060h, 
00200h, 
07000h, 
09000h, 

length = 00020h 
length 00200h 
length = 00440h 
length = 07000h 

/* allocate code sections to memory spaces */ 

> VECS PAGE 0 /* interrupt veetors */ 
> INTS PAGE 0 I* ISR branch stubs */ 
>TABS PAGE 0 I* specific ISR branch tables */ 

> PROG PAGE 0 /* actual code space */ 
> PROG PAGE 0 /* initializing constants */ 
> PROG PAGE 0 /* jump tables for switch statements */ 

laad = PROG PAGE 0, run = DATA3 PAGE 1, 

_const_run 
* (. c_mark) 
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* ( .const) 
__ const_length = . - __ const_run; 

.bss1 { 

.bss 

.stack 

.sysmem 

} /* constants copied from program to data space during boot */ 
$(PWMCODE) .obj(.bss) } > DATA1 PAGE 1 

> DATA3 PAGE 1 /* code variables */ 
> DATA1 PAGE 1 /* stack space */ 
> DATA3 PAGE 1 /* heap for dynamic allocation */ 

#==================================================================== 
# file conversions 
#==================================================================== 
# convert .out file to two intel hex files 

$(HEXPATH)\dsphex -i -q $(PRJ) 
# for serial loading - combine hex files into one 

hex2hex $(PRJ) > nul 
# for rom loading - convert hex to binary and then combine binary files 

- hexbin $(PRJ) .iO $(PRJ) .bO intel < &&! 
i 

> nul 
- hexbin $(PRJ) .i1 $(PRJ) .b1 intel < &&! 
i 

> nul 
- shuff2 $(PRJ) .bin $(PRJ) .bO $(PRJ) .b1 >nul 

# tidy up - delete temporary files 
@del $(PRJ) .b? >nul 
@del $(PRJ) .i? > nul 

#==================================================================== 
# COMPLILE process 
#==================================================================== 
$(PRJ) .obj: $(PRJ) .c $(PRJ) .h 

$(COMPILE) -d$(TARGET) $(PRJ) .c 

$(PWMCODE) .obj: $(PWMCODE) .c pcr.h mb3pwm.h 
$(COMPILE) -o2 -d$(TARGET) $(PWMCODE) .c 

# need to use the -OL optimisation on PWMCODE 

main.obj: main.c 
$(COMPILE) main.c 

pwm.obj: pwm.c pwm.h mb3pwm.h 
$(COMPILE) -d$(TARGET) pwm.c 

zx.obj: zx.c zx.h 
$(COMPILE) -d$(TARGET) zx.c 

pvr.obj: pvr.c pvr.h 
$(COMPILE) -o2 -ë$(TARGET) pvr.c 
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Inverter Technology for Photovoltaic Systems 

Patent Description: 

A Single Phase Inverter with a Small DC Link Capacitor 

CONFIDENTlAL 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Photovoltaic (PV) generators produce a DC voltage and current. This energy can be fed into 
the public grid using a power converter that changes the DC output of the PV panels into an 
AC voltage whose magnitude and frequency are compatible with the grid. 

A PV -grid power converter system typically camprises the following elements: 
• PV array consisting of interconnected PV panels 
• DC-DC converter 
• inverter 
• line-frequency transfarmer 
Two possible configurations are shown in Fig. 1. One uses a line-frequency transfarmer to 
match the array to the grid voltage level, and the other uses a DC-DC converter. 

: _______________________________________ : 

(a) 

;---------------------------------------: 

[ 
·---------------------------------------: 

(b) 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of typical PV-grid power conversion systems. 
(a) using a line-frequency transfarmer to match the array voltage level to the grid. 

(b) using a DC-DC converter to match the array voltage to the grid. 

2 STATEOFTHEART 

2.1 Description 

The inverter is used to change the input DC voltage to an output AC voltage with controlled 
magnitude and frequency. The most commonly used topology is the voltage-source-inverter 
(VSI), shown in Fig. 2. Many of the PV inverters available at present use a line transfarmer 
to match the magnitude of the array voltage to the grid, as in Fig. l(a). For this case the 
output of the inverter is generally significantly lower than the grid magnitude, and the 
transfarmer steps it up to the grid level. Also, as the array is connected directly to the inverter 
input, the inverter control system will normally regulate the PV power flow in order to extract 
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the maximum energy from the array. This technique is referred to as maximum power point 
tracking (MPPT). 

When preceded by a DC-DC converter, as in Fig. l(b), the inverter connects directly to the 
grid, and its output magnitude is close to the grid voltage; the grid and inverter frequencies 
are the same, but there is a small phase shift between the inverter and grid voltage which 
depends on the power flow. The use of an intermediate DC-DC converter can avoid the 
substantial weight of the line transformer. If isolation is required then a DC-DC converter 
circuit employing a high-frequency transfarmer can be used, and this transfarmer is 
significantly smaller and lighter. The DC-DC converter will normally perform the MPPT 
function. 

iinv -

r 
( i ac Lac 

~r 
ruoü' 

( 
Fig. 2. Voltage-source-inverter. 

2.2 Disadvantages 

An inherent problem of single phase inverters is that they deliver a pulsating power to the 
load. When the voltage and current vary sinusoidally the resulting power is the sum of an 
average DC component plus a sinusoidal component of twice the AC frequency, ie: 

vac(t) =V cos(roact) (1) 

and iac(t) = Icos(roact) (2) 

then 
Pac(t)= vac(t)·iac(t) 

= VIcos2 (roact) 

VI 
= 2(1-cos(2roact)) 

(3) 

where Vac(t) is the time varying AC voltage of peak magniude V and angular 
frequency ~c 
iac(t) is the time varying AC current with peak magnitude I 
Pac(t) is the time varying power 

In practice, a VSI is fed by an non-ideal voltage source; the souree might have a significant 
impedance, or contain AC current or voltage components. PV arrays, for instance, have a 
non-linear output characteristic in which the output voltage depends on current. Therefore, 
the ability of a practical souree to supply the double frequency power ripple component is 
limited. The problem manifestsitself as a voltage ripple on the inverter DC terminals. This 
voltage ripple can then appear as undesirable harmonie distartion on the AC output. 

Another problem in the case of PV-grid inverters occurs when the PV array is supplying the 
ripple power, or some fraction of the ripple power. The maximum power point is a unique set 
of voltage, current, and power, for a given set of irradiance and temperature conditions. A 
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ripple component implies operation away from the maximum power point, therefore the array 
does notconvertas much solar energy as is potentially available. 

Normally, a large capacitance can be placed at the DC input to the inverter to filter any ripple 
entering from the source, and to act as an energy buffer to supply the double frequency power. 
With infinite capacitance, the souree supplies only the average DC component. There is a 
trade off between the size of the capacitance, voltage ripple on the DC terminals, and the 
power ripple drawn from the source. 

3 PROBLEMS ADDRESSED BY THE INVENTION 

3.1 Description 

As mentioned above, it is particularly important that the PV array supplies only the average 
DC component of power to the inverter DC link. If there is any voltage ripple present, then 
there must be a current and power ripple also. When this is the case, the array is not operating 
continuously at its maximum power point, and the efficiency of the system is reduced. 

The invention proposed here allows the array to be operated at constant power and at its 
maximum power point, with no double frequency voltage or current ripple. It achieves this 
with a finite capacitance in the DC input to the inverter. The value of the capacitance is 
significantly smaller than what would conventionally be required for the suppression of ripple 
in the DC input, and harmonie distartion in the AC output. 

There is a minimum energy storage requirement in order to supply the ripple power and this 
comes from the DC link capacitor. The energy stored in a capacitor is 

1 2 
Edc=2Cdcvdc (4) 

therefore using small capacitor results in a large voltage ripple and higher peak DC voltage 
than what is conventionally used. 

3.2 Is this problem new? 

To an extent, this can be considered a new problem because PV-grid inverters are not yet a 
mature technology as are inverters for drive and power supply applications. Also, the 
fundamental difference between motor drives and power supplies, and inverters for PV -grid 
applications, is the former normally specify a minimum energy storage requirement in order 
to ride through supply interruptions. This is unnecessary in a PV -grid application, because 
nobody will be disturbed if the inverter operation is interrupted briefly. 

The ride-through capability is provided by the capacitance in the DC link, so in drive and 
power supply applications it becomes even more attractive to have large DC bus capacitance. 
The nature ofPV-grid applications is such that the ride through capability is unnecessary, and 
therefore the only reason to have a large DC capacitance is to suppress the voltage ripple that 
contributes to harmonie distartion on the AC output, improve MPPT performance, and help 
stabilise the DC voltage controL If these can be achieved by other means, then operation with 
a small capacitor and large DC voltage variation will be possible. 
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4 APPROACH 

4.1 Description 

The proposed approach uses the topology shown in Fig. l(b) with no line transformer, but 
with a DC-DC converter to provide voltage step up from the level of the array to a level 
suitable for the inverter to operate into the grid. The DC link between the inverter and DC
DC converter has a relatively small capacitance compared with conventional inverters. 

For a given power throughput, the pulsating power component is always the same, and will be 
supplied entirely from the DC capacitor. Ho wever, with a significantly smaller capacitor than 
what is conventionally used, a large ripple and higher peak DC voltage results. Recognising 
that the energy stored in a capacitor varies according with the square of voltage, for the same 
energy transfer, the size of capacitor is traded off against the peak voltage appearing on the 
DC link. 

The controller responds at a high speed to maintain sinusoidal current in the AC output, in the 
presence of the large DC bus ripple. The envelope of the DC voltage must be constrained 
within safe operating limits. This is achieved by cantrolling the power flow through the 
inverter in order to balance the incoming power from the PV array, and also to regulate the 
energy stored in the DC capacitor. By balancing the incoming energy, the energy stored in 
the capacitor, and the energy exported to the grid, the DC voltage envelope can be kept within 
the desired range. The control technique to achieve this objective is described in more detail 
in §5.4. 

4.2 Advantages of the new technique 

A specific benefit of having a small capacitance in the DC link is that a non-electrolytic type 
can be employed without a significant penalty in terms of cost or volume. Since the 
electrolytic capacitors commonly used as DC link storage elements are often the limiting 
components for inverter longevity, it is expected that reliability and lifetime can be 
significantly improved. Furthermore, the electrolytic capacitor also constrains the inverter 
operating temperature because its lifetime and reliability are particularly sensitive to 
temperature. A voiding the use of this type of capacitor extends the boundary imposed by 
reliability and operating temperature, and provides a degree of freedom with respect to 
cooling, packaging, and the location of the in verter when it is operating. 

Furthermore, in this proposal the separate DC-DC converter serves to decouple the DC link 
from the array. It is intended to operate at the array maximum power point, with constant 
voltage and current at its input. At its output, it delivers constant power into the DC link, 
while the voltage is allowed to vary over a wide operating range due to the double-line
frequency ripple. Thus, the converter achieves the voltage level transformation, avoids the 
pulsating power in the arrays, and operates the array at maximum power point. 

The DC-DC converter can also be realised using a topology employing a compact high
frequency transfarmer if galvanic isolation is required. This results in a smaller and lighter 
system when compared with using a line-frequency transformer. Also, multiple DC-DC 
couverters can be operated in parallel which provides a degree of modularity and 
expandability. The array can be split into groups of panels of arbitrary size, and each group is 
controlled to operate at its maximum power point. 
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The advantages of the proposed mode of operation and the overall system topology are 
summarised as follows: 
• small DC link capacitor 
• DC link ripple components do not contribute to harmonie distortion in the AC output 
• controlled DC link voltage 
• fixed PWM switching frequency 
• AC voltage and current spectrum equivalent to asymmetrie regularly sampled PWM 
• AC current control with rapid transient response 
• unity power factor operation 
• low output distortion 
• maximum power point tracking 
• flexible configuration of the array 
• potential to expand the system by actding panels and parallel DC-DC converters 

5 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INVENTION 

5.1 Topology 

The circuit topology for the proposed PV-grid power conversion system is shown in Fig. 3. 
The topology of the DC-DC converter is not specified. There are many suitable DC-DC 
converter topologies that have been reported in the literature, and which are in cornmon use. 
The choice of a particular circuit depends on the following factors: 
• power rating 
• necessity for galvanic isolation 
• input and output voltage levels 
• level of performance required 

The inverter is a conventional VSI with four switches. The switches are semiconductor 
devices such as MOSPETs or IGBTs together with an anti-parallel diode as shown in Fig. 4. 

Fig. 3. Topology of the proposed PV-grid power conversion system. 

r 
{ 

Fig. 4. Power electronic switch. 
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5.2 Principle of operation: DC-DC converter 

The requirement in this application is that the DC-DC converter can be operated in a control 
mode where V de is an independent quantity, while one of ide, ipv• or Vpv is controlled to regulate 
the power flow. Only one of these quantities needs to be controlled, and then the others are 
constrained by the input-output power balance, and the voltage-current characteristic of the 
PV array. 

5.3 Principle of operation: loverter 

Normally the converter switching frequency is significantly higher than the output AC 
frequency. Also, the transient response of the current regulation is much faster than the 
period of a fundamental AC cycle (llfae). Therefore, it is valid to consider the inverter as 
having continuous input and output waveforms. The energy balance between the DC input, 
AC output, and energy stored in the DC link capacitor is given by the following equations: 

where: 

Pctc =V d)dc (5) 

V dc=-
1-f (idc -iinv )dt 

ede 
(6) 

Pac = V aclac (7) 

Pac::::: Pctc (8) 
Pde is the power delivered by the MPPT DC-DC converter. The power from 
the array changes relatively slowly, so this is approximately constant over the 
period of a fundamental AC cycle; 
Pae is the inverter AC power, which is approximately equal to the input power; 
v de is the DC link voltage. Since Cde is relatively small compared with 
conventional inverters, there will be a significant double frequency ripple 
component (at 2fae); 
ide is the current out of the MPPT DC-DC converter entering the inverter DC 
link. Since the DC-DC converter is operating at constant power, the ripple in 
v de results in a ripple in ide; 
iae is the inverter AC current; 
iinv is the average current entering the inverter bridge, namely the difference 
between the input current, ide, and the current entering the capacitor; 
Vae is the average voltage on the inverter AC terminals. Vae and iinv are 
averaged over a PWM switching time. 

Fig. 5 shows the DC link wavefarms when the inverter is operating at unity power factor 
output. The independent axis is the phase angle 8, where e = 2nfaet. The dependant variables 
have been normalised as follows: 

P:c = Pac/Pac 

., -. /I linv - 1inv base 
where P ae is the nomina! in verter AC power 

Eae is the nomina! RMS voltage of the grid 

and Ibase =Pac/(EacJ2) 
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A base value for the DC capacitor, C~c, is also determined from: 

so 

where: 

Ybase = Pac/ ( .JiEac )
2 

2JtfacCbase = Pac/ ( .J2Eac t 
Cbase = Pac/( 4nfacEac

2
) 

C~ = Cdc/Cbase 
Y base is the base admittance 
Cbase is the base capacitance 

Fig. 5 illustrates how for sinusoidal output voltage and current, P:c varies between zero and 

twice the nominal output with a frequency 2fac· . The DC capacitor value C~c is 1, which is 

relatively small compared with conventional inverter applications. v~ has a substantial 2fac 

ripple component, as well as other harmonie components. Note that v~ should always be 

greater than 1 to avoid over-modulation, while the maximum value is limited by the voltage 
rating of the converter components. iinv and ictc also have substantial harmonie components. 
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Fig. 5. DC link waveforms. 
( variables are normalised: see text) 

Fig. 6 shows the effect of varying the capacitance on the DC voltage envelope while 
operating at rated power. The peak-to-peak magnitude of the voltage ripple increases with 
decreasing capacitance. In this figure a minimum level of v~c =1.2 for the voltageenvelopeis 
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specified in order to avoid over-modulation. As a result, decreasing the value of capacitance 
increases the maximum of the envelope. An alternative approach would be to specify a 
maximum voltage level which is some percentage of the semiconductor switch voltage 
ratings. Then, the minimum of the envelope will be lower for smaller values of capacitance. 

0.5 

OL---~--~--~--~--~--~--~~~ 
0 45 90 135 180 225 270 315 360 

phase ( degrees) 

Fig. 6. Variation ofDC voltage envelope with capacitor size. 

When the average input power equals the average output power, not taking losses into 
account for the present, the average DC capacitor voltage is constant, and the ripple 1s 
periodic. That is: 

Vctc(9) = Vctc(9 + n1t) (9) 
where: n is an integer. 

Thus, because the ripple voltage is synchronous with the inverter output, the maximum DC 
voltage can be tracked at points near the angles 9=n:/8 and 9=5n:/8. The minimum is near 
3n:/8 and 7n:/8. For small ripple, the average voltage occurs near zero, n:, and 2n:. However, 
the energy stored in the capacitor is non-linear with respect to voltage so for large voltage 
swings these angles are not where the average voltage occurs. 

5.4 Inverter control technique 

The aim of the control technique is to regulate the DC voltage while simultaneously 
producing a controlled AC current withno low-order distortion (ie: harmonies of fac). Since 
the DC voltage is expected to have a large ripple component, the peaks of the voltage should 
be within a safe operating range, and the ripple should not contribute to distortion in the AC 
waveforms. 

The average input power will only equal the output power in steady state operation. 
Normally, the power from the PV array is varying continuously, and disturbances on the grid 
or variations in the grid voltage will affect the power balance. Furthermore, converter losses 
represent a constant disturbance to the overall control scheme. This imbalance will result in 
the DC capacitor voltage drifting away from the desired level. 

A convenient point to sample the DC voltage is for angles 9 = 0, n:, 2n:, etc. Thus the voltage 
sampling interval is defined as the period between these samples, which is Ij(2fac). The 

controller should operate so that the sampled voltage at these points equals a reference value 
Vref· Vref should be chosen taking into account the expected voltage ripple under full load 
conditions, so that the maximum and minimum levels are not outside the safe operating range. 
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The sampled voltage is made to follow Vref by regulating the AC power. The following 
equation describes the energy balance for the DC capacitor between two sample times: 

where: 

1 ( 2 2) Ede21-Einv21 =2Cde vde2 -vdel (10) 

Ectc21 is the energy delivered to the DC link by the DC-DC converter during the 
sample period; 
Einv21 is the energy supplied to the inverter input, and it is assumed that the 
inverter is lossless and its input and output power are equal; 
v del and v ctc2 are the voltages at each of the sample times. 

Since the PV input power (Pctc) changes slowly compared with the voltage sample period, the 
energy delivered during this time is: 

E = Pde _ 
de21 2f 

ae 
(11) 

Ifthe measured voltage deviates from the reference (vrer) then this can be corrected during the 
next sample period by modifying the power balance so that Vctcz = Vref as follows: 

1 ( 2 2) from equ. (10) Einv21 = Edc21 -2Cde vref -V del 

~ 

where 

Pinv21 = Pdc __ _!_C (v 2 -v 2) 
2f 2f 2 de ref del 

ac ac 

Pinv21 = Pde - faeCde (V re/- V ctcl
2
) 

Pinv21 is the power to the inverter during the sample period. 

(12) 

The power term has two components: one achieves the DC-AC power balance, while the 
other corrects the voltage error. The error in power balance caused by losses in the system 
results in a steady state energy error, which is related to the steady state DC voltage error. 
The inverter power (Pinv) is regulated by cantrolling the magnitude and phase of the AC 
current that is fed into the grid. This can be achieved by various methods, for example by 
predictive AC current regulation, or a closed-loop proportional-plus-integral controller. 

6 FIELD OF APPLICA TION 

This technique is suitable for any single phase inverter application requiring control of the DC 
link voltage. This makes it appropriate for grid connected PV systems because it willexport 
all the available PV energy while constraining the DC voltage within a safe operating range. 
However, it is not limited to PV applications since it is compatible with any souree of DC 
electrical energy. For AC sourees the input DC-DC converter can be preceded by a rectifying 
stage. 

The inverter can operate with bi-directional power flow, so it is suitable for rectifying 
operation also. Therefore, the technique can be used for rnains rectifiers in power supply 
applications. There is no restrietion on the maximum size of the DC capacitor, therefore the 
voltage ripple and ride-through capability can be set to appropriate levels to suit the 
application. 
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A single phase inverter with small de link capacitor 

ADDENDUM- PRINCIPLE OF DC VOLTAGE CONTROL 

Fig. 1 shows characteristic wavefarms for the DC link quantities. For control purposes the 

DC voltage v de should be sampledat its maxima and/or minima, that is at angles 45°, 135°, 

215° and 315°. 

For normal operation the DC voltage is constrained by an upper and lower value. The 

minimum is .J2 E which is the peak AC voltage. Below this voltage level the PWM 
ac 

inverter control goes into overmodulation which results in increased harmonie distartion in 
the AC output, and eventually a loss of controL The upper voltage limit is constrained by the 
maximum safe operating voltage of all the semiconductor devices and DC link components. 

There are three basic options for setting the level of the target DC voltage: 
1. control the minimum of the voltage ripple; 
2. control the maximum; 
3. combination of both. 

ControlZing the minimum level 

When cantrolling the minimum level of the DC voltage envelope it is only necessary to 

measure the voltage minima. These points are then regulated to be near .J2 E , allowing 
ac 

for a practical safety margin. The magnitude of the voltage ripple depends on the power and 
size of the DC capacitor therefore the maxima will reach some predictabie level, as shown in 
Fig. 2. 

ControlZing the maximum level 

Fig. 3 illustrates control of the voltage maxima. For this case only the maxima are measured 
and the level is set according to the maximum safe operating voltage. 

Combination of minimum/maximum control 

The most general case allows for regulation of both minima and maxima, and therefore 
requires measurement of both. Using this technique, the voltage envelope can be controlled 
to be anywhere within the safe operating range. Two general options include: 
1. setting the envelope to have an average value at a fixed level at or near the middle of the 

safe range, or at some optimal operating point; 
2. dynamically changing the position of the envelope according to the load conditions. 
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In verter 

The invention in its general aspects relates to a system for the conversion 

between direct current (DC) power and single phase alternating current (AC) power in either 

direction. 

In particular the invention relates to the conversion ofthe DC power of solar 

5 or photovoltaic (PV) cells to AC power for direct supply into an electrical rnains distribution 

system or grid system but is also applicable to the conversion of AC power in DC power in 

controlled rectifier applications. 

A system ofthe aforementioned kind is known e.g. from US patent 4,494,180 

10 wherein the load is formed by a synchronous motor. 

The latter system is comprised of a DC/DC converting arrangement or 

converter, a DC link and an DC/AC inverting arrangement or inverter in tandem, whereby the 

DC link includes a parallel connected capacitor which acts as an intermediate temporary 

energy storage element or buffer. A DC source, a solar or PV array in this case, is connected 

15 to the converter input terminals and a load, a synchronous motor in this case, is connected to 

the inverter AC output terminals and the inverter output terminals are connected to the 

in verter DC input terminals by way of the mentioned DC link including the buffer capacitor. 

The converter is generally used toboost the level ofthe DC voltage ofthe DC 

souree to a level comparable to that which is required to drive the AC load. Another known 

20 possibility is to conneet the DC souree directly to the DC input terminals of an in verter and to 

boost the AC output voltage thereofto the level required by the AC load by means of a AC 

transformer. For the invention it is irrelevant which system is used, and the former will be 

used only for the purpose of illustration. 

An inherent problem of single-phase inverters is that they deliver a pulsating 

25 power to the load. When the voltage and current vary sinusoidally the resulting power is the 

sum of an average DC component plus a sinusoidal component of twice the AC frequency, 

Le.: 

(1) 



5 

10 
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and 

then 

where 

frequency (l) ac 

Pac (t) = vac (t) · iac (t) 

VI = -(1- cos(2maJ)) 
2 

2 02.07.2002 

(2) 

v ac (t) is the time varying AC voltage of peak magnitude V and angular 

iac (t) is the time varying AC current with peak magnitude I 

p ac (t) is the time varying power. 

In practice, a voltage-souree inverter (VSI) is fed by an non-ideal voltage 

source; the souree might have a significant impedance, or contain AC current or voltage 

components. PV arrays, for instance, have a non-linear output characteristic in which the 

output voltage depends on current. Therefore, the ability of a practical souree to supply the 

15 double frequency power ripple component is limited. The problem manifests itself as a 

voltage ripple on the inverter DC terminals. This voltage ripple can then appear as 

undesirable harmonie distartion on the AC output. 

Another problem in the case of PV -grid inverters occurs when the PV array is 

supplying the ripple power, or some fraction ofthe ripple power. The maximum power point 

20 is a unique set of voltage, current, and power, for a given set of irradiance and temperature 

conditions. A ripple component implies operation away from the maximum power point, 

therefore the array does not convertas much solar energy as is potentially available. 

Normally, a large capacitance can be placed at the DC input to the inverter to 

filter any ripple entering from the source, and to act as an energy buffer to supply the double 

25 frequency power. With infinite capacitance, the souree supplies only the average DC 

component. Th ere is a trade off between the size of the capacitance, voltage ripple on the DC 

terminals, and the power ripple drawn from the source. 

As mentioned above, it is particularly important that the PV array supplies 

only the average DC component of power to the inverter DC link. Ifthere is any voltage 

30 ripple present, then there must be a current and power ripple also. When this is the case, the 

array is not operating continuously at its maximum power point, and the efficiency of the 

system is reduced. 
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The object of the invention is to allow the array to he operated at constant 

power and at its maximum power point, with no double frequency voltage or current ripple 

and to achieve this with a fini te capacitance in the DC input to the inverter. The value of the 

capacitance is significantly smaller than what would conventionally he required for the 

5 suppression of ripple in the DC input, and harmonie distartion in the AC output. 

There is a minimum energy storage requirement in order to supply the ripple 

power and this comes from the DC link capacitor. The energy stored in a capacitor is 

E 1 c· 2 
de=- deVde 

2 
(4) 

therefore using small capacitor results in a large voltage ripple and higher peak DC voltage 

1 0 than what is conventionally used. 

According to the invention a particular predictive power control quantity is 

formed for the inverter, which can he a state ofthe art inverter having a power control input 

for receiving thereon a power control signal to regulate the AC power that is supplied to the 

load, whereby the predictive control quantity in actdition to a component which assures DC-

15 AC power balance between the DC power delivered by the souree and the AC power 

delivered to the load, according to the invention also camprises a component which is 

indicative of a change in energy that is stored in the buffer capacitor on a selected sampling 

time instant in the cycle ofthe double frequency voltage ripple component on the buffer 

capacitor, compared with a predetermined amount of energy, which particular predictive 

20 power control quantity may as will he shown hereinafter he expressed by: Pinv2l=Pdc

.facCdc(vreJ-vdc/), wherein Pinv2I is the power to the inverter during the sampling period, Pdc 

the power delivered by the DC-DC converter,.fac the frequency ofthe AC grid system, C de is 

the capacitance ofthe buffer capacitor, Vrefis a reference voltage and VJcJ is the voltage on 

the buffer capacitor on the sampling instant, whereby the sampling instant may he chosen in a 

25 point (phase) of the cycle of the ripple voltage where the ripple voltage is at its minimum, its 

maximum or has its average value. 

By so cantrolling the inverter with the predictive power control quantity 

according to the invention it can he assured that the ripple voltage on the buffer capacitor can 

he kept at a selected minimum value, a selected maximum value or at a selected average 

30 value and by combining forward control quantities taken at different sampling time instant it 

can he assured that the ripple voltage stays within a specified range. 
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The invention will now be explained in more detail hereinafter under reference 

to the accompanying drawing wherein: 

Fig. l(a) and Fig. l(b) show basis arrangements for the conversion ofDC 

power into AC power, referred to above, having each a DC souree DC-SO, an inverter INV, 

5 an AC load AC-LO and respectively a transfarmer TR and converter CO, as shown. 

10 

Fig. 2 shows a diagram of a voltage-souree inverter, with a buffer capacitor 

Cdc, controlled switches S1-S4, a filter Lac and an AC load eac· 

Fig. 3 shows the inverter of Fig. 2 incorporated in a system for the conversion 

of DC power of the souree DC-SO into single phase AC power in the load eac 

Fig. 4 shows an electronic circuit diagram for the switches in Figs. 2 and 3. 

Fig. 5 shows diagrams of normalized power, voltage and current quantities in 

the circuit of Fig. 3 as a function of the phase 8 (in degrees) in a cycle of the AC voltage to 

the load. 

Fig. 6 shows diagrams of normalized ripple voltage for different normalized 

15 values of the capacitance of the buffer capacitor. 

Fig. 7 and 8shows diagrams of normalized ripple voltage with forward control 

on the minimum and maximum respectively for various power levels. 

Fig. 9 shows a functional representation ofthe system of Fig. 3 embodying the 

20 invention. 

Generally, under reference to Figs. 1 and 2 the inverter is used to change the 

input DC voltage to an output AC voltage with controlled magnitude and frequency. The 

most commonly used topology is the voltage-source-inverter (VSI), shown in Fig. 2. Many of 

25 the PV inverters available at present use a line transfarmer to match the magnitude of the 

array voltage to the grid, as in Fig. l(a). For this case the output ofthe inverteris generally 

significantly lower than the grid magnitude, and the transfarmer steps it up to the grid level. 

Also, as the array is connected directly to the inverter input, the inverter control system will 

normally regulate the PV power flow in order to extract the maximum energy from the array. 

30 This technique is referred to as maximum power point tracking (MPPT). 

When preceded by a DC-DC converter, as in Fig. 1 (b ), the inverter connects 

directly to the grid, and its output magnitude is close to the grid voltage; the grid and inverter 

frequencies are the same, but there is small phase shift between the inverter and grid voltage 

which depends on the power flow. The use of an intermediate DC-DC converter can avoid 
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the substantial weight ofthe line transformer. lf isolation is required then a DC-DC converter 

circuit employing a high-frequency transfarmer can be used, and this transfarmer is 

significantly smallerand lighter. The DC-DC converter will normally perform the MPPT 

function. 

5 The proposed approach according the invention uses the topology shown in 

Fig. 1(b) with a DC-DC converter to provide voltage step up from the level ofthe arraytoa 

level suitable for the inverter to operate into the grid. The DC link between the inverter and 

DC-DC converter has a relatively small capacitance compared with conventional inverters. 

Fora given power throughput, the pulsating power component is always the 

10 same, and will be supplied entirely from the DC capacitor. However, with a significantly 

smaller capacitor than what is conventionally used, a large ripple and higher peak DC voltage 

results. Recognizing that the energy stored in a capacitor varies according with the square of 

voltage, for the same energy transfer, the size of capacitor is traded off against the peak 

voltage appearing on the DC link. 

15 A control mechanism responds at a high speed to maintain sinusoidal current 

in the AC output, in the presence ofthe large DC bus ripple. The envelope ofthe DC voltage 

must be constrained within safe operating limits. This is achieved according to the invention 

by cantrolling the power flow through the inverter in order to balance the incoming power 

from the PV array, and also to regulate the energy stored in the DC capacitor. By balancing 

20 the incoming energy, the energy stored in the capacitor, and the energy exported to the grid, 

the DC voltage envelope can be kept within the desired range. The control technique 

according to the invention to achieve this objective is described in more detail hereinafter. 

A specific benefit of having a small capacitance in the DC link is that a 

non-electrolytic type can be employed without a significant penalty in terms of costor 

25 volume. Since the electrolytic capacitors commonly used as DC link storage elements are 

often the limiting components for inverter longevity, it is expected that reliability and lifetime 

can be significantly improved. Furthermore, the electrolytic capacitor also constrains the 

inverter operating temperature because its lifetime and reliability are particularly sensitive to 

temperature. A voiding the use of this type of capacitor extends the boundary imposed by 

30 reliability and operating temperature, and provides a degree of freedom with respect to 

cooling, packaging, and the location ofthe inverter when it is operating. 

Furthermore, in this embodiment the separate DC-DC converter serves to 

decouple the DC link from the array. It is intended to operate at the array maximum power 

point, with constant voltage and current at its input. At its output, it delivers constant power 
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into the DC link, while the voltage is allowed to vary over a wide operating range due to the 

double-line-frequency ripple. Thus, the converter achieves the voltage level transformation, 

avoids the pulsating power in the arrays, and operates the array at maximum power point. 

The DC-DC converter can also be realized using a topology employing a 

5 compact high-frequency transfarmer if galvanic isolation is required. This results in a smaller 

and lighter system when compared with using a line-frequency transformer. Also, multiple 

DC-DC couverters can be operated in parallel which provides a degree of modularity and 

expandability. The array can be split into groups of panels of arbitrary size, and each group is 

controlled to operate at its maximum power point. 

10 

The advantages of the proposed mode of operation and the overall system 

topology are summarized as follows: 

• small DC link capacitor 

• DC link ripple components do not contribute to harmonie distartion in the AC output 

15 • controlled DC link voltage 

• fixed PWM switching frequency 

• AC voltage and current spectrum equivalent to asymmetrie regularly sampled PWM 

• AC current control with rapid transient response 

• unity power factor operation 

20 • low output distartion 

• maximum power point tracking 

• flexible contiguration ofthe array 

• potential to expand the system by adding panels and parallel DC-DC couverters 

25 The circuit topology for the proposed PV -grid power conversion system is 

shown in Fig. 3. The topology ofthe DC-DC converter is not specified. There are many 

suitable DC-DC converter topologies that have been reported in the literature, and which are 

m common use. 

The choice of a particular circuit depends on the following factors: 

30 • power rating 

• necessity for galvanic isolation 

• input and output voltage levels 

• level of performance required 
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The inverter is a conventional VSI with four switches S 1-S4. The switches are 

semiconductor devices such as MOSFETs or IGBTs tagether with an anti-parallel diode as 

shown in Fig. 4. 

5 The switches are controlled by pulse width modulation (PWM) switching 

signals as is common practice. 

The requirement in this embodiment is that the DC-DC converter can be 

operated in a control mode where V de is an independent quantity, while one of idc, ipv or Vpv is 

controlled to regulate the power flow. Only one of these quantities needs to be controlled, 

10 and then the others are constrained by the input-output power balance, and the voltage

current characteristic ofthe PV array. 

Normally the converter switching frequency is significantly higher than the 

output AC frequency. Also, the transient response ofthe current regulation is much faster 

than the period of a fundamental AC cycle U!fac)· Therefore, it is valid to consider the 

15 inverter as having continuous input and output waveforms. The energy balance between the 

DC input, AC output, and energy stared in the DC link capacitor is given by the following 

equations: 

20 Pac = va)ac 

Pac :::::; Pdc 

where : Pdc is the power delivered by the MPPT DC-DC converter. 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

The power from the array changes relatively slowly, so this is approximately constant over 

25 the period of a fundamental AC cycle; 

Pac is the inverter AC power, which is approximately equal to the input power; 

V de is the DC link voltage. Since C de is relatively small compared with 

conventional inverters, there will be a significant double frequency ripple component (at 

2fac); 
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idc is the current out ofthe MPPT DC-DC converter entering the inverter DC 

link. Since the DC-DC converter is operating at constant power, the ripple in Vdc results in a 

ripple in i de; 

iac is the inverter AC current; 

i;nv is the average current entering the inverter bridge, namely the difference 

between the input current, i de, and the current entering the capacitor; 

V ac is the average voltage on the inverter AC terminals. V ac and iinv are 

averaged over a PWM switching time. 

Fig. 5 shows the DC link waveforms when the inverter is operating at unity 

power factor output. The independent axis is the phase angle 8, where 8 = 2rifact. The 

dependant variables have been normalized as follows: 

P 1ac = Pac IPac 

v'dc = di ..fiE ac 
2 

i'dc = id/fbase 

I'inv = Ïinv lhase 

where Pac is the nominal inverter AC power 

Eac is the nominal RMS voltage ofthe grid 

and 

A base value for the DC capacitor, C'dc, is also determined from: 

so 

where: 

Ybase =Pa/ ( .J2Eac 
2

} 

=> 2rifacC base = P a/ (..{iE ac 
2

} 

=> 

C'dc = Cd/Cbase 

Ybase is the base admittance 

Cbase is the base capacitance 
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Fig. 5 illustrates how for sinusoidal output voltage and current, p'ac varies 

between zero and twice the nomina! output with a frequency 2fac . The DC capacitor value 

C'dc is 1, which is relatively small compared with conventional inverter applications. v'dc has 

a substantial2fac ripple component, as wellas other harmonie components. Note that v'dc 

5 should always be greater than 1 to avoid over-modulation, while the maximum value is 

1imited by the voltage rating ofthe converter components. iinv and idc also have substantial 

harmonie components. 

Fig. 6 shows the effect ofvarying the capacitance on the DC voltage envelope 

while operatingat rated power. The peak-to-peak magnitude ofthe voltage ripple increases 

10 with decreasing capacitance. In this figure a minimum level of v'dc = 1.2 for the voltage 

envelope is specified in order to avoid over-modulation. As a result, decreasing the value of 

capacitance increases the maximum of the envelope. An alternative approach would be to 

specify a maximum voltage level which is some percentage ofthe semiconductor switch 

voltage ratings. Then, the minimum of the envelope will be lower for smallervalues of 

15 capacitance. 

When the average input power equals the average output power, not taking 

losses into account for the present, the average DC capacitor voltage is constant, and the 

ripple is periodic. That is: 

vdc(B) = vdc(B + me) (9) 

20 where: n is an integer. 

Thus, because the ripple voltage is synchronous with the inverter output, the 

maximum DC voltage can be tracked at points near the angles e = 1fl4 and e = 51fl4. The 

minimum is near 31fl4 and 71fl4. For small ripple, the average voltage occurs near zero, 'lf, and 

25 21f. However, the energy stared in the capacitor is non-linear with respect to voltage so for 

large voltage swings these angles are not where the average voltage occurs. 

The aim ofthe control technique is to regulate the DC voltage while 

simultaneously producing a controlled AC current withno low-order distartion (i.e.: 

harmonies offac). Since the DC voltage is expected to have a large ripple component, the 

30 peaks ofthe voltage should be within a safe operating range, and the ripple should not 

contribute to distartion in the AC waveforms. 

The average input power will only equal the output power in steady state 

operation. Normally, the power from the PV array is varying continuously, and disturbances 

on the grid or variations in the grid voltage will affect the power balance. Furthermore, 
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converter losses represent a constant disturbance to the overall control scheme. This 

imbalance will result in the DC capacitor voltage drifting away from the desired level. 

A convenient point to sample the DC voltage is for angles 8 = 0, 1r, 27r, etc. 

Thus the voltage sampling interval is defined as the period between these samples, which is 

5 11(2/ac). The control mechanism should operate so that the sampled voltage at these points 

equals a reference value Vref Vrefshould be chosen taking into account the expected voltage 

ripple under fullload conditions, so that the maximum and minimum levels are not outside 

the safe operating range. 

The sampled voltage is made to follow Vref by regulating the AC power. The 

10 following equation describes the energy balance for the DC capacitor between two sample 

times: 

15 

(10) 

where: Edc2I is the energy delivered to the DC link by the DC-DC converter during 

the sample period; 

Einv2I is the energy supplied to the inverter input, and it is assumed that the 

inverter is lossless and its input and output power are equal; 

VdcJ and Vdc2 are the voltages at each ofthe sample times. 

Since the PV input power (pdJ changes slowly compared with the voltage 

20 sample period, the energy delivered during this time is: 

25 

E _ Pdc 
dc21- --

2fac 
(11) 

Ifthe measured voltage deviates from the reference (vreJ) then this can be corrected during the 

next sample period by modifying the power balance so that Vdc2= Vrefas follows: 

1 2 2 
Einv21 = Edc21 - - Cdc (Vref - V del ) 

2 
from equ. ( 1 0) 

=> Pinv21 1 C /T7 2 V 2} V- 2 de \ r ref - del 
J ac 

=> (12) 

where Pinv2I is the power to the inverter during the sample period. 
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The power term has two components: one (pdc) achieves the OC-AC power 

balance, while the other corrects the voltage error. The error in power balance caused by 

lossesin the system results in a steady state energy error, which is related to the steady state 

DC voltage error. 

5 The inverter power (p;nv) is regulated by cantrolling the magnitude and phase 

of the AC current that is fed into the grid. 

Fig. 5 shows characteristic wavefarms for the OC link quantities. For control 

purposes the OC voltage VJc can be sampled at its maxima and/or minima, that is at angles 

45°, 135°,215° and 315°. 

10 For normal operation the OC voltage is constrained by an upper and lower 

value. The minimum is J2Eac which is the peak AC voltage. Below this voltage level the 

PWM inverter control goes into overmodulation which results in increased harmonie 

distartion in the AC output, and eventually a loss of controL The upper voltage limit is 

constrained by the maximum safe operating voltage of all the semiconductor devices and OC 

15 link components. 

20 

There are three basic options for setting the level ofthe target OC voltage: 

control the minimum ofthe voltage ripple; 

control the maximum; 

combination of both. 

Cantrolling the minimum level 

When cantrolling the minimum level ofthe OC voltage envelope it is only 

necessary to measure the voltage minima. These points are then regulated to be nearfi.Eac , 

allowing fora practical safety margin. The magnitude ofthe voltage ripple depends on the 

25 power output and size ofthe OC capacitor, therefore the maxima will reach some predictabie 

level, as shown in Fig. Î. 

30 

Cantrolling the maximum level 

Fig. 8 illustrates control ofthe voltage maxima. For this case only the maxima 

are measured and the level is set according to the maximum safe operating voltage. 

Cantrolling the minimum/maximum level 

The most general case allows for regulation of both minima and maxima, and 

therefore requires measurement ofboth. Using this technique, the voltage envelope can be 

controlled to be anywhere within the safe operating range. Two general options include: 
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1. setting the envelope to have an average value at a fixed level at or near the middle of the 

safe range, or at some optima! operating point; 

2. dynamically changing the position ofthe envelope according to the load conditions. 

Fig. 9 shows the flow of control information c.q. signals in a DC-AC power 

5 conversion system ofthe general type shown in Fig. 1(b), which system camprises a DC 

souree (PV array) DC-SO, a DC-DC converter, an DC-AC inverter INV and an AC load 

(grid)/AC-LO all in a cascade or tandem arrangement. 

The control circuit consistsof several blocks: (shown within dashed lines) 

1. the PV array (inputs i sol. and Vpv, output ipv) 

10 2. the converter CON with MPPT controller (inputs ipv, Vdc and v*pv, outputs idc and Vpv) 

15 

3. a model ofthe buffer capacitor (inputs idc and i;nv, output Vdc) 

4. a predictive controller for the voltage ofthe buffer capacitor embodying the invention 

(inputs i de, V de and Vref, output Pinv21) 

5. the inverter INV (inputs eac, V de and Pinv2h outputs i;nv and Ïac). 

In block 1 the independent parameter is the sunlight here represented by isol. In 

dependenee on the load that the converter CON presents on the input terminals thereof a 

workpoint (vpv, ipv) is defined on the relevant characteristic ofthe PV array. The maximum 

power point controller MPPT, which may be a state ofthe art controller has the function to 

20 maximize the delivered power Vpv·ipv· The control parameter therefor is shown as v*pv· 

In block 2 is the converter CON the means through which the MPPT controller 

gets the maximum power out of the PV array and transfers this power to the in verter INV and 

the buffer capacitor. lt is noted that a relative large ripple voltage is present on the buffer 

capacitor but should have no effect on the input voltage Vpv soasnot to lower the obtainable 

25 maximum power from the PV array. A MPPT controller having sufficient control bandwidth 

(e.g. 1 Ofac) can accomplish this. 

Block 3 is the representation in blockschematic form ofthe differential 

equation connecting the current through and the voltage over the buffer capacitor. 

Block 4 is the blockschematic representation ofthe predictive controller for Vdc 

30 embodying the invention. On the basis of idc, V de the output Pinv2J is so adjusted that the 

voltage V de ofthe capacitor on the sampling time instant fast and accurately follows the 

desired value Vref- From the representation it can simply be derived that 

Pinv21 = Cdc (v
2 
de- V

2
reJ}ITs + V de· Ïdc, 
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and that this power forward control quantity delayed by block llz over one sample time 

interval Ts is supplied to the power control input of inverter INV. This reflects the predictive 

nature ofthe operation ofthe control mechanism, whereby basedon a detected error in power 

such error is compensated for in forward control and directly within one sample time interval. 

5 In block 5 the inverter INV on the basis of eac, V de and Pinv2I adjusts the output 

AC current Iac to the grid to the value that is required to supply the incoming power to the 

grid system. The in verter can be a state of the art in verter including synchronization to the 

grid and waveshaping (sinusoid). 

The described technique is suitable for any single phase inverter application 

10 requiring control of the DC link voltage. Th is makes it appropriate for grid connected PV 

systems because it will export all the available PV energy while constraining the DC voltage 

within a safe operating range. However, it is not limited to PV applications since it is 

compatible with any souree ofDC electrical energy which has an unregulated voltage. For 

AC sourees the input DC-DC converter can be preceded by a rectifying stage. 

15 The inverter can operate with bi-directional power flow, so it is suitable for 

rectifying operation also. Therefore, the technique can be used for rnains rectifiers in power 

supply applications. There is no restrietion on the maximum size ofthe DC capacitor, 

therefore the voltage ripple and ride-through capability can be set to appropriate levels to suit 

the application. 
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CLAIMS: 

1. System for the conversion between direct current (DC) power and alternating 

current (AC) power comprising a DC link including a buffercapacitor and a controllable 

converting arrangement for conversion of between AC and DC power in tandem, whereby 

the controllable converting arrangement is adapted to effect said conversion between the AC 

5 and DC power under the control of a power control quantity that is supplied to a power 

control input thereof, characterized in that said power control quantity in addition toa 

component which assures a DC-AC power balance between the DC and AC power also 

camprises a predictive power control component which is indicative of a change in energy 

that is stored in the buffer capacitor on a sampling time instant in the cycle of the double 

10 frequency voltage ripple component on the buffer capacitor compared with a predetermined 

amount of energy. 

2. System according to claim 1 for the conversion of direct current (DC) power 

into single phase alternating current (AC) power whereby the DC power from a DC souree is 

15 fed into a DC-AC inverter arrangement through a DC link comprising a buffer capacitor, the 

inverter arrangement being adapted to produce AC power in a AC load under the control of a 

power control quantity that is supplied toa power control input thereof, characterized in that 

said power control quantity in addition to a component which assures a DC-AC power 

balance between the power delivered by the DC souree and the AC power delivered to the 

20 AC load also camprises a predictive power control component which is indicative of a 

change in energy that is stored in the buffer capacitor on a selected sampling time instant in 

the cycle ofthe double frequency voltage ripple component on the buffer capacitor compared 

with a predetermined amount of energy. 

25 3. The system according to claim 2, characterized in that said additional 

predictive power forward control component can be expressed by: 

Pinv21 = Pdc- .fac Cdc (Vre/- VdcJ 
2

) 

wherein Pinv21 is the power to the inverter in the sampling period, Pdc is the power delivered 

by the DC source, fac is the frequency ofthe AC power that is delivered to the load, Cdc is 
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the capacitance ofthe buffers capacitor, Vrefis a reference voltage and VdcJ is the voltage an 

the buffer capacitor on the sampling instant. 

4. The system according to claim 1, 2 or 3 , characterized in that the sampling 

5 time instant is selected to be the time instant at which an event occurs from the group of 

events constituted by the voltage on the buffer capacitor reaching a minimum value, a 

maximum value and an average value. 
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ABSTRACT: 

In a system for the conversion between DC power and AC power, including a 

buffercapacitor and a controllable converting arrangement, said conversion is controlled by a 

power control quantity that in turn depends on a first component assuring a balance between 

DC power and AC power and a second component indicating a change in energy stored in the 

5 buffer capacitor on a predetermined sampling time instant in the cycle of the voltage ripple 

on the buffer capacitor. 

Fig. 3 
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ABSTRACT 

An inverter is the critica! piece of equipment that couverts the DC voltage produced by solar panels to an AC 
voltage that can be connected to the public electricity grid. At the Teehuical University of Eindhoven a project on 
converter technology for photovoltaic systems is currently in progress. To support this project, Iabaratory 
hardware has been developed basedon the TI 'C2000 family of DSP controllers. This artiele describes a solar
grid inverter controlled using a C2000 DSP. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Because of environmental concerns and finite reserves 
of fossil fuels, there is increasing interest in solar 
energy as an alternative power source. In developed 
countries with extensive electricity networks, it can be 
attractive to collect the solar energy, couvert it to AC, 
and feed it into the grid so it can be used immediately 
by everybody. Every bit of energy injected in this way 
saves some energy that would have been produced by a 
fossil fuel or nuclear power generator. Also, this type 
of distributed electricity generation avoids the 
transmission losses from centralised generation, and 
can defer or avoid investment in new generating and 
transmission plant. 

In the inverter, actvaneed control algorithms can be 
implemented that extract maximum energy from the 
solar panels, and feed this into the grid without any 
undesirable distartion that can interfere with other 
equipment connected nearby. Sophisticated 
monitoring and proteetion features are also built in to 
ensure safe and reliable operation. 

The C2000 family of DSP's has on-chip peripherals 
(like pulse-width modulation outputs) optimised for 
this type of application, so all the major functions can 
be built into a more compact, highly integrated, and 
cost effective controller. The fast processing speed 
enables complex algorithms and calculations to be 
performed, while programming in a high level 
language like C results in better code maintainability, 
and portability to and from other systems. 

V de 

This artiele describes a test system that was developed 
for a project on converter technology for PV systems at 
the Teehuical University of Eindhoven. The system is 
designed to delivlslser 2kW to the grid. The controller 
is basedon a Texas Instruments 'C2000 family DSP. 

2 APPLICA TION REQUIREMENTS 

The fundamental requirement in this application is to 
couvert DC energy from the solar panels to AC energy 
that can be fed into the grid. The pulse-width
modulated (PWM) voltage-source-inverter (VSI) is 
suitable for the broadest variety of applications and for 
a wide power range. A full-bridge single phase VSI is 
shown in Fig. 1. The switches (Sxy) are semiconductor 
devices like MOSFET's or IGBT's - the choice 
depends on the operating voltage and power. The 
upper and lower switches are turned on and off at high 
frequency to produce a switched voltage waveform. 
The input is a constant voltage and the output has an 
inductive filter (Lac) to attenuate the high frequency 
components, resulting in a smooth output current. A 
line-frequency transfarmer (Tac) is sametimes used to 
step-up a lower DC input level to match the grid 
voltage, and also to provide isolation. The average 
output voltage follows the magnitude and frequency of 
the grid with some offset that results in a power-flow. 

A block diagram of a typical inverter control system is 
shown in Fig. 2. The elements of this system are 
explained in the following sections. 

Fig. 1. Single-phase voltage-souree in verter (VSI). 
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Fig. 2. PV -inverter-grid control block diagram. 

2.1 Pulse-width-modulated voltage-souree 
inverter (VSI) 

Input to this block is a sinusoidal reference waveform 
(V a; ) that has a magnitude proportionaJ tO the desired 

output and the same frequency. Output is the current 
that is injected into the grid. The inverter switches are 
controlled by one of a number of possible PWM 
methods. Sine-triangle comparison, or naturally 
sampled PWM is a good illustration (see also [1,2]). 
Fig. 3 shows the principle of this technique. 

The reference is compared with a triangular carrier 
waveform having a frequency significantly higher than 
the reference (Fig. 3a). This produces a PWM signa! 
that will control the on/off state of the switches in the 
first phase leg (Sn and S12). When the reference is 
greater than the carrier, the upper switch is turned on, 
and when the reference is less than the carrier the 
lower switch is turned on. Thus when the upper switch 
is on the voltage at the terminal is vdc. and when the 
lower switch is on the voltage is zero (Fig. 3b). 

The second phase leg drive signa! is derived from a 
reference 180° out of phase (Fig. 3c and 3d). The AC 
output (va,) is the difference between the two phase 
legs (Fig. 3e). The fundamental component of this 
waveform (v aJ has the same frequency and a 
magnitude proportional to the original reference. The 
inductor (Lm) filters out the high frequency switching 
components resulting in a continuous AC current 
output (Fig. 3f). 

The harmonie spectrum of the output voltage 
waveform is shown in Fig. 4. Peaks can be seen at the 

s _:r--~·~'~----:-,-,~~-~--;,,~-----~~~~,~--1 
0 0 002 0.004 0 006 0.008 0.01 0.012 0.014 O.Q16 0.018 0 02 

tîme(sec) 

Fig. 3. Sine-triangle PWM generation and the resulting voltage and 
current waveforms. 

fundamental frequency and around multiples of the 
carrier frequency. This is characteristic of fixed 
switching frequency PWM techniques, which have the 
following advantages: 

a well defined spectrum which means filters can be 
better optimised; 
predictabie switching losses; 
suitable for implementation using digital or 
software techniques. 

Regularly-sampled PWM [3] is similar to sine
triangle PWM, but suitable for implementation in a 
digital control system such as that described in this 
article. 

2.2 Power control 

The role of the power controller is to generate the 
reference waveform (va; ) that produces the appropriate 
PWM pattem to regulate the power. The power from 
the in verter follows the following equation: 

p = E ac V acsin Ó 
ac 

w L 
(1) 

ac ac 

where: 
Vac is the RMS of the fundamental component of 
inverter output voltage; 
Ea, is the RMS grid voltage; 
ó is the phase difference between the inverter 
voltage and grid voltage; and 
Wac is the grid frequency (in radls). 

Clearly, it is important to have accurate control of the 
magnitude and frequency of the reference waveform. 
However, frequency alone is insufficient: accurate 
control of the phase angle ( ó) is required, therefore 

Fig. 4. Harmonie speerturn ofthe PWM output voltage waveforrn. 
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there must be some method of synchronisation with the 
grid. A variety of techniques are possible, both in 
hardware and software. In hardware it is possible to 
detect zero-crossings in the AC wavefarm or to use a 
specialised phase-locked-loop (PLL) device. 
Alternatively, the grid voltage can be sampled and the 
measured values can be processed in software to 
calculate frequency and phase 14]. 

Thus the AC power can be controlled by producing a 
voltage reference that has the appropriate magnitude 
and phase with respect to the grid. An alternative 
approach is to regulate the power by directly 
cantrolling the AC current, either by a fast acting 
closed-loop control or by a predictive technique [5]. 
For this approach the following relationship is used: 

p ac = [acE ac COS cJ> (2) 
where: 

Iac is the RMS current at the fundamental 
frequency; and 
cp is the phase displacement between the current 
and grid voltage (which is normally set to zero). 

2.3 DC voltage control 

For this application it is convenient to add another 
layer of control for the DC voltage. The input of the 
inverter is a capacitor, thus for a stabie DC voltage 
there will be a balance between the energy supplied 
from the array and the energy converted and exported 
to the grid. Cantrolling the DC voltage results in a 
stabie mode of operation for all solar input conditions. 
Control can be achieved by a relatively simple P-1 
regulator. More actvaneed approaches such as [6,7] 
provide fast acting voltage control with the advantage 
of a smaller DC capacitor. This is important for 
reliability since this component is often the limiting 
factor in converter lifetime. 

2.4 Maximum power point tracking (MPPT) 

The MPPT provides a reference to the DC voltage 
control loop, which in turn provides a reference to the 
power control loop, which provides a reference to the 
sine-triangle comparison. Thus, the inverter has a 
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Fig. 5. PV array voltage-Clment characteristics. 

number of layers of control that need to be 
implemented in a combination of analog and digital 
circuits. 

Because of the high cost of PV panels it is important to 
implement some sort of MPPT to get the best value 
from them. MPPT algorithms generally rely on 
knowledge of PV cell performance. Panels are made 
up of series and parallel combinations of cells; arrays 
are made up of series and parallel connections of 
panels. Cells, panels, and arrays all have the same 
characteristics which can be approximated by a current 
souree in parallel with a diode, and described by the 

following. e~a1tion1: ( v pv q ) (

3

) 

1 - G- ,.exp -
pv ·' n kT 

where: 
ipv is the array current; 
Vpv is the array voltage; 
IG is the current resulting from incident solar 
energy; 
Is is related to the diode reverse saturation current; 
q is the charge on an electron (1.6X 10-19

); 

nis the number of cells in series; 
kis Boltzmann's constant (1.38xl0-23

); and 
T is the cell temperature (in Kelvin). 

Figs. 5 and 6 show the voltage-current and voltage
power characteristics of an array. This shows there is a 
unique operating point where the maximum power can 
be extracted for a certain set of solar input and 
temperature conditions. 

The simplest controllers estimate the MPP by 
periodically measuring the open-circuit voltage and 
setting the voltage reference to a fixed proportion of 
this value. This results in very simple control and a 
reasonable level of performance. True MPPT can be 
achieved by measuring the voltage and current, and 
hence the power produced by the array over a certain 
time period, and then performing some control action 
that attempts to maximise it. Many methods have been 
previously reported, for example [8,9,10]. 
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2.5 Auxiliary functions 

Lastly, there are a number of auxiliary functions that 
are critical to the safe and reliable operation of the 
inverter. These include: 

Protection. The inverter switching should be 
stopped quickly in case there is a fault or overload 
that might result in serious damage or a safety 
problem. 
User inteiface. A minimum user interface could be 
some status LED's or alarms and an onloff or reset 
switch. More sophisticated interfaces in the form 
of LCD panels, keypads, or serial communications 
linkscan provide higher levels of functionality. 
Data logging and monitoring. To evaluate the 
performance of a PV system it is important to 
monitor power, voltages, currents, etc., and be able 
to export the information via some data link. 
Diagnostics and self test. Perioctic self tests can be 
beneficial in detecting problems before a 
catastrophic failure occurs, and automatic 
interpretation of the logged data can detect 
component degradation or ascertain the cause of 
unexpected poor performance. 
Remote contra[. Even the simplest serial 
communication link provides the potential for 
remote control, and conneetion to a GSM modem 
means that even inverters in remote locations can 
be controlled and monitored easily. 
Inter-inverter communications. Often, inverters 
are connected in parallel to achieve higher power, 
or as parts of more complex energy systems. In this 
type of application it is necessary for the inverters 
and other devices to communicate with each other 
so they can be controlled in a co-ordinated fashion. 

3 SYSTEM DESIGN 

The test system that has been constructed consists of a 
number of elements. Fig. 7 shows a schematic of the 
layout including all the major components. In the 
laboratory a regulated DC power supply is used instead 
of a PV array. Other components include the inverter 
power stage, filter inductors and transformers, grid 
contactor, a signal conditioning and interface board, 
and the DSP board. Control and monitoring functions 

are performed from a PC communicating with the 
DSP' s serial interface. Some of these components are 
described in more detail in the following sub-sections. 

3.1 loverter power stage 

An existing inverter power stage was used. This 
consistsof a number of IGBT's mounted on a heatsink 
assembly, tagether with their associated gate drive 
circuitry. It has inputs for DC power and outputs for 
AC power. Control inputs for the gate drives are 
provided through a fibre optie interface. A number of 
fibre optie outputs are also provided to indicate fault 
conditions. 

3.2 Signa) conditioning and interface board 

The signal conditioning and interface board is a critical 
part of the control circuitry. The board was designed 
especially for this hardware system. It contains the 
following types of interface circuits: 

analog inputs with filters and gain to rescale the 
various voltage and current measurements to 
suitable levels for the DSP inputs; 
camparators to generate DSP interrupts in case of 
over-currents or over-voltage; 
fibre optie outputs for the gate drive signals of the 
inverter; 
fibre optie inputs for fault signals from inverter; 
general purpose relays to control the AC cantactor 
and other devices (e.g.: fans); 
isolated digital inputs; 
indicator LED' s; 
DIP switches. 

All external signals are converted to and from an 
appropriate analog range, or CMOS logic level, and are 
provided on a number of headers. These can then be 
connected to a DSP board such as the TMS320F243 
DSK (DSP Starter Kit), TMS320F240 EVM 
(Evaluation Module), or other third party boards. 

3.3 DSP board 

One of the benefits of the 'C2000 family of DSP's is 
that they share common registers and peripherals, and 
programming in C means that code can be made 
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current 

PWM control & 
status feedback 

in verter output 
current 

centactor grid voltage 
control & current DSP board 

RS232 
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portable for different devices without significant 
rework. Therefore code has been developed with the 
aim of being compatible between the 243 DSK, 240 
EVM, and as wellas a third party board (CS-MiniDSP 
[11]). Development on a PCB for the 
TMS320LF2401A device is also in progress. 

4 SoFrwARE 

4.1 Overview 

All software for the application is written in C. It is 
split into a number of generic modules that have been 
developed over time and used in other applications. 
The core of the code is the PWM control and analog 
sampling module which is triggered by a timer 
interrupt every lOOusec. In actdition to this there is a 
simple process scheduler which kicks off a 
predetermined set of prioritised tasks. The scheduler is 
triggered by another timer every lOmsec. Phase 
detection code is triggered by an external interrupt 
driven by the zero-crossing detection circuit, and 
background code manages the serial communications 
interface. All tasks are in effect time-division
multiplexed. The code modules are described further 
in the following sections. 

4.2 PWM control and analog sampling 

In order to control the inverter power, a discrete-time
sampled control system is used, and this is 
synchronised to the PWM carrier signa!. The PWM 
carrier is implemented by the event manager's 
up/down counter which generates an interrupt at its 
maximum and minimum value. Fig. 8 shows an 
overview of the software tasks and axis (b) shows the 
PWM interrupt service routine (ISR). This operates at 
rate of 10kHz which gives a carrier frequency of 5kHz 
(because the up/down counter generates 2 interrupts 
per carrier period). 

The PWM ISR uses about 75% of the processing 
resources. A breakdown of the tasks within this 
routine is shown on axis (c). The ADC conversions 
occur while other calculations are taking place. 
Because the DSP has shadow registers for the ADC 
module, the commands to set the next conversion 
channels and start the conversion may be loaded while 
the current conversion is being processed. This 
ensures maximum throughput of the ADC. Thus the 
starage of ADC results and set-up for the next 
conversion is interleaved between other PWM 
calculations. 

The PWM calculations include the AC current control 
system, phase detection calculations, the determination 
of switch duty cycles, and loading of the appropriate 
registers. In actdition to this, the sum of squares and 
products of some of the analog samples is performed 
so that power and RMS values for voltage and current 
can be calculated by another software task. 

4.3 Phase detection 

A zero-crossing detector in hardware generates a 
"capture" interrupt on the DSP. This ISR is very short 
and has a high priority so it can interrupt all other 
tasks. Once the value of the counter is stared it can be 
processed in the main PWM ISR. 

4.4 Process scheduler 

A process scheduler is used to trigger a number of 
tasks at predetermined times. It also allocates 
priorities to the tasks so that long tasks may be 
interrupted by shorter ones. The scheduler ISR has 
lower priority than the PWM ISR, therefore it and all 
its child processes can be interrupted. The scheduler 
operates every lOmsec. The three main tasks 
performed are: 

sampling digital inputs and updating outputs; 
calculation of power, and RMS voltages and 
currents (derived data quantities) from the data 
accumulated in the PWM ISR; 
application contra!, which includes the control of 
DC voltage and MPPT, a state machine to control 

de,:reai>ing priority 

lOmsec 

scheduler !SR 

mainPWMISR 

·. ·. ·. 
ADC conversions ~, 

store ADC result · •. 
fornext ADC 
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Fig. 8. Software tasks. 
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Fig. 9. Experimental set-up. 

all the inverter eperating modes, and low priority 
monitoring and protection .. 

4.5 Background tasks 

The remaining processing resources are used for very 
low priority tasks, system monitoring, and the serial 
port user interface. A set of commands allows detailed 
information about the inverter eperation to be 
downloaded via the serial port while the inverter is 
actually operating. This interface is also the main 
methad of providing basic controls, like start-up, 
shut-down, and power set- points. 

5 EXPERIMENT AL TESTS 

The experimental set- up is shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 
10. Selected experimental results are presented in this 
sectien to illustrate the basic eperation of the inverter 
system. Firstly, grid synchronisation capability is 

lè ... Sto 

CM S.QOV 1 .r uo \\1 

Fig. IJ. Synchronisation to grid voltage. 

Fig. JO. Inverter assembly, rear view. 

demonstrated in Fig. 11. The AC wavefarm is the 
230V grid. One of the general purpose 1/0 pins is used 
to output a pulse at the time that the controller 
determines the phase angle of the sine-wave is zero. 
The zero-crossing detection circuit introduces a phase 
delay which is corrected by an offset added to the 
phase in the software. This results in a stabie and 
accurate measurement after the initia! trimming of the 
offset correction, because operatien is always at 50Hz 
in this application. (A secend offset correction would 
have to be determined if the inverter was required to 
operate at 60Hz also, or an alternative approach should 
be applied, especially in other types of applications 
where variabie output frequency is required.) 

Fig. 12 shows a measurement of the switched AC 
output voltage (defined earlier as Vac) tagether with the 
AC current, with the inverter powered from a 
controlled DC souree and eperating into a small test 
load. This corresponds to the theoretica! wavefarms of 

Fig. 12. AC output terminal voltage and current. 
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Fig. 3, however, the practical PWM waveform differs 
from the theoretica! case in the areas around the zero 
crossings for voltage and current. Firstly, there is a 
minimum pulse-width to ensure that there is enough 
time for the switching device to turn on and off again 
(and vice versa). Near the zero-crossing of the voltage 
reference, the theoretica! pulse-width is quite smal!, so 
instead no pulse is generated. As a result the current is 
not so well controlled during these periods. The 
second limitation arises frorn the need to introduce 
dead-time (delay between the turn-off and turn-on of 
switches in a phase leg). Compensation for dead-time, 
however, relies on correctly estimating the current 
polarity, and this becomes difficult close to the current 
zero-crossings. The result, again, is that the current is 
not controlled as accurately. 

6 CoNCLUSIONS 

This paper has described the implementation of a 2kW 
grid-connected PV inverter system. This is part of a 
project investigating inverter technology for PV 
systems with the specific aims of improving 
performance, cost, and reliability. The system 
described here is a work in progress and is presently 
being used to evaluate the performance of advanced 
control algorithms. The Te'<as Instruments 'C2000 
family of DSP's is particularly suited to this type of 
application because of the PWM optimised peripherals, 
and high computational power that enables the use of 
advanced control algorithrns. 

In particular, the built in event manager results in a 
PWM generator requiring minimal software resources 
and with no additional external components for timing 
and dead-time compensation. The attractive features 
of the ADC are that the analog sampling can be 
internally synchronised to the PWM carrier, and also 
the implementation of the >hadow registers which 
allow commands to be sent to the ADC for immediate 
execution once the current conversion finishes. 

The computational power of the DSP, its 16-bit 
resolution, and large addres~. space mean there are 
enough processing resources to apply many layers of 
advanced control, monitoring, and proteetion 
algorithms. Certain instructions like multiply-and
accumulate are particularly useful in this type of 
application where we need to efficiently calculate 
power and RMS quantities. 

Finally, compatibility amongst 'C2000 parts, and 
programming in a high-level language like C means 
that different devices can be used to suit a particular 
application with less software rework. The is attractive 
in case a device with a particular set of peripherals is 
required, or where miniaturisation and cost reduction 
calls fora smaller device like t.he '2401A. 
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Predictive DC voltage control of single-phase PV inverters with small DC link capacitance 
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Abstract 

This paper proposes a novel control metbod for DC voltage in single-phase inverters fed by constant-current or 
constant-power sources. lt achieves reduction of the DC link capacitance, low output distortion, and is suitable 
for applications where substantial DC link buffer energy is unnecessary, e.g: grid-connected photovoltaics. 
Experimental results verify the inverter operation. 

1 Introduetion 

The single-phase voltage-souree inverter is normally operated with a large electrolytic capacitor at its DC 
terminals. This capacitor fuifiJs a number of requirements related to filtering of high-frequency current from 
in verter PWM and the double--line-frequency (2/ac) current resulting from single-phase operation, and providing 
energy storage to ride-through soureellaad transients and disturbances. A large capacitor is desirabie for filtering 
and energy storage but this has a detrimental impact on converter size and cost, and an electrolytic capacitor is 
often the limiting factor in converter lifetime and reliability. 

For applications where no significant ride-through energy storage is required, such as grid-connected 
photovoltaic (PV) systems, the DC capacitor only needs to satisfy the requirements of filtering and stability. 
Reducing the size of the DC link capacitor will normally result in a significant 2/ac voltage ripple on the DC bus. 
This can feed through the inverter and appear as distartion in the AC output current unless fast-acting current 
control is applied. Also, there needs to be a way of avoiding the ripple feeding back into the array, since 
operation at maximum power point implies the array is supplying constant power. One approach is to decouple 
the array from the DC link by means of a DC-DC converter. This is quite common since a front-end converter is 
often used as a boost and/or isolation stage, and [1] reports that the DC link capacitor can be relatively smalland 
its voltage is allowed to have a substantial ripple. The front-end converter extracts ripple-free power from the 
array and a high-bandwidth AC current loop in the inverter ensures that the DC voltage ripple does not cause 
distorted AC output current. An alternative system is to use a separate converter like a DC bus active power filter 
[2][3] to circulate the 2fac power component, thereby avoiding ripple power in the array. 

This paper describes an arrangement that allows significant voltage ripple on the DC bus while maintaining low 
current distartion on the AC side, and ripple free operation of the PV array. The in verter AC current is controlled 
by a predictive technique as in [4] and the DC voltage is controlled by a novel predictive voltage regulation 
(PVR) method based on the DC-AC power balance, and the relationship between energy and the DC capacitor 
voltage. The controller atternpts to correct a voltage error within one fundamental AC cycle by adjusting the 
power balance to control the energy stored in the capacitor. This provides a faster response than the classica! 
cascaded-loop controller described in [1], so transient soureellaad changes are less likely to drive the DC voltage 
out of its safe operating range. 1t should be possible, therefore, to further reduce the size of the DC capacitor, 
which will have a positive impact on size, cost, and especially reliability if electrolytic capacitors can be avoided. 

2 Description of the system and control metbod 

Fig. shows a schematic of the system being considered. 1t consists of a single-phase inverter fed from a 
controlled current source. This controlled current souree is intended to emulate a front-end DC-DC converter 
capable of feeding constant current or constant power into the DC link. In the ex perimental set-up described here 
a transfarmer provides voltage step-up and isolation, and a resistive load is used. lt would be possible also to 
remove the resistive load and couple the AC outputto the grid. 

The DC voltage is sampled every fundamental AC cycle. The sample points coincide with the AC current 
positive zero crossing (phase of zero degrees). Equ. (1) represents the energy balance in the DC link: 

1 ( 2 2) WdcJo=WinvJO+ZCdc vdcl -vdco • (1) 

where: Wdc1o is the energy supplied to the DC link between successive sample times to and t1; W,.vw is the energy 
extracted from the DC link by the inverter between sample successive times to and t1; Vdco and vdcJ are the 
sampled voltage values at times to and t1; Cdc is the DC link capacitance. 
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Expressing equ. (1) in terrus of power and rearranging gives: 

P =p _l_f C (v 2-v 2
) (2) 

inv!O dc!O 
2 

ac de del dcO ' 

where: PdciO and PinvlO represent the average power delivered by the DC supply and extracted by the inverter 
during the sample interval. 

The DC input power, Pdcio, is estimated by assuming constant DC current (idco) and linear variation in DC voltage. 
Substituting this into (3) and rearranging yields an expression for the required inverter power: 

. (vdcO+vdcJ) 1 C ( 2 2) =z -- v -v P inv!O dcO 
2 2 

f ac de del dcO • (3) 

Depending on the type of load a current reference ( ia; ) is produced in order to achieve the desired inverter 
power. Fora resistive load (Rac) as used in the present experimental system: 

ia; =h PinvwfRac · (4) 
The inverter AC current controller then produces an output current to match this reference. 

3 Experimental results 

Tests were perforrned with the inverter operatingas an open-loop VSI and under PVR operation. In open-loop 
mode the inverter switches are modulated with a sinusoidal reference. When the DC voltage is ripple free the 
output voltage should be an undistorted sine wave, however in this case there is significant ripple and this feeds 
through the inverter as distartion in the AC output. (Due to limited space in the digest this will be quantified in 
the final paper.) Results of open-loop VSI operation provide a performance reference with which to compare the 
PVR scheme. 

With PVR operation the inverter switches are modulated at high frequency so that the output current follows a 
sinusoidal reference. The modulation of the bridge takes into account the instantaneous value of the DC voltage, 
and therefore compensates for the DC ripple. For both operating modes identical terminal voltage, current, and 
power conditions were established. These were idc =lA and Vdc =220V. For open-loop this can be achieved by 
manually adjusting the modulation depth until the desired voltage-current setpoint is reached. In PVR mode the 
controller adjusts itself to the appropriate operating point. 

Fig.2 shows the results of open-loop operation. Using a 50uF capacitor (plastic film type) the ripple on the DC 
bus is approximately 50V peak-peak (>20%), and this results in distartion of the AC output which can beseen in 
the current spectrum. The 3rd and 5th harmonies are at -24db and -46dB below the fundamentaL THD is 
approximately 6.3%. Fig. 3 shows the results for PVR operation. The voltage ripple is approximately the same, 
however the current controller rejects this distartion and produces a significantly cleaner waveforrn. The 3rd 
harmonie current is at -41dB and other components are less than -50dB with respect to the fundamentaL THD is 
approximately 0.9%. Fig. 4 shows the transient response of the PVR controlled inverter. The controller responds 
to a step-change in the DC voltage reference. This figure shows that the predictive algorithm achieves the new 
voltage target in one fundamental AC cycle. 

The final paper will present additional results and discussion of the practical implementation of the algorithm in a 
DSP controller. 

4 Conclusions 

Essential aspects of the predictive DC voltage regulation have been verified. The controller is able to correct a 
DC voltage error within one fundamental AC cycle, and fast acting AC current control ensures that ripple on the 
DC bus does not feed through to the AC output as harmonie distortion. This algorithm is suitable for a grid
connected PV applications where significant buffer energy is not required, and therefore a small DC link capacitor 
can be used. This will have a positive impact on inverter costand size, and can imprave reliability and lifetime if 
a non-electrolytic capacitor is used. 
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Fig. I. Test circuit. 

Fig. 2. Open-loop operation. AC cmTent spectrum (IOdB/div); AC 
current (2A/div); DC voltage (50V/div) 

Fig. 3. PVR operation. AC current spectrum (I OdB/div); AC current 
(2A/div); DC voltage (50V/div) 
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Fig. 4. PVR transient response. AC current (2A/div); DC voltage 
(50V/div). 
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In verter Technology for Photo Voltaic Systems: 
Research Proposal 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Aim 

This project aims to contribute to the knowledge in the field of inverters for solar-grid 
systems. The role of the inverter in these systems is to convert the electrical energy produced 
by the PV array into AC power that is fed into the grid. Such an inverter may be a single unit 
or a sub-system of multiple inverters, and/or DC-DC conversion stages also. The best 
composition of such a system is one aspect of this research, so at present it is undefined. 
Therefore, in this proposal the term converter will refer to the whole conversion system. 

1.2 Requirements 

The basic requirements for the conversion system fall into the following areas: 
• Economy. Co st should be commensurate with the de livered performance. While detailed 

costings are not within the scope of the project, comparisons can be made between 
competing approaches to give an indication of viability and relative cost. 

• Reliability. The converter should have a target lifetime of 20 years, with a defined failure 
and service rate. An absolute minimum is that the converter lifetime is at least that of 
other components in the system, in particular the panels. 

• Power. The range of power of interest in this project is 400W to 2kW which is a suitable 
range for dornestic installations. The array voltage is not specified and the permutations 
of series and parallel modules should be investigated. 

• Efficiency. Due to high up-front cost and long payback time, efficiency is critica!. 
Improvements in converter efficiency with the use of novel topologies and/or control 
techniques may be possible. 

• Maximum-power-point-tracking (MPPT). The arrays should be operated at MPP both 
statically and dynamically, to extract the maximum available energy from the PV 
modules. Performance of MPPT algorithms for series and parallel connections of 
modules should be investigated. 

• Standards. The converter should meet all relevant guidelines and standards for this class 
of equipment. In particular, these include harmonie current injection and conducted and 
radiated EMI. 

• Environmental/physical. Since dornestic installations are being considered, it is important 
that the converter be quiet, compact, and easy to install. 

Naturally, there will be a trade-off between all the requirements above. In all cases, the 
present state of the art should be a minimum. The research should attempt to make 
improvements in the identified areas using the present state of the art as a base. 

1.3 State of the art 

It is important to identify the state of the art in the area of solar-grid converter systems, and 
to determine market requirements, and also how these may evolve in the next few years. It is 
expected that these factors will set boundary conditions and targets for a novel converter 
system. 
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1.4 Proposed areas of research 

The majority of research effort will be in the following areas: 
• System topology. To determine the best array-grid interface for systems in the range of 

400Wto2kW. 
• Converter topologies. To improve inverter and (where applicable) DC-DC converter 

topology performance. Studies will consider single-phase and 3-phase inverters, and 
DC-DC converters for voltage step-up and MPPT. 

• Reliability. To identify key stressors and critical components and to propose approaches 
for mitigating these effects. These may include control techniques, particular converter 
topologies, or system topologies. 

• PWM control of single and three phase inverters with minimum DC bus energy storage 

There are also a number of more general and fundamental topics which support the research 
above. Investigations in these areas will be a combination of literature survey and original 
work. It may include, but is not restricted to the following: 
• MPPT performance for arrays connected in series and parallel 
• performance of PWM control schemes for inverters, and the effect on harmonies, EMI, 

islanding proteetion 
• communication techniques for multi-converter systems 

• development of simulation tools for PV -grid in verter systems 

1.5 Personnel 

The primary research will be carried out by A. Kotsopoulos with the support of M.A.M. 
Hendrix and J .L. Duarte at TUE. 

Advice may be sought from ECN and Philips Lighting personnel, particularly where the 
relevant expertise is available. This may be, but is not limited to, assistance in the area of PV 
system design and performance, standards, and reliability. The nature and ex tent of this input 
is presently undefined. 

1.6 Restrictions and exclusions 

Realization of the converter system is limited to design, dimensioning and simulation using 
established electrical, thermal and magnetic CAD tools. Lifetime and reliability testing 
would only make sense with industrially produced inverters. 

With respect to expected lifetime and reliability issues, manufacturing process technology has 
a very large influence on the final result. On this issue the research limits itself to exploration 
of available techniques and recommendations. The stressors of the proposed inverter will be 
identified. 

Determination of absolute costs for components and the system is heavily dependent on 
quantities and manufacturing processes, and is therefore beyond the scope of the work. 
Where appropriate, relative cost comparisons will be made between alternative technologies, 
but this is only intended to provide a guide to practicality and viability of certain approaches. 
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1.7 Outcomes 

This research project will result in a report and academie publications. 

2 DETAILED TEcHNICAL CoNSIDERA noNs 

2.1 Array-inverter interface 

Given the order of magnitude difference between the inverter power under consideration and 
typical panel power, there are a number of options available. As an example consider a 80W 
panel with MPP at 18V. For a 1kW system 12 panels are required and these can be 
connected in various series/parallel combinations, eg: 

1 string of 12 panels for 216V @ MPP 
or 12 parallel panels for 18V @ MPP 
and any of 2x6, 3x4, 4x3, 6x2 to give voltages in between. 

Note that in all cases some form of voltage step up is required. This can be done with a 50Hz 
transfarmer between the inverterand grid, but increasingly a high frequency converter is used 
in the DC link. Although this may be more compact it is not intrinsically more efficient, as 
there arelossesin the DC-DC converter switches, high-frequency transformer, and rectifier. 

An alternative to using a DC-DC converter is to use a high-voltage string so that a 
transfarmer is not reqmred. At least 325VDC is necessary for a single-phase grid 
connection, or 565VDC for 3-phase, plus some margin to allow for controllability. This is 
feasible because certain installations do not require isolation between the array and the grid. 

All possible configurations should employ a MPPT algorithm. The least optimal of these 
appears to be the HV string without an intermediate DC-DC converter. Here the inverter can 
maintain the string at the MPP but individual panels are not necessarily at MPP since they 
might be shaded, at different temperatures, or their characteristics alter over time. However, 
this is not necessarily less efficient because the degradation in MPP performance is offset by 
having only one conversion stage. 

AC modules potentially provide the best MPPT; there is one inverter for each module, so 
problems of panel shading and mismatch are avoided. However, for a system of the order of 
1kW and above, the duplication of inverter hardware seems wasteful. The system to be 
considered should have only a single inverter connected to the grid. Given this requirement 
the optimal salution from the point of view of the panels is to have panel mounted, MPPT 
DC-DC converters. These converters should be able tofeed in paralleltoa common DC bus 
that has a voltage sufficient for connecting the inverter directly to the grid. (ie: greater than 
325V for single phase, or 565V for 3-phase, as mentioned above.) Intermediate solutions 
would conneet more than one paneltoeach DC-DC converter on a cost-benefit basis. 

2.2 Three phase inverters 

Three phase inverters are extensively used in high power PV -grid applications (20kW and 
above). In general 3-phase inverters have significant advantages over single phase: 
• constant power delivery eliminates the need for significant DC bus capacitance 
• peak device current is reduced 
• de bus capacitor is reduced in size 
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• potential to use a film capacitor rather than electrolytic, with the benefit of increased 
lifetime and reliability 

• improved power density, so the converter can besmallerand lighter. 

Previously 3-phase inverters have not been considered appropriate for the lkW level due to 
the cost of the inverter, and the requirement that 3-phase rnains be available. These 
arguments should be revisited. The possibility of a modular inverter approach that allows 
three inverters to be reconfigured as a 3-phase system should be considered. The relative 
advantages or disadvantages of 3-phase to single phase couverters should be determined, as 
well as the approach of a 3-arm bridge versus 3 synchronised, modular, single-phase 
inverters. Given that 3-phase variabie speed drives in the lkW range are inexpensive mass
produced items, the inverter hardware should not be significantly more expensive per watt, 
and the benefits of a 3-phase converter may outweigh any cost difference. 

The penetratien of 3-phase supply into dornestic connections should be determined to gain 
some ideas of the market for 3-phase inverters. The point of conneetion is important, and 
properties will have different 3-phase connectability. The connectability will have various 
cost associated with it, for example: 
• the installation of a 3-phase meter 
• bringing 3-phase wiring to the installation from the street or some other remote location 
• wiring the in verter to the customer' s switchboard 
These factors affect how attractive a 3-phase inverter approach will be. If possible, a similar 
analysis should be performed for other countries in Europe and elsewhere. 

It is anticipated that a three phase in verter will provide a higher power density, and also 
improved lifetime and/or reliability if the electrolytic capacitor can be eliminated. However, 
in practice the reduction of the capacitor size is only possible for a perfectly balanced and 
well behaved grid supply. Therefore, as a precondition for reducing the capacitor to a 
practical size for film type, a control method should be developed that integrates the 
regulation of the de voltage and ac current. Such an algorithm is equally important in single 
phase applications where the requirement to minimise capacitor size is even more pressing. 

2.3 Reliability 

A collaborative approach between TUE, ECN and other parties with relevant expertise is 
proposed for predictions of lifetime expectancy and reliability. The exact working conditions 
and requirements should be defined, and key stressors and sensitive components are to be 
identified. This data needs to be fed back into the other areas of the investigation; in 
particular the array-inverter interface and the converter topology studies should be directed 
partly by these reliability and lifetime considerations. 

2.4 Inverter control 

Eliminating the need for a DC link electrolytic capacitor is a significant advance in terms of 
inverter cost, size, lifetime and reliability. In a single phase topology this component 
provides an energy buffer between the array which should be operated at constant power to 
maintain MPP, and the inverter which feeds DC plus a 100Hz power component into the grid. 
Furthermore, any voltage ripple that appears on the DC bus will potentially feedback to the 
grid as harmonie distortion, depending on the extent to which the modulation algorithm 
rejects DC ripple. 
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A three phase inverter will feed constant power to the grid, so in principle the DC link 
capacitor can be much smaller. However, AC voltage imbalance, control system stability, 
and energy storage requirements to ride through transients on the grid and on the insolation 
will set a lower limit on the capacitance. 

The effects of AC voltage imbalance on powerflow should be investigated. The relationship 
between imbalance, DC capacitor size, DC voltage ripple and subsequent distartion of the 
injected powerleurrent will be established. Alternative methods for current control are 
proposed, and their effects on injected current distartion and DC ripple should be 
investigated, The control options include: 
1. maintaining balanced 3 phase current at unity power factor 
2. balanced 3 phase current at non-unity power factor 
3. unbalanced current but balanced power 

A new modulation algorithm will be proposed that integrates AC current control and DC 
voltage controL This will be a de ad-beat predictive DC voltage/ AC current control method 
providing V and I response within a few PWM sample cycles. This control method will 
provide the basis for reducing the DC bus capacitance toa minimum value. 

The control method mentioned above is suitable also for single phase applications. Where a 
DC-DC MPPT converter is employed between the array and the inverter, the DC-DC 
converter can extract constant power at MPP from the array and inject this power into a 
fluctuating DC bus voltage. The inverter can then export the available energy to the grid. A 
key factor for minimising the size of the DC bus capacitor is maintaining accurate control of 
the DC voltage so that it does not go outside the range of controlled operation, while 
simultaneously producing an AC current that is free of low order harmonie components. The 
predictive algorithm proposed above is suitable for achieving the required level of controL 

2.5 MPPT DC-DC converters 

In order to step the panel voltage up to the DC link level a converter is required. This device 
must also perform the MPPT function. The ratings of such a converter, and therefore the 
number of panels for each should be determined as part of the broader consideration of the 
array-inverter interface. A panel mounted converter would be an advantage since the wiring 
to the inverter would then be a relatively low current conneetion at around 400VDC, or 
700VDC if a 3-phase inverter will be used. 

An appropriate topology for such a converter needs to be determined. It should satisfy the 
following requirements: 
• efficient MPPT 
• low cost, since a number of these will be required per instanation 
• high power density 
• high efficiency, since they add an additional conversion stage 

A key influence on the specification and design of this inverter will be the relationship 
between panel power, inverter power, and the MPP efficiency of panels connected in series or 
parallel. 

One particular topology of interest is a soft-switched, high-frequency, 3-phase, dual-active 
bridge. Such a topology has previously only been considered for high power applications, 
however it should be possible to scale this topology down to the power levels of interest and 
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maintain very high efficiency, power density, and reasonable cost. This will be analysed and 
compared with other suitable topologies. 

2.6 MPP efficiency of panels in series and parallel 

To operate at MPP the panel voltages and currents must be independent, otherwise any sort of 
asymmetry will cause them to operate away from the maximum power point. When panels 
are connected in series or parallel, their currents or voltages are constrained and therefore 
MPP operation of each panel cannot be guaranteed. Influences that could cause asymmetries 
in panel performance include: 
• temperature variations 
• partial shading 
• cell variations due to long term degradation 
• failure of individual cells 
• mounting angle variations 

• batch variations and gross mismatch where panels are installed incrementally 

The efficiency of the MPPT process is therefore determined by two components: 
• the extent to which the power converter is able to track the MPP of the whole array 
• the level of mismatch in panel performance that results in less power being extracted 

compared withoperating the individual panels independently at MPP. 

The first issue relates to converter control response and DC link energy storage. Converter 
response should be such that the time spent away from MPP operation is minimised. Energy 
storage is particularly important in the case of single phase systems because the 1OOHz power 
ripple should be buffered so that the panels supply only the average DC power. If the ripple 
appears the panels then they are obviously not at the MPP. 

The second issue affects the choice of system topology. Th ere is a trade-off between the 
energy not extracted in series/parallel connected arrays due to asymmetries, and the additional 
cost of breaking the array into smaller sections that are each operated at MPP. 

2. 7 Performance of PWM control schemes for inverters 

The proposed conversion system is required to meet all relevant standards and guidelines for 
this class of equipment. Particular areas of concern are harmonie injection, EMI, and 
islanding protection. The ability of different control schemes to meet the required standards 
varies. It is proposed that that a simulation study of various inverter control schemes be 
undertaken to identify the strengtbs and weaknesses of these approaches in PV -grid systems. 
This study is linked to the development of inverter simulation tools described in section 
Inverter rnadelling and simulations. 

2.8 Communication and monitoring 

Communications and monitoring play an important role in system reliability by enabling 
better detection and diagnosis of problems. For small low power systems the cost of 
sophisticated monitoring usually outweighs any benefit However, as the power increases the 
cost of system outages becomes As the size of the instaBation increases, the cost of 
monitoring data acquisition and monitoring 
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2.9 Inverter modelling and simulations 

To support the investigations it is proposed that simulation tools and models be developed for 
grid-connected PV systems. The simulation package that will be used is MATLAB. At 
present detailed inverter and PV models are not available in the standard MATLAB 
toolboxes. Such models will be developed as required, particularly to enable camparisans of 
different converter topologies and control strategies, and as an optimisation aid. 

3 PROJECT TIMET ABLE AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION 

At present a timetable and resource allocation for the project has not been established. 
However, preliminary work has cammeneed on integrated PWM control of AC current and 
DC voltage in single and 3-phase inverters in anticipation of submitting an abstract for the 
IEEE lAS Meeting in 2001. This is due in January, 2001. Workin this area should be able 
to praeeed independently of other tasks. 

Also, a literature review of topics related to the areas described in this proposal has also 
cammen eed. 

A detailed project timetable and resource allocation should be established by 20 December, 
2000. 
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Interim Progress Report 

Project: Inverter Technology for PV Systems 
Researcher: A. Kotsopoulos 
Supervision & Support: M.A.M Hendrix & J.L. Duarte 
Project partners: TU/e (group EPE), ECN, & Philips Lighting 

SuMMARY 

Publications 
• "Three-phase inverters for grid-connected PV systems," European PV and Solar Energy 

Conference, 2001 
• "A predictive control scheme for DC voltage and AC current control in grid connected PV 

inverters with minimum DC link capacitance," IEEE Industrial Electranies Society 
Conference, 2001 

Patent application 
• "A Single Phase Inverter with a Small DC Link Capacitor" 

Hardware 
• Construction of a 2kW test in verter is in progress. This includes the design of two PCB' s: 

a DSP based control and signal conditioning PCB, and a signal conditioning PCB for 
current measurement. 

• An evaluation module has been purchased for the Texas Instruments 320C2000 family of 
DSP' s, together with a 320F240 based microcontroller board. 

Simulation models 
• V arious Matlab/Simulink models have been developed to support the research and these 

will be further developed as required. 

Demonstration/test panel 
• ECN has supplied an AC module for test and demonstration purposes. This will be 

installed on the E-laag building at TU/e, and the system may be extended with additional 
panels and inverters in the future. 

Traineesbips 
• Two undergraduate students are conducting traineesbips relevant to this project and under 

our supervision. One is performing performance tests on the AC module supplied by 
ECN. The other is spending part of his time on DSP based phase-lock-loop (PLL) 
investigations which are relevant to grid-connection and synchronisation. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The project proposal developed last year specified the following points for the majority of the 
research effort: 
• System topology. To determine the best array-grid interface for systems in the range of 

400Wto 2kW. 
• Converter topologies. To improve inverter and (where applicable) DC-DC converter 

topology performance. Studies will consider single-phase and 3-phase inverters, and 
DC-DC converters for voltage step-up and MPPT. 

• Reliability. To identify key stressors and critica! components and to propose approaches 
for mitigating these effects. These may include control techniques, particular converter 
topologies, or system topologies. 

• PWM control of single and three phase inverters with minimum DC bus energy storage 
• Safety. Should be considered in the context of system topology. Safety issues should be 

identified, and the effectiveness of relevant standards should be evaluated. 

A number of more general and fundamental topics which support the research above were 
also proposed: 
• MPPT performance for arrays connected in series and parallel 
• performance of PWM control schemes for inverters, and the effect on harmonies, EMI, 

islanding proteetion 
• communication techniques for multi-converter systems 
• development of simulation tools for PV-grid inverter systems 

The remainder of this report outlines the achievements of the project, including some items 
not previously specified but which are of relevanee to the project goals. Outstanding items 
are listed and reprioritised. 

2 STATUS 

2.1 Results and outcomes 

2.1.1 System topology 

A survey of system topologies and array-grid interfaces has been undertaken and a draft 
report is in progress. This topic was included in a presentation made at ECN. Most favoured 
inverter types at present appear to be AC modules (100-300W) or string inverters (1-3kW). 
A a new system concept consisting of module integrated DC-DC converters, a DC 
distribution network of 400-600V, and central inverter may be considered further in the 
context of MPPT DC-DC converters. 

2.1.2 Converter topologies 

A comparison of three-phase and single-phase inverters was undertaken. This work was 
published at the European PV and Solar Energy Conference, 2001. 

2.1.3 Reliability 

A survey of reliability issues in PV inverter systems was undertaken. Most commonly 
reported problems have been identified and a draft report is in progress. The DC link 
electrolytic capacitor is a major limitation on lifetime, therefore inverter control strategies 
have been developed to allowasmaller non-electrolytic capacitor to be used (see below). 
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2.1.4 Inverter control 

Control algorithms for DC voltage regulation of single and three-phase inverters have been 
developed. These have been extended to apply to single phase inverters. The results of this 
work for three-phase inverters will be publisbed at the IEEE Industrial Electranies Society 
Conference, 2001. Work relating to single-phase inverters is the subject of a patent 
application and will be publisbed in due course. 

2.1.5 Safety 

The influence of inverter control on the tendency for islanding has been investigated in 
simulation studies. A digest has been submitted for consideration at the IEEE Power 
Electranies Specialist Conference, 2002. Further experimental work is anticipated in this 
area. 

2.1.6 Simulation tools 

Various simulation models have been developed in Matlab and Simulink to facilitate the 
research. In particular these include inverter models for testing PWM control and islanding 
behaviour. These will be extended and additional models will be developed as required. 

2.2 Additional work 

2.2.1 Test inverter 

Construction of a 2kW test inverter is currently in progress. This will allow experimental 
verification of inverter control algorithms mentioned above. The platform includes new and 
existing sub-assemblies. A new DSP controller was designed based on the Texas 
Instruments 320F240. A microprocessor card was purchased, and a suitable motherboard 
with control and signal conditioning components was designed and assembled. An additional 
signal conditioning board for current measurement has been designed, and an 320C2000 
family evaluation module was purchased from TI including software development tools, 
emulator and debugger. 

2.2.2 PV demonstrafion system 

ECN has supplied an AC module to use for testing and demonstratien purposes. It is 
intended that this be installed at TU/e together with a monitoring system. If possible the 
instanation will be expanded in the future with additional panels and inverters. 

2.2.3 Student Traineeships 

An undergraduate student has begun a traineeship (240 hours) at TU/e in the area of PV-grid 
inverters, and is under our supervision. The major part of his work will be in evaluating the 
performance of the AC module supplied by ECN. A second trainee is spending a part of his 
time investigating phase-lock loop structures for grid connected inverter applications. 

2.3 ECN projects 

Projects related to the in vestigation of in verter harmonies and power systems containing a 
high level of PV generation have been proposed. It is expected that this will require some 
simulation andlor experimental work in the following year. 
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3 REMAINING TASKS 

3.1 Expected publications 2002 

A digest has been submitted for consideration at the IEEE Power Electranies Specialist 
Conference, 2002. The work related to the patent application should also be published at a 
suitable conference in 2002. Other significant results from work carried next year will be 
submitted for pubheation at a later time. 

3.2 Work items 

Areas discussed in the project plan that can be investigated further include the following: 
• Study of DC-DC converters at the inverter input. Of interest here is MPPT performance 

and the potential to develop a module integrated DC-DC converter so that modules can be 
connected to a local DC distribution bus. 

• Further reliability work. Control measures addressing the DC link capacitor have been 
proposed, but other reported reliability problems like grid disturbances and thermal effects 
(amongst others) have nat yet been considered. 

• Experimental work for inverter control related to the patent application. 
• Software development for the test inverter. 
• Experimental work for islanding studies associated with the proposed PESC publication. 
• Direct technica! input to the proposed ECN/Ecofys/Kema/Nuon projects. 
• Simulation tools supporting the research (and ECN/Ecofys/Kema/Nuon projects) will 

continue to be developed as required. 

3.3 Proposed approach for the following year 

Progress has been made in all areas mentioned in the project plan. The proposed research 
priorities for the following year are: 
• hardware/software development for test inverter and experimental work supporting the 

inverter control techniques that have been developed, including the patent application; 
• experimental work related to islanding studies; 
• simulation and/or experimental work for harmonie and inverter interaction studies m 

collaboration with ECN. 

Additional progress in the other work items mentioned above will be highly desirable. As a 
minimum the final report will include a discussion of these items, references, and suggestions 
for further work. 
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